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&iegiutiue QCounciI
Tuesday, 28 October 1986

THE PRESIDENT (Hon. Clive Griffiths)
took the Chair at 3.30 p.m., and read prayers.

BUNBURY INSTIUTE OF ADVANCED
EDUCATION

Government Actions: Urgency Motion
THE PRESIDENT: Honourable members, I

have received the following letter dated 27
October-

Dear Mr President,
In accordance with Standing Order No. 63,
I desire to move on Tuesday, 28th October
1986, that the House, at its rising, adjourn
until I I a.m. Friday, 3 1st October 1986 for
the purpose of condemning the Govern-
ment and the Minister for Education Hon.
R. J. Pearce MLA, for
(I) failing to carry out the Government's

obligations under its own Bunbury
2000 strategy by,
(a) failing to ensure adequate funding

of the Dunbury Institute of Ad-
vanced Education, thereby
severely disadvantaging students
through lack of library resources,
computer technology, science lab-
oratory equipment and other vital
services necessary to ensure ap-
propriate training standards.

(b) proposing to devastate edu-
cational facilities at the South
West Regional College TAPE
Bunbury by
(i) substantially reducing the

quality and range of edu-
cational services,

(ii) denying students within the
South West Region a quality
of decentralized educational
opportunities,

(iii) threatening to deprive the
Region of highly qualified
lecturers, and

(iv) denying employment oppor-
tunities for staff and students
alike.

(2) destroying confidence in the minds of
(a) students
(b) teachers

(c) the public, and
this House calls on the Government to re-
consider its directives which are not only
damaging to the educational opportunities
of the people of the South West but are
contrary to stated Government policy for
the Region.
Yours sincerely,-
VIC FERRY, MLC

The mover of this motion requires support of
four members.

Four members having risen in their places,
HON. V. J. FERRY (South-West) [3.37

p.m.]: I move-
That the 1-ouse at its rising adjourn until

I11.00 a.m. on Friday, 31 October 1986.
In moving this urgency motion I am using a
parliamentary practice to highlight a crisis in
regional education in Bunibury. When I speak
of Bunbury I am speaking of the region of the
south-west focused on Bunbury. I do this to try
to persuade the Government to perform to its
own specifications, to its own target of achieve-
ment and to its own ambitions in the south-
west. It disappoints me that I have to rise in
this manner to point out to the House the
inadequacies associated with two of the senior
colleges in the area, and I refer firstly, and not
necessarily in order of priority, to the Bunbury
Institute of Advanced Education and secondly,
to the South West Regional College of TAPE-
the technical school as it is commonly known
in the region, as it has been for a long time.

Both are excellent colleges but both have
problems at present, so much so that only last
week lecturers and teachers at the South West
Regional College of TAFE went on strike. I do
not agree that people should go on strike but I
can understand the frustrations of these
lecturers and teachers who have, certainly in
their own minds, been forced to take this very
visible action in protest at the Government's
proposed cut-back in funding for their college,
because this affects not only the lecturers but
also the quality of education provided and cer-
tainly the opportunities for students under the
superintendence of these lecturers.

I refer now to the Bunbury Institute of Ad-
vanced Education. I support the institute very
firmly, as I support the other college. The insti-
tute was established by the present Govern-
ment with the blessing of the South West De-
velopment Authority and many other organis-
ations and individuals. Why do they and I sup-
porn the institute? The answer is that it is a
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means of bringing educational opportunities to
the people of that south-west region. Hitherto a
lot of those opportunities were not available
and students had to go to Perth and other re-
gions in the State with places of learning, even
to the Eastern States, to get their qualifications.
Therefore this facility in the south-west has
been welcomed. I intend now to quote from
Labor Party documents and publications.

Firstly I refer to a document entitled "South
West Development Authority, Bunbury 2000,
Policy Document". It was released in
December 1983 and I quote from the foreward
in the form of a letter by the Premier, Hon.
Brian Burke, MLA. It states-

"Bunbury 2000" is an aggressive devel-
opment strategy directed towards creating
an alternative urban capital in Western
Australia and accelerating the social and
economic development of the entire South
West region.

"Bunbury 2000" has top priority in my
Government's programme and substantial
progress will be made in its implemen-
tation during our first three years of office.

It goes on-

The proposals are all breathtaking in
scope and provide an indication of the
commitment to the success of the overall
programme.

Secondly, I refer to a document entitled
"Bunbury 2000 Development Strategies"
which was presented in December 1982 by Mr
Brian Burke MLA, the Leader of the State Par-
liamrentary Labor Party. It was prepared in col-
laboration with Mr David Smith, MLA for
Mitchell and Mr P. J7. Smith, MLA for
Bunbury.

Hon- Tom Stephens: The people have never
had better members of Parliament than those
two.

Hon. V. J. FERRY: Members are anxious to
support these members. They could give a big-
ger cheer for Hon. Doug Wenn, the ALP mem-
ber for South-West Province.

I wish to quote from page 42 of that docu-
ment under the heading "Education". Under
the subheading "A Bunbury Branch of W.A.
College of Advanced Education"-now known
as the Bunbury Institute-the document
states-

A State Labor Government will provide
a tertiary education institution in Bunbury
by establishing a branch of the Western

Australian College of Advanced Education
to service Bunbury and the South West.

A College established in this way would
be eligible for Commonwealth funding to
meet recurrent and capital costs.

It goes on to say-
We would be prepared to provide capital

funds from State sources as an interim
measure if necessary to ensure the com-
mencement of the first stage of the project
in 1984.

It refers to business study courses at tertiary
level and states that it is expected to have those
courses operated by the Bunbury Technical
College, now known as 'the South West
Regional college. It goes on to explain how a
State Labor Government intended to develop
courses in advanced technical studies, com-
puter systemns and programming, and agricul-
tural sciences to meet the specific skills
required in the south-west because expansion
and diversification of industry in the region as
these courses develop will be essential. The
Labor Party said at that time that courses in
this area would be established to meet the local
demand. I could not agree more with that; that
is exactly what we want. It went on to say-

With the present Technical College to
continue its present role and form, the col-
lege of Advanced Education will provide a
new standard and range of education now
not available in Bunbury and the South
West.

On page 44 the document states-
It will attract more Commonwealth

funding and will have access to the central
facilities of the W.A. College of Advanced
Education.

Greater Attention to the Employ-
ment Implications of Education and
Training.

A State Labor Government will
regularly review courses provided by
education and trade training insti-
tutions to ensure that education and
skills are more relevant and respon-
sive to the changing needs of industry
and commerce.

We will give priority to education
and training courses developed
around employment opportunities
predominant in the regions.

We will initiate workforce planning
and labour market research to assist
education and training institutions to
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provide for courses and skills in areas
where there are forecast shortages.

Members of Parliament were proud to put their
signatures to that document. I commend them
for their zeal in promoting the south-west, but!I
wish their Government would now back them
up in what they set out to do.

1 wish now to refer to a more recent docu-
ment put out by the Government prior to the
last election entitled "Bunbury 2000: The
Shape of Things to Come". Very briefly that
document states-

The flunbury Institute of Advanced
Education will open in 1986 with
approximately 200 students.
.. the second stage will see student in-

take increased to between 500 and 600 in
Iwo years.

I have another document entitled "The Centre-
piece of Bunbury 2000: The Second Stage"
which states-

Develop the Bunbury College of Ad-
vanced Education to increase student
numbers from 200 to 500 within the next
two years.

I am not quibbling about the variation in the
number of students expected to be enrolled-
The point is that the college is endeavouring to
provide these courses for people who want to
receive that type of education. This House has
heard me recently claim, on behalf of the
students and the staff of the institute, that the
library resource centre is hopelessly inadequate
for the needs of the students at present enrolled
at the institute. Not only are they concerned,
but also the Bunbury City Council and other
local authorities are concerned that their public
libraries and local government facilities are be-
ing put under excessive strain in trying to meet
the needs of the students attending the institute
because the institute is unable to provide li-
brary resource material appropriate for the
courses at that educational institution.

I commend those authorities for doing their
utmost in trying to meet that need because that
is not their role. A general library is put there to
serve the needs of a wide spectrum of the com-
munity and local authorities cannot be
expected, with their limited financial and
staffing resources, to provide that sort of back-
up for educational institutions.

It behoves the Government to ensure that
the library resource centre at the Bunbury Insti-
tute has sufficient funding to adequately scr-
vice the needs of the students.

It was put to me only a few days ago that the
amount required right now by that centre is
$500 000. That would place the library on a
sound footing to meet the needs of students
doing existing courses at the institute. It was
also put to me that $200 000 a year will be
required for the next several years to update
that resource to allow it to keep abreast of new
courses being put in place at the institute. At
present that need is not being met and the Gov-
ernment is falling down on its job.

It will be said that much of the money should
come from the Commonwealth. I have no argu-
ment with that. However, the point is that the
institute was established by this Government to
service the south-west region. It undertook
intially to fund it to meet certain needs. The
need to fund it now to provide the proper fa-
cilities in the future is extremely urgent.

I have asked questions in this House regard-
ing funding of this library resource. On 14
October 1986 1 asked how much money would
be granted to meet the deficiency. The reply
was that it was not possible to make a grant this
financial year. Why would this Government Or
any Government establish an institute in the
south-west or anywhere else in the State and
particularly in country areas, if it could not
fund it?

It is like building a car and leaving the wheels
off it- It is absolutely ridiculous. The Govern-
ment is falling down on its promise and under-
taking to the people of that region.

Hon. P. G. Pendal: It spent that amount on
all the glossy brochures it put out.

Hon. V. J. FERRY: That is a good point,
because the Government spent an enormous
amount of money on brochures and a big din-
ner at the Lighthouse Inn. Prior to the last
election, something like $42 000 was spent to
further the Government's cause- The point is
that we need more money to further this very
worthy cause, which I thoroughtly support. The
students involved are not only young students;
many adult students take courses of their
choice and the lack of facilities also affects
them.

I asked the following question-

in view of the Government's commit-
ment to the "Bunbury 2000" strategy, will
the Government guarantee adequate
funding to pernit the institute to fulfil its
educational role of serving the south-west
region?
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The Government's reply was as follows-
Funding levels cannot be guaranteed,

but every effort will be made to persuade
the Commonwealth to enhance the present
provision.

The Government has stepped into deep water;
finding itself floundering, it is now very embar-
rassed.

Hon. P. G. Pendal: It passes the buck.
Hon. V. J. FERRY: It is certainly passing the

buck. Unless the Government was able to fund
the institute to the point of its meeting the
needs of students, it should never have estab-
lished it. The Government stands condemned
for that. There is no question about that. I
believe in progress for the south-west as much
as anyone else, but I do not believe in raising
false hopes. What about the smelter, DTX, and
the like? The people of the south-west were
promised all sorts of things in off-the-cuff com-
ments, but nothing has happened with respect
to those promises.

Hon. Doug Wenn: More has happened since
we have been in Government than happened
when you were in Government.

Hon. P. G. Pendal: You are starting to be-
lieve your own propaganda.

Hon. Kay Hallahan: We certainly do not
want the prophets of gloom from your side.

Hon. V. J. FERRY: I am not criticising
everything the Government has done there, be-
cause it has done some good things. I have
acknowledged that on previous occasions in
this House. However, in those areas in which
the Government is falling down and short-
changing the people of the south-west, I will
criticise it for so doing. No exclamations of
indignation from the other side of the House
can cure this problem for the Government. The
facts are there. Let it not be said that I amn
behind the door in standing up for the people
in that area.

Hon. Doug Wenn: The door is shut; they
cannot see you.

Hon. V. J. FERRY: There is no door by
which funds can be provided to this institution,
It is a blank wall, not a blank cheque. The
Government stands condemned.

Members opposite should speak to those who
need to use the facilities at the institute. Only
last Friday, I again went to see for myself the
lack of facilities there. I know that the institute
is a fine building. I appreciate that and ac-
knowledge that the concept of the institute is
great. However, when we build a car we put in

an engine and put wheels on it to make it work.
At present, the institute is a long way short of
working in a number of areas, which is a
tragedy. It is not good enough for the Govern-
ment to say that it is entirely a Commonwealth
matter. The State Government set up the insti-
tute and is therefore responsible for it.

Hon. Doug Wenn: If it wasn't for the State
Government, it would not be there at all.
People would have to come to Perth.

Hon. V. J. FERRY: Students need to have
the wherewithal to further their studies. I have
spoken to some of the students who are en-
rolled in courses there. Their resource material
is so inadequate that they are considering leav-
ing the institute to come to a metropolitan-
based educational institution for their tuition.
That is the answer to Hon. Doug Wenn. Some
students are concerned that with the limited
resources available, their courses will not fit
them for what they intend to do after they fin-
ish their training.

In addition to the lack of library material, the
institute is short of science laboratory equip-
ment. It is necessary to have specialised labora-
tory equipment for a nursing course to be set
up. That is quite an expensive business. There
is also a need for a regional computer arrange-
ment whereby the institute and other
regionally-based departments could have
greater scope to train students in the techno-
logical sense in the various fields of computer
technology with all its ramifications. Funds are
needed for that. If the funds are not available,
the college can meet the needs in part, but not
sufficiently. It is no good having facilities that
are inadequate because they will detract from
the quality of training given to students.
Students who at the completion of their train-
ing Will Work in the fields of medicine, com-
merce, industry, or whatever, need access to
high-level computer technology.

I turn now to the south-west regional college
of technical and further education in Bunbury.
I refer in particular to the letter I wrote to you,
Mr President, setting out my reasons for this
urgency motion. I pointed out that the Govern-
ment failed in its obligations under its
"Bunibury 2000" strategy, and in so doing
failed to ensure adequate funding of the
Bunbury Institute of Advanced Education and
the south-west regional college. It is known as
the technical school. I pointed out that the
proposed funding cut-backs by the Govern-
ment would substantially reduce the quality
and range of educational services at that col-
Iege.The reduced funding will deny students
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within the south-west region the equality of
decentralised educational opportunities. There
is no question about that. Students within the
area will be penalised for living within the area
by not having the full benefit of educational
opportunities that should be in that college.

In addition, the proposed cut-backs will
threaten 10 deprive the region of highly quali-
fied lecturers, teachers, and tutors. Such people
do the area proud and they are very proud to be
associated with the college and very diligent in
their approach to their work. They take a very
personal interest in the students taught by
them. With the proposed cut-backs, many of
these lecturers will be unemployed, which rep-
resents a very real personal problem for them.
Not only full-time lecturers, but also pant-time
lecturers will be out of work. The Government
is always anxious to supply employment
opportunities- These lecturers will be denied
employment opportunities in a decentralised
region. Similarly, students will be denied
courses at that college. Students from through-
out the region attend both colleges. They come
from Augusta in the south and from Waroona,'north of Bunbury. Indeed, students come from
the wheatbelt areas of the State to attend to
their educational needs in Bunbury.

The proposed cuts by the Government de-
stroy confidence in the minds not only of the
lecturers, the teachers, and the tutors, but also
in the students themselves. As I mentioned
earlier, some of them are very concerned that
they will not be able to complete their studies if
cut-hacks are effected. They are also concerned
that because of the inadequacies of the teaching
resources they may not be as well-qualified as
their counterparts who complete their training
in colleges in the metropolitan area. 1 refer, in
particular, to the metropolitan area because the
proposed cut-backs will affect technical colleges
in other regions in the State-for example,
Kalgoorlie, Albany, and Geraldton. It can be
said perhaps that that is just tough luck and
that students could go to Perth to get the same
advantage.

That is absolutely contrary to the Govern-
ment's regionalisation programme. I refer to
the "Bunbury 2000" strategy which this
Government designed to further the interests
of that region. Students will be forced to come
to Perth's educational institutions to obtain
qualifications. That will defeat decentralisation
or regionalisation-call it what one will. That
is a shattering indictment of the performance
of this Government in that context.

It has also been put to me that if the
proposed financial cuts are imposed on the
South-West Regional College in Bunbury, the
effect will be a cut of as much as 75 per cent.
The college will be almost useless. One has to
have flexibility to cater for the needs in many
cases of smaller class sizes, different hours of
tuition and all sorts of things.

In the metropolitan area it may be relatively
easy for a student to travel from Carine to
Victoria Park to attend another college if the
college near that student's residence is not able
to provide a particular course, or if there is no
vacancy. In most cases a bus ride of $I or so
would be involved. It is possible for students in
the metropolitan area to travel from one area
to another to obtain their educational needs.

That is not always so in the country or re-
gional areas. Students attending from 50 or 300
kilometres away, whatever the distance is, have
no regular bus services to suit their chosen
courses of tuition. Some bus services can be put
in place, and they are very welcome, but they
do not suit everyone; therefore students must
travel by their own means of transport, usually
by car, and that is expensive in itself, If those
courses are not available in the student's re-
gion, he must go to Perth at tremendous ex-
pense. He would not travel every day, of
course, but he would have to go to Perth to
obtain board and lodging with the extra ex-
pense of living away from home.

The problem is one of immense proportions
for the Government. It is trying to save
funds-and I applaud the Government for try-
ing to be frugal in many areas-but when its
fund-cutting cuts diametrically across another
policy, particularly one like the "Bunbury
2000" programme which has been publicised, I
am extremely disappointed.

Let me mention some of the courses which
appear to be seriously affected. Workshop
training for automotive apprentices will be cut
from 16 to 12 hours per week. That is a cut of
25 per cent. The hours for first year accounting
are to be cut from 24 hours to 17 hours. That is
more than 25 per cent. Engineering and survey-
ing will also be cut. My fairly sound advice is
that those courses will go out of existence, be-
cause class sizes will be small and the Govern-
ment will not find it economic to provide the
funds.

in commercial studies-accountancy-there
will be fewer classes. The hours will be reduced
from 26 to 17. That is a reduction of something
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like 35 per cent in the hours per week, which is
a tremendous reduction.

Other programmes likely to go by the board
as a result of these funding cuts are Iocai
government courses, real estate courses and
other trade courses, such as machinery trades,
industrial hydraulics, advanced training,
toolmaking, welding, and skills of that sont.
This is completely at odds with the Govern-
ment's regionalisation programme. There is no
doubt that those skills are urgently needed in
rural and regional areas.

The Government, in its own document,
points out that these colleges provide courses
tailor-made to meet the needs of the people and
the industries in the region. It is moving i n
reverse from this policy. It has misled the
people of the south-west. It has misled the
people of all the regions of Western Australia,
whether it be Kalgoorlie, Albany, Geraldton or
anywhere else.

Prior to the last election there were great
promises to do these things, and immediately
after the election the Government wrote to
these colleges and asked them where they
could make reductions. That was a bit tough. It
is all right making these promises in the time
leading up to the election, but after the election
is over it is a different ball game. That is not
good enough.

I have been given a figure of $530 000 as the
amount proposed to be chopped off the
Bunbury South West Regional College's
budget. That is a tremendous reduction.

IHon. A. A. Lewis interjected.
Hon. V. J. FERRY: Hon. Sandy Lewis

reminded me of the involvement of the insti-
tute in the agricultural park farm at Boyup
Brook which was bequeathed to the State by a
generous person known personally to me, and I
commend him for his public gesture.

Hon. Doug Wenn: We are getting away from
what you are talking about.

Hon. N. F. Moore: Is he making you feel
uncomfortable?

Hon. V. J. FERRY: Hon. Doug Wenn is not
aware of the fact that this project comes under
the umbrella of the Bunbury institute.

Hon. A. A. Lewis: He would not be.

Hon. V. J1. FERRY: I think the honourable
member needs to do his homework.

Hon. N. F. Moore: He had better go back to
school.

Hon. V. J1. FERRY: I hope the Government
will review its directives and consider the
points I have made concerning the
inadequacies and insufficiencies of the edu-
cational process in Bunbury, which serves the
south-west region. The Minister, Mr Pearce,
needs to take note of what has happened in the
community.

Hon. Tom Stephens: You have never had it
so good since the Burke Labor Government.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon. John
Williams): Order! Hon. Tom Stephens will
come to order.

Hon. V. J1. FERRY: The Minister for Edu-
cation should take note of the current situation,
not only in the south-west region but right
throughout the other regions of this State.
When it comes to education and educational
opportunities, as one who knows from bitter
experience the difficulty of obtaining adequate
education in country areas, I am aware that
some members might think only a relatively
few students will be affected, but the voices of
thousands of those students, their brothers, sis-
ters, husbands and wives throughout the com-
munity need to be heeded.

They are rising up in their anger against this
Government. The Minister far Education ap-
pears to be most reluctant to hear what he is
being told. This Minister is going from disaster
to disaster in his Education portfolio. It must
be a hot potato.

I remember when the Tonkin Labor Govern-
ment came into office in 1971, the Premier-
Hon. John Tonkin-decided to take the Edu-
cation portfolio because it was of such tremen-
dous importance leading up to that election. It
is still important many years afterwards. What
happened? Within three years we had five Min-
isters for Education. This current Minister for
Education is added to that list. I doubt whether
he will stay in this portfolio for very long be-
cause he has to learn he cannot muck about
with a Government policy on which country
and regional people pin their faith. They rely
on education; it means so much to them. They
want to be pant of the greater community, want
to be qualified and have the benefit of what-
ever courses are available so they can progress
in life. It is not good enough for the Govern-
ment to stand by and let these colleges wither
on the vine.

HON. KAY HALLAHAN (South-East
Metropolitan-Minister for Community Ser-
vices) [4.11 p.m.]: I put before the House
another perspective on the motion moved by
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Hon. Vic Ferry. If he has not noticed, the cur-
rent Minister has been the Minister for Edu-
cation for more than three years and has been
an outstandingly successful Minister in the
Burke Labor Government. The Opposition has
not got that message. We are not surprised
about this charade of an urgency motion
coming from Hon. Vic Ferry.

Under this Government there has been sig-
nificant reform and change in the education
system. That has been directed by a very able
Minister whose portfolio had not been changed
after a six-month period. There have not been a
number of Ministers for Education, as Hon.
Vic Ferry indicated. This Minister has conduc-
ted a very successful ministry, brought in many
changes and many improvements, and is
regarded very highly indeed.

Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon. John

Williams): Order! Hon. Doug Wenn and the
Opposition fronthench will come to order. I do
not need any help from the backbench either.

Hon. KAY HALLAHAN: Does Hon. Vic
Ferry tell students in the south-west-who ex-
press concern to him about his leader's policy
of cutting taxation to 30 per cent, preventing
any further increase in the Federal deficit,
having a wage freeze and a freeze on State
Government charges and a general increase of
two hours in the working week in public and
private sectors-what sort of effect his leader's
policies would have on the students'
opportunities in the south-west? I commend
the member to come clean with the people in
the south-west and to talk to them about their
concerns with respect to the reduced
expectations they would have under a Liberal
Government, if they should be so unlucky to
have such a Government.

There is no question that this Government is
improving on its own performance levels and
its goals. It is progressing. While we are suffer-
ing a difficult economic climate we are never-
theless performing in a very effective way and
in a way we have not seen in Government over
recent years in this State, particularly the pre-
vious Government to 1983.

Hon. Vic Ferry acknowledged that this
Government built the Bunbury Institute. He
applauded that move. Members on this side of
the House will know that that was the fruition
of a commitment by this Government. In ad-
dition to that, extensions were built to the
South West Regional College of TAFE. There
has been a sizeable commitment by this

Government to the Bunbury area, and delivery
has been made on that commitment. There is
no question that those commitments have not
been met in a tangible way.

Some points referred to by Hon. Vic Ferry
are matters of recurrent expenditure and are
federally funded. They will continue to be
federally funded under the arrangements we
have. The institute will be formally opened in
the next few weeks. It has not been going long
enough to have had its formal opening so we
are looking at a recent innovation by the
present Government. What could we have
expected under the previous Government? It
was a long time in Government and there was
no sign of its responding to the needs of
students or the local community in that area.

Hon. P. G Pendal: What a load of rubbish?
Hon. KAY HALLAHAN: It is very difficult

for the honourable member to accept, but it is
true.

The other point I think is very interesting
and clearly shows the Government's commit-
ment is the fact that a council was established
for the institute so local people could have a
say in running that fine facility. It gives great
autonomy to the area and a greater sensitivity
to direction and courses offered. We would not
see too much of that under a Liberal Govern-
ment. We saw limited local input under a Lib-
eral Government.

Hon. P. G. Pendal: You are starting to be-
lieve your own propaganda.

Hon. KAY HALLAHAN: It is true. I see the
benefits and the community notices a vast dif-
ference between a Liberal Government and a
Labor Government. Under this Government
they get the opportunity to have a say.

Hon. P. G. Pendal: So the poils are telling us.
Hon. KAY HALLAHAN: If the Liberal

Party wants smaller government and smaller
spending-we hear it all the time-it will have
to make a great cutback in the facilities avail-
able and it will never aspire to the sorts of
services this Government has been able to pro-
vide to the community. That is a reality.

We are looking at the current working con-
ditions in TAFE to ensure a more efficient
working system statewide. Hon. Vic Ferry is
quite right in that respect. But from his speech
I gathered that cutting back was okay for the
metropolitan area because somehow people in
the metropolitan area can move from one area
to another, but in country areas that is not on. I
f Ind that a parochial and difficult argument to
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follow. I am sure that the many families in the
metropolitan area who are also struggling to get
the best for their children would not find much
comfort from Hon. Vic Ferry's point of view. I
guess that is what people in the metropolitan
area can expect under a Liberal-National Party
coalition Government.

Hon. N. F. Moore: You do not understand
what is happening.

Hon. KAY HALLAHAN: I seem to be fairly
much in touch with what is happening.

With regard to library resources and support
facilities, it is true that it does take time to
build up a library and support facilities in a
new, growing institution. There is no doubt
about that. That process is under way and the
facilities will improve. Is the honourable memi-
her seriously suggesting that we should not
open an institution until it is absolutely fully
resourced in every possible way? I almost got
the feeling he was suggesting students in that
area would be better off with no educational
opportunities on the ground that going to pub-
lic libraries would cause stress on staff and
flunds. It is a very flimsy argument. I do not
think the students he speaks to, if faced with
the choice of thinner resources and additional
pressures on public libraries, would deny them-
selves the opportunity of learning. They now
have, in their region, a facility which they have
never had before.

There is no question that highly qualified
teachers will still be available. It is an er-
roneous fear-mongering proposition to say they
will not. The quality of staff in the south-west
will continue to be of the highest calibre.

It would be interesting to learn whether the
Liberal Party stands by the Dormer report,
bearing in mind the effects it would have on
technical and further education. The
recommendations in that report would provide
radical changes to the TAFE system. I wonder
how Hon. Vic Ferry would answer his constitu-
ents if those recommendations were to be
implemented in full.

I will now give Hon. Vic Ferry a few facts
which might be useful in his arguments if he
wants to trade in facts when dealing with his
constituents. Despite the difficult economic
circumstances we all face, the Government
provided $4.936 million to the Bunbury insti-
tute in 1985-86 and proposes to spend $2.679
million in 1986-87. That is still a very signifi-
cant commitment to the south-west, a region
we all know is a very significant pant of our
State. WAPSEC, in its triennial submission for

1988-90, will be presenting arguments for
improved funding for the WA College of Ad-
vanced Education and the Bunbury Institute.
There is no doubt that those institutions will
continue to be supported, improved, and
upgraded. Both institutions are in the early
phase of their growth and development, par-
ticularly the Bunbury Institute. This institute
will really provide a wonderful resource in that
region, an even more wonderful resource than
it is proving to be presently. Reports I have
received indicate a great deal of commendation
for this Government's initiative in establishing
that institute.

I find it hard to see any reason that this
motion should succeed. I see nothing but
superficial reasons for the member to have
moved the motion.

HON. DOUG WENN (South-West) [4.22
p.m.]: Right from the start, in my maiden
speech, I pointed out that the Bunbury Institute
of Advanced Education had created a good
feeling among parents in the region because
they had found that their children were able to
obtain an advanced education without those
children having to go to the metropolitan area.
Children in the region can now receive an ad-
vanced education in their own area. This has
meant cost savings to many parents by not
having to have their children educated in
Perth.

Early in his speech, Hon. Vic Ferry referred
to a paper prepared by the ALP prior to the
1983 election; specifically he referred to the
"Bunbury 2000" scheme. This scheme was
originated by David Smith, Phil Smith, and me
in conjunction with Hon. Julian Grill. We
devised a plan which we thought was very api-
propriate for the area. It is a plan that this
Government has almost completed. In three
years the Burke Government, through the
"Bunbury 2000" scheme, has done more for
Bunbury than any previous Government. Our
accomplishments are there to see: The new
Lord Forrest Hotel, the office tower, and the
removal of the Bunbury railway yards. It
should be noted that the removal of these yards
was first mooted in 1926, but it took till now
for something to happen; under the Burke
Government the removal was accomplished.
Since 1983 Bunbury has advanced tremen-
dously.

Besides the accomplishments I have already
mentioned we have another in that in a fort-
night the new institute will be opened as
promised. No doubt Hon. Vic Ferry will be
there congratulating all concerned for having
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achieved this milestone for Bunbury. The insti-
tute is largely funded by the Federal Govern-
ment, but is also subsidised by the State
Government. If it were not for the determi-
nation of the Minister for Education, we would
not even have had the institute at all. Earlier
the Federal Government was baulking about
accepting the idea. We pressured it until it
finally came across with the money, so we were
able to establish this facility.

Hon. Vic Ferry will also know that very soon
the second stage of the institute will be
completed. When it is finished we will have
facilities available for between 500 and 600
students.

The honourable member said that the insti-
tute lacked computers and other technological
systems. This is not true; the facilities are there
and computers are available for students. I
know of many students who use them after
hours. These are trusted people who are given
permission to remain behind when teaching
staff have left-obviously caretaker staff are
there. Many Bunbury people use the com-
puters, and not just the young people; middle-
age people are also taking advantage of the op-
portunity to upgrade their learning,

I am glad H-on. Vic Ferry did admit that the
Commonwealth is partially responsible for
libraries. I was astounded to hear him say that
the local libraries were not responsible for
carrying the kind of books on technology
required. Most of the libraries do carry such
books. Some of them need upgrading, and of
course the libraries need extra money to pro-
vide more books. Students come from
Margaret River, Augusta, and Busselton to
learn at the institute and use its facilities, but
they are reliant on the books available in their
local libraries. Hopefully their local libraries
will receive the money to upgrade their facili-
ties. Once that happens more people will take
advantage of what is provided in the libraries
and be encouraged to use! the facilities at the
institute more often.

By way of interjection earlie r, I made the
point that upwards of 2'00 students at the insti-
tute would in earlier times have had to leave
the area and be now living in Perth in order to
further their education. Had we not had this
institute, those people would have been lost to
the area. So the institute is keeping at least that
number of people in the area. The parents of
these children are very happy about this. The
institute and the college have assisted greatly
the people of Bunbury.

If it were not for the Burke Government and
its desire to implement the "Bunbury 2000"'
scheme, we would still be battling on with fa-
cilities that were so out of date that at one time
we were turning people away. it reached a
point where we finally had to bring in some
mobile huts. These are absolutely inappropri-
ate and not worthy of housing the facilities
involved. I know this is so because at that time
[ was working for Telecom and I was among
the crew that went out and did the backbone
cabling and the installation of the phones as
these huts were being constructed. They were
used for the woodwork, welding, and catering
areas, and provided facilities that were not
there previously. Aspiring chefs had to learn
their trade in a small kitchen training area
which was not big enough to train them fully.
They now have an adequate facility.

The hairdressing section has increased in size
and it is well used by the young people from
Bunbury and the surrounding districts. They
have been given the opportunity to learn hair-
dressing without being locked into an appren-
ticeship situation.

jResolved: That business be continued.j
Hon. DOUG WENN: I wonder if Hon. Vic

Ferry has attended the college prior to the com-
mencement of the school year after the festive
season and witnessed the number of people try-
ing to register for various courses. I can tell
members that it takes up to three days for some
people to register for various courses. It has
reached the stage where the heads of the college
have decided that they will advertise that regis-
tration for particular subjects will be held on
certain days. Two years ago I know that it took
nearly a week for some people to register for
courses they wished to undertake. It still takes a
couple of days to register.

The honourable member pointed also to the
fact that Government spending has been cut
and that such action will damage the institute
and the college. I will quote the words of a
famous man-Mr Brian Burke-who said,
"You are damned if you do and you are
damned if you don't." The time will come
when every member opposite will make the
point during the Budget debate about the
Government cutting expenditure. The minute
the Government cuts expenditure, Opposition
members grizzle.

Several members interjected.

Hon. 0. E. Masters: The Government spends
and spends.
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Hon. DOUG WENN: I will listen with great
interest to Hon. Gordon Masters and to the
Opposition members when they have their say
about the Government's Budget.

Members opposite have stated that some
courses will be deleted. As an example I will
refer to the real estate course. A specific num-
ber of people must register before the course
proceeds. Such a course allows participants
full-time or pan-time work in the industry.
This happens in other courses-as soon as a
sufficient number of students have registered
the course proceeds. Sufficient instructors are
available; there is no doubt about that.

I oppose the motion. I repeat that this
Government has done more that any other
Government for the south-west region and I
refer particularly to "Bunbury 2000"-l am
proud to be associated with it-which is living
up to its expectations. This motion, Mr Presi-
dent, is coming more from emotion than from
fact.

HON. N. F. MOORE (Lower North) [4.33
p.mn.]: Mr President-

Hon. Tom Stephens: Here comes emotion
rather than fact.

Hon. N. F. MOORE: Is it not interesting to
hear Hon. Tom Stephens make statements like
that? His one-liners are more interesting to
listen to than are his speeches.

Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order! My one-liner

might be effective also, if members do not
come to order.

Hon. N. F. MOORE: I congratulate Hon.Vic
Ferry for moving this motion and for, quite
rightly, bringing to the attention of the House
the situation which prevails at Bunbury at the
present time in respect of what is happening in
regard to "Bunbury 2000" and to the TAFE
college.

Hon. Kay Hallahan: Under your instruc-
tions.

Hon. N. F. MOORE: Not at all. It was his
idea and I am complimenting him for bringing
the motion to the House. I hope that in due
course, when other members realise the impact
that TAFE cuts will have on their electorates,
they will do the same thing.

I suggest to members opposite that when
they look at the effect the Pearce cuts will have
on colleges and TAFE institutions in their elec-
torates and the effect it will have on the people
involved in them and realise the consequences,

they will not be quite as compliant as they have
been in (he past. The effect will be dramatic.

In the 25 years in which I have been involved
in education, I have never known people to be
as angry as they are today. I have received
hundreds of telephone calls, letters and pet-
itions, and people are sitting outside my office
waiting for an opportunity to speak with me
about the situation. They come to complain to
me about what this Government is doing in
respect of TAFE.

Hon. Tom Stephens: What is your position
on the Dormer report?

Hon. N. F. MOORE: I do not have one.
Hon. Kay Hallahan: It was your report.
Hon. N. F. MOORE: What about the Sea-

man report which members opposite
repudiated once it got too hot?

The present shadow Minister for Education
has not made a policy decision in respect of the
Dormer report. I have made it clear to my
colleagues and to people in the education arena
that we are reassessing our policy position on
all aspects of education-that is what we are
meant to do when in Opposition. We lost the
last election on our last policy but we will win
the next election, especially when one considers
the way in which teachers are talking. Many
teachers fall within the 20 per cent of the com-
munity who change their votes from time to
time, and when that occurs the laughter from
members on the other side will cease. Their
opinions will change when confronted by angry
teachers who will say, "We voted for you at the
last election, but it will be the last time."

Hon. Tom Stephens: You are the shadow
Minister for ignorance,

Hon. N. F. MOORE: That is a clever com-
ment.

When the dispute arose one of the TAFE
teachers wrote to me and attached to his letter
the front page of The Western Teacher dated I I
March 1983. It was just after the Burke
Government had been elected and the article,
to which I refer, is headed, "Minister Promises
End to Confrontation".

Hon. G. E. Masters: Who was that?
Hon. N. F. MOORE: It was Mr Pearce, the

current Minister who, we are told, is held in
high regard by people involved in education.

The photograph on the front page of that
publication shows Mr Pearce surrounded by
Kevin Edwards, who was the general secretary
and has now gone to better things in the
Government's policy-making department, and
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Mr John Negus, who was the then President of
the Teachers Union but who has now been
appointed to the Industrial Relations Com-
mission. Also in the photograph is Anne-Marie
Heine who was the then Vice President of the
Teachers Union and is now the general sec-
retary of that union. They all have happy
smiles on their faces because they have been
told by the Minister that there would be an end
to confrontation. The article states-

Education Minister Bob Pearce aims to
take education in Western Australia in
new directions, with the keys to his reform
programme being the Beazicy Committee,
which will report on what is needed, and
the Education Advisory Council, which
will bring together all interest groups to
reach policy decisions by consensus.

Further on it states-

"We have got to get a sense of harmony,
purpose and direction back into OUr edu-
cation system," he repeated several
times.

I will repeat that because the Minister repeated
it several times-

"We have got to get a sense of harmony,
purpose and direction back into our edu-
cation system,...

As the article said, the Minister repeated it sev-
eral times.

Hon. P. G. Pendal: Who said that?

Several members interjected.

The PRESIDENT: Order!

Hon. N. F. MOORE: Further on he said,
"There has been conflict between the govern-
ment and the union."

A member interjected.

The PRESIDENT: Order! I will not sit here
and tolerate members recommencing their bar-
rage of interjections across the Chamber the
second I stop calling for order. If we are to have
order in this place, we will have it. If getting rid
of a few unruly members is the only way to
achieve that, unfortunately it would appear
that is what we have got to do. Perhaps, of
course, the interjections may not come so freely
if the honourable member who is addressing
the Chair would quickly enlighten the House as
to what his present comments have to do with
the failure of the Government to carry out its
obligations under its "Bunbury 2000" strategy.
However, I take it that he will eventually get
around to that.

Hon. N. F. MOORE: The motion put for-
ward by Hon. V. J. Ferry refers to "Bunbury
2000", but in particular to the impact of the
devastating cuts in expenditure on TAFE and
the effect they are having on Bunbury insti-
tutes. I am endeavouring to point out that the
Minister who is doing this to Bunbury came in
as Minister for Education in 1983 and said that
the Government wanted consensus. I was quot-
ing how he told the Teachers Union that he
wanted harmony in the education system, yet
we find that exactly the opposite is now
happening. By drawing the attention of the
House to what the Minister said when he be-
came Minister, and contrasting it to the actual
situation, I thought I would be making a legit-
imate point.

Hon. Kay Hallahan: The institute is not
TAFE.

Hon. N. F. MOORE: I apologise for using
the wrong word; I am talking about TAFE. To
conclude Mr Pearce's quote to the Teachers
Union-

There has been conflict between the
government and the union, between the
department and teachers and even be-
tween teacher and teacher and teacher and
parent. The system will only work if we are
all working in the same direction.

In 1983 the Minister for Education went to the
Teachers Union and told its members that
everything would be wonderful from then on
because he was the great white knight of edu-
cation who would solve all their problems.
Since that time the teachers have held a mass
meeting calling for the Minister's resignation, a
stopwork meeting has been held by head office
staff, and TAFE teachers have gone on strike,
which is most extraordinary and probably un-
precedented in educational history. A whole
series of disputes have occurred between the
Minister and teachers which have never oc-
curred before. The $9 million cuts in TAFE
expenditure are impacting not only on Hon. V.
J. Ferry's constituency but on every other
member's.

Hon. Kay Hallahan: Are you sure you did
not ask Mr Ferry to move this motion?

Hon. N. F. MOORE: Hon. V. J. Ferry drew
attention to the impact that this will have on
his electorate and said that it will impact more
on country areas than on the city. Hon. Kay
Hallahan came to the defence of city elector-
ates. The way in which TAFE is constructed
means that the cuts and rearrangements
organised by the Minister will have a greater
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effect on country students than on city
students. The simple explanation is that when
more students are required in a class than at
present, city colleges are able to combine their
groups to make one class. For example, if it is
necessary to have 15 students in one class, and
Midland has seven students and Thornie has
eight students, a combined class can be held at
Thorulie. However, if the class at Pont iledland
has only seven students, it cannot be combined
with a class of eight students from Karratha,
because the students cannot get to Karratha.
Therefore, there will be no course in Karratha
or Pant Hedland but there will be one in
Thornie. That is the sont of thing members
opposite do not understand.

This rearrangement means that the people
employed by TAPE in country areas on a tem-
porary basis will be the first to go under Mr
Pearce's strategy, as will part-time lecturers.
That wil have the greatest impact on country
areas. I suggest to Hon. Kay Hallahan that she
has a good look at what is happening outside
her bailiwick which is called the metropolitan
area.

The question of 35 hours work a week is
another red herring drawn across this debate.
Mr Pearce came forward and said that the
TAPE lecturers work only 30 hours a week and
that he would make them work 35 hours a
week. That was designed to gain support from
the community. In fact, it will have no effect
whatsoever because most TAFE lecturers work
more than 30 hours a week. The extra hours do
not involve class contact but attendance, which
most use to preat effect now anyway. The mo-
tivation of the Minister for taking these actions
now can be clearly demonstrated. lHe is doing it
at a time when he feels he can beat them in the
industrial sense. These people do not wish to
take action because at present they are engaged
in examinations and other sensitive aspects of
the tech year.

Hon. Fred McKenzie: Bunbury is not in iso-
lation, you are talking about the general scene.
This letter specifically refers to Bunbury.

.Hon. N. F. MOORE: What I am saying refers
to Bunbury and it also applies everywhere in
the State.

In my view Mr Pearce has brought about the
problems in Bunbury and in every other pant of
Western Australia, in a premeditated attempt
to score some points at the expense of people in
the TAPE sector because it is difficult for them
to argue in the public forum that their circum-
stances are exceptional.

I am looking forward to hearing Hon.
Graham Edwards tell me that TAPE lecturers
should be in front of the class for more than 24
hours a week and that they should be in front
of the class for 40 hours a week. I am looking
forward to someone on the Government's side
saying that, and also defending the Australian
Labor Party platform. In 1984 its platform
stated in regard to technical and further edu-
cation that the Burke Government would
strengthen and expand the TAPE sector. What
is it doing? It is sacking 300 employees, most of
whom come from places such as those
represented by Hon. V. J. Ferry. Those people
will find that these cuts will affect their em-
ployment. It will affiect communities which the
Labor Government has l ittle time for, as is evi-
dent from the many things it does.

The Government's education programme for
excellence-as it was called last year-stated-

the Burke Government will:

Work to increase the number of
student places in higher education in-
stitutions in Western Australia.

More students, but at the same time there will
be fewer staff; that will be a great improve-
ment.

The PRESIDENT: Order! Two things will
start to occur: Firstly, several members should
start reading page 33 of the Standing Orders to
prepare themselves; and secondly, Hon. N. F.
Moore cannot traverse the area he is traversing
while he is confining his comments to the letter
produced by Hon. V. J. Ferry. It is specific in
its terms in that it refers to "Bunbury 2000"
and facilities relating thereto. It does not refer
to general educational facilities throughout the
State. Talking about the education facilities
Statewide and every now and again saying,
"That applies to Bunbury", is not conforming
with the rules of this debate.

I recommend that the member concentrate
on talking about Bunbury and the south-west,
as Hon. V. J1. Ferry did in his letter.

Hon. N. F, MOORE: Forgive me, Mr Presi-
dent, for transgressing your ruling. My only ex-
planation is that what is happening in Bunbury
is happening everywhere else and the difficulty
of confining my comments strictly to Bunbury
is simply for that reason. I abide by your
suggestion and conclude my comments by say-
ing that Bunbury will be seriously
disadvantaged by these $9 million cuts. The
cuts will impact on Bunbury, as they will on
every other pant of WA.
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I took forward to hearing members on the
Government side defending, as Hon. Doug
Wenn endeavoured to do, the effect of these
cuts on their own electorates because they will
find they have a very hard task in front of
them.

I commend Hon. Vic Ferry for drawing the
attention of the House to the problem in
Bunbury, and I look forward to other members
drawing the attention of the House to the prob-
lems in their own electorates.

HON. V. J. FERRY (South-West) 14.51
p.m.]: In replying to this debate I welcome the
comments of the Minister who represents the
Minister for Education, Mr Pearce. I am glad
they are on public record because the people of
the south-west certainly will read them with
tremendous interest. The Minister showed her
abysmal ignorance of what happens outside
metropolitan Perth, and her cursory coverage
of this subject really was an insult to the people
of the south-west. I am sorry she took that line.

The Minister referred to the difficult econ-
omic climate which we are now suffering. I
might say that much of this adverse economic
climate to which she refers has been Govern-
ment orchestrated and caused by Government.
I refer to the increases in taxes and charges
right throughout the community, and especially
in the Country, where prices for everything are
infinitely higher than in Perth. The Govern-
ment itself is causing this discomfiture in these
difficult economic times, and the Government
stands condemned. If the Minister wants to
take that tack, we will debate the economic
climate any time she likes. I toss that in only
because she mentioned it.

The Minister mentioned the South West Re-
gional College at Bunbury. That is great. I wel-
come that, and support both colleges down
there. Hut I remind the House and the public
very clearly that the South West Regional Col-
lege-the old tech school, as it was known be-
fore-was put there long before this Govern-
ment came into office, by previous Liberal-
Country Party Governments, and funded prop-
erly by them. This Government should not take
credit it does not deserve.

Hon. Garry Kelly: No-one said that.
Hon. V.1J. FERRY: I took notice of what Mr

Wenn said, and he very clearly indicated that.
Mr Wenn also suggested I was denigrating the
two colleges for what they were doing. I deny
that. I said at the outset of my remarks that I
support both colleges, and I still do. What I
want to see are more adequate and appropriate

facilities to cover the subjects the students are
studying at those places. That is what I want,
and the Government must put its money where
its mouth is, to use an expression.

Hon. Doug Wenn referred to enrolments at
the beginning of the school year. Sure, people
enrol there in their hundreds-and so they
should. That is what I want to see. I do not
want that to be taken from them, as Mr Wenn
suggests. I want it to be enhanced so that there
can be more courses for them to take, and bet-
ter equipment so they can take advantage of it;
but with the new Government cutbacks, I know
a lot of those people will not be able to be
enrolled.

Hon. Kay Hajiahan: It is better than the 30
per cent taxes put forward by your party.

Hon. V. J. FERRY: Hon. Kay Hallahan re-
ferred to taxes. I refer to taxes in this State, and
they quite clearly bear out how the public are
suffering under the regime of this high-taxing,
high-charging Government. We will talk about
that at a more appropriate time, but I suggest
that the Minister bite her tongue in the mean-
time.

Hon. Kay Hallahan: We do not want to talk
about fewer facilities, either. You are going on
about more facilities-we provide them.

Hon. V. J. FERRY: The Minister seems to be
a little out of sorts and confused about what she
is trying to do. I know she is speaking on behalf
of the Minister for Education, Mr Pearce. He is
in enough trouble as it is, and I suggest the
Minister would do well to tread a little softly.

The Government cuts in funding will curtail
many courses now in place-that must happen.
The Minister refuted that when Hon. Norman
Moore was talking, but the facts are there and it
will happen. It must happen, because under the
Government directives there will be higher en-
rolments and higher numbers in each class, and
if the number of students does not attain the
minimum number required, those classes will
not exist. It is as simple as that. It seems the
people will be disadvantaged, contrary to what
the Minister says.

I refer again to the amount of money which
is necessary to place the Bunbury Insitute li-
brary resource in proper order to meet its cur-
rent and immediate future needs. It is
$500 000, plus $200 000 for each succeeding
year for the next several years. That is absol-
utely necessary.

Reference was made to the Dormer report,
and I will quote from a letter which was written
by Diana Grist on behalf of the lecturers of the
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Balga College of TAFE, and which is one of the
many letters I have received. This comment
applies to the Bunbury situation. She says-

Contrary to Mr Pearce's repeated as-
sertions that he is willing to negotiate, he
has also stated that the package is non-
negotiable.

Mr Pearce has said, "My door is always open",
but there is no door on the wall. It is the same
sort of philosophy. For the Minister to say all
these things are negotiable and in the next
breath to say they are not is a little like consen-
sus in the Federal Government sphere. Diana
Grist makes a further point-

Mr Pearce stated in 1983 that the
Government would not be implementing
the Dormer Report, yet the aforemen-
tioned proposals are recommendations
from that Report.

They are the words of a lady representing the
Balga College of TAFE, and those remarks
would apply in similar vein to the Bunbury
situation.

I thank the House for giving me the oppor-
tunity of airing these matters this afternoon.
They are of vital importance to so many
people, not only in the south-west region but
also right throughout Western Australia, and I
thank those members who have contributed to
the debate.

Debate of an urgency motion is achieved by
writing a letter to you, Sir, and by this House
agreeing that it shall be debated. The subject
matter of the present debate concerns the edu-
cational shortcomings in the Bunbury region,
to which we referred this afternoon. The sub-
ject matter remains-those grievances still re-
main. They are not being withdrawn by me, but
in the course of parliamentary practice I have
to move that the motion be withdrawn.

Motion, by leave, withdrawn.

CRIMINAL LAW AMENDMENT DILL

In Committee

The Chairman of Committees (Hon. D. J.
Wordsworth) in the Chair;, Hon. J. M. Berinson
(Attorney Genera!) in charge of the Bill.

Clauses I to 9 put and passed.

Clause 10: Section 595 repealed and a section
substituted-

Hon. J. M. BERINSON: I move an amend-
ment-

Page 5-

To delete "Infanticide or an" in the
third item in the Table to the
proposed section 595 and substitute
the following-

An

Clause 10 amends section 595 of the code to
provide for alternative verdicts so as to incor-
porate the new infanticide offence. The Bill, as
drafted, has the effect that on an indictment for
the offence of manslaughter, infanticide is an
alternative verdict. Comment on the Bill has
suggested that this is wrong in principle.

Infanticide occurs where the circumstances
would otherwise demonstrate that the homi-
cide was wilful murder or murder. In each of
these cases an intent to kill or do grievous
bodily harm to the child is an essential element
of the offence.

On the other hand, it is, of course, unnecess-
ary to prove any such intent on a charge of
manslaughter. It is therefore proposed that
clause 10 should be amended by deleting from
the table in the second column opposite the
offence of manslaughter, the words
"infanticide or" so that upon a charge of man-
slaughter, infanticide will not be an alternative
conviction.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: The Attorney General
referred in his brief speech to comment made
on the Bill. What comment on the Hill is the
Attorney General referring to in his commen-
tary on this amendment?

Hon. J. M. BERINSON: The comment to
which I referred is comment made by the legal
profession, and subsequently made the subject
of further advice from the Crown Counsel.

Amendment put and passed.

Clause, as amended, put and passed.

Clauses 11I to 14 put and passed.

Title put and passed.

Dill reported, with an amendment.
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MIDLAND SALE YARDS SELECT
COMMITTEE

Report: Consideration in Committee
The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Hon.

John Williams) in the Chair.
Hon. NEIL OLIVER: I move-

That the report be noted.
I am a little uncertain as to the manner in
which the Committee stage of this matter may
be debated. The report has a table of contents,
and it also contains some 24 recommendations.
It may be the wish of this Chamber to deal
formally with the recommendations, but I will
leave that to the discretion of the Deputy
Chairman of Committees.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order! I think I
should remind honourable members that the
report is wide ranging and debate can cover
any part of it. For the sake of orderliness, I
would direct members' attention to page 7,
which lists a table of recommendations. I
would suggest that members debate these
recommendations in order. Members may de-
bate a particular recommendation which
encompasses any pant of the report included in
that recommendation.

The report is wide ranging, and each member
has the right to speak for 10 minutes on any
pant of the report if he wishes to do so. There-
fore, while not making it a ruling, I would make
the recommendation that if members stay with
the recommendations, the report can be
disposed of in an orderly fashion.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: Since the report was
tabled on 7 October, the Government has at-
tacked the committee's findings through the
Premier, the Minister for Agriculture, and the
media. I believe this has been no more than a
smokescreen used to deflect attention from the
Government's incompetence in handling the
sale. The Government has, on only one oc-
casion, questioned the truth of any item in the
report; and on that occasion the Minister was
demonstrably wrong.

The only time the truth of this report was
questioned was in the Minister's vicious and
unjustified attack at a press conference on a
valuation made by Mr Chris Whiteman, about
which many members will be able to make
their own conclusions. The Minister has made
a complete fool of himself by stating that the
valuation is based on an incorrect land survey,
when the reverse is true. According to the evi-
dence given before the committee, the Govern-
ment purported to sell to Prestige Bricks-or to

Pilsicy Investments, the alias of Prestige
Bricks-land that it did not own and to which
it had absolutely no right. The proof of this is
in the contract of sale tabled in another place
by the Minister, which clearly indicated that
this occurred. It is also supported by a question
asked in Hansard of the Leader of the House
representing the Minister for Agriculture, in
which I referred to the offer and acceptance for
the Midland saleyard complex dated 15 April
and accepted by the Minister on 18 April. 1
asked,' in effect, whether any land other than
the 29.2 hectares forming the site been given or
sold to Pilsley Investments Pty Ltd, or was to
be given or sold to Pilsley Investments under
condition (5) of the offer of acceptance. The
reply was to the effect that an area less than
29.1 hectares was sold to Pilsley and that no
further land was to be sold under condition (5).

The Minister's foolish statement shows that
he had been poorly advised by a member of his
staff, Mr Paul Regan, who used parliamentary
evidence which had subsequently been
upgraded through a submission to the com-
mittee.

Had the Minister insisted on using Mr Regan
to do his detective work properly, he could at
least have ensured he did the job competently
to avoid causing his Minister further embar-
rassment.

Far from criticising the report, which he has
apparently not yet read, Mr Grill should ex-
plain how he came to make such a mess of the
hurried sale Mr Grill should explain how he
came to table a worthless contract,
unenforceable at law, purporting to sell land
which he was not entitled to sell, and including
in the plan land owned not by the Crown but
by a private owner. That private owner, Elders,
did not give its consent to its land being in-
cluded in the sale; nor was it aware that, ac-
cording to the documents tabled in the Legis-
lative Assembly, its land had been sold to
Pilsley Investments. I wonder what position
members are in this evening. Is their land being
sold without their knowing, or without their
consent? It is indeed a breach of the Sale of
Land Act.

Given that the Minister is a qualified lawyer,
his action in this matter has been unbelievably
incompetent. It is little wonder he is so desper-
ate to put up a smokescreen to hide the real
issue. The issue is that the Government has
purported to sell land it does not own through
an unenforceable contract to a non-existent
company at less than the market value; that it
was sold for less than the market value on the
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basis of benefits ensuing from the development
of a brickworks; and the Government has no
guarantee whatever that that project will go
ahead.

Because of the Government's incompetence,
Peter Ellett could turn around the day the sale
is settled and sell the land for $2 million. If he
does, good luck to him, because all
businessmen are entitled to make a profit. But
that profit would be made from the taxpayers
of Western Australia because of the Govern-
ment's stupidity. No smokescreen in the world
will hide that fact.

Another matter to which I would like to refer
in my introductory remarks is the criticism of
the committee system. When Mr Burke was
first elected, the Labor Party's policy called for
the establishment of a full-scale parliamentary
committee system; in fact it was a plank of the
Labor Party's electoral platform. It has also
been part of Labor platforms right across this
country. The late Mr Justice Murphy was one
of the fathers of the committee system. He
fought for it time and again, and I know the
sentiments of many members opposite in this
regard.

It is interesting that His Excellency the
Governor of Western Australia (Prof. Gordon
Reid)-

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Hon. John
Williams): Order! I must warn the member that
reference to the Governor in a debate is a very
precarious path to follow. I do not want to have
to pull the member up for anything he may
unwittingly say. I refer him to Standing Order
No. 85. I do not suggest he is going to be disre-
spectful, but please be careful.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: Thank you, Mr Deputy
Chairman. I will abide by your ruling. It is on
the record for members to see that I withdraw
without qualification.

Cheap and short-term "moment of con-
venience" attacks on committees are attacks on
Parliament itself, because committees reflect
the composition of Parliament and act for the
Parliament. The Government itself joined in
the establishment of the Legislative Assembly
Select Committee into the sale of the Midland
abattoir. The Premier says the report of the
Legislative Council Select Committee is biased,
clearly because he does not like its findings.
Despite all the evidence presented to the comn-
mittee-I 200 pages of evidence from 52
witnesses, and a further 20 submissions-
neither the Premier nor any of his Ministers
has questioned the truth and accuracy of a

single word of the report. The Premier says,
"Wait and see" in relation to the Legislative
Assembly Select Committee report, presum-
ably because he believes that as it has a ma-
jority of Government members its findings will
be more to his liking, and therefore
"1unbiased''.

Government activity in recent days in re-
lation to questions raised by both the Midland
abattoir sale and the Fremantle Gas and Coke
Co Ltd deal are a threat to honesty in public
affairs, and a threat to the independence of
Parliament itself. Those activities are therefore
a threat to democracy itself. The Government
has not attacked the truth of the report as such
because clearly the report is based on the evi-
dence presented to the committee. Remarks
made by the Premier on a radio talk-back show
were designed to undermine public confidence
in parliamentary committees, and by going on
the attack in that way the Government has only
one aim-to draw attention away from the real
issue of its questionable business dealings.

Hon. Tom Stephens: Did Ric New write this
speech for you?

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: The question must be
asked: What is this Government trying to hide?

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order! I ask
honourable members to observe the proprieties
of any other Committee debate in this debate.
The President has ruled once this afternoon
about disorderliness; I intend to support the
President.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: The evidence to the
committee during our sittings was always avail-
able to the media, and was contained in the
terms of reference to which members of this
Chamber agreed. I understand that is not
always the case with committees in another
place. Full reporting facilities, including
transcripts, were always available to the media
as the House agreed, and this is an important
factor in ensuring that balanced and
investigative inquiry is undertaken by the me-
dia in the public interest. I commend members
for passing that clause and allowing this com-
mittee to conduct its affairs in public with the
full opportunity for the transcripts, witnesses,
and submissions of witnesses to be bared be-
fore the public, and for the members of the
media to report the evidence as they saw it.

The 81-page report which contains 24 separ-
ate recommendations was compiled after the
committee read 20 written submissions and
heard evidence from 52 witnesses contained in
over 1 200 pages of evidence. The committee
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found that the property was sold for $450 000
when the cost of replacing the saleyards. alone
would be not less than $30 million when the
lease-back expires in 1992. It found also that
the sate was conducted in secret with no revel-
ation about the purchaser or the price. It was
sold to Pilsicy Investments Pty Ltd, purporting
to be Prestige Bricks, which did not exist and
which listed five directors, three of whom were
not involved with the company and knew
nothing about the sale. The committee found
that, because of the actions of the Western Aus-
tralian Development. Corporation, the Minis-
ter, Hon. Julian Grill, entered into a contract to
sell the property without any legal authority.

The committee found that the Government
did not, at any time prior to the sale, consult
with rural industries, with any small business
interests, or, for that matter, with anyone
associated with the operation of the saleyards
or dependent upon the saleyards for their exist-
ence. It found that the property was sold by
private treaty rather than by public tender, con-
trary to the recommendations contained in the
meat industry inquiry report of 1984, the G. H-.
D. Dwyer study into the sale of the site, and the
advice of the office of the Valuer General.

It found that there was no performance
guarantee required of the purchaser, despite
the justification of the sale on the ground that it
would result in the establishment of a $31
million brickworks and increased employment
in Midland, a contention disputed by a univer-
sity study which found net employment would
be reduced if the brickworks was established.
An independent valuation commissioned by
the committee valued the site sold for $450 000
at $3.23 million.

Lastly, the committee found that the
purported sale should be annulled and that
there were rounds for an independent judicial
inquiry into the whale transaction. Not all the
facts were disclosed during the committee's in-
quiry. The failure to disclose infornation
caused the committee to suggest to the Govern-
ment that it provide grounds for the Govern-
ment to institute its own judicial inquiry into
the circumstances surrounding the disposal of
the saleyards. I was pleased to read the leader
article in The West Australian calling for a ju-
dicial inquiry. That newspaper was not aware
at that time of the committee's
recommendation that that inquiry be set up.

It is quite clear that the continued existence
of the saleyards is essential for runtl producers,
and a sale at this time, given the enormous
replacement costs, is both inappropriate and

not in the best interests of either the rural sec-
It or the Western Australian taxpayers.

I also praise the contribution made to the
committee by Hon. John Caldwell. His techni-
cal experience in the rural industry, and par-
ticularly in relation to the operations of the
Katanning saleyards and the manner of dis-
posal of various types of stock, was invaluable
to the committee.

Point of Order
Hon. CARRY KELLY: [ thought members

had only 10 minutes in these debates.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Hon. John

Williams): Order! The introducer has unlimi-
ted time. All other speakers have their time
limited to 10 minutes.

Committee Resumed
H-on. NEIL OLIVER: I thank the Chamber

for accepting Hon. John Caldwell's nomination
to the committee.

Hon. J. N. CAIDWELL: I support the
recommendations in the report- I express my
great disappointment that Hon. Fred
McKenzie resigned from the committee in its
early stages. I have the highest regard for Hon.
Fred McKenzie and I am sure that his early
resignation was as big a disappointment to
Hon. Neil Oliver as it was to me. I feel that his
resignation was prompted by outside influ-
ences, and that that is where political inter-
ference in the operations of the committee be-
gan.

Point of Order
Hon. ROBERT HETHERINGTON: The

member has accused Mr McKenzie of being
subjected to outside influence. Is that not
unparliamentary?

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Hon. John
Williams): It is not improper to accuse a mem-
ber of being influenced from inside Parliament.
However, accusations of that influence coming
from outside of Parliament are improper. I be-
lieve the member did not say whether the influ-
ence came from inside or outside Parliament.

Committee Resumed
Hon. J. N. CALDWELL: The chairman of

the committee, Hon. Neil Oliver, conducted a
very responsible hearing. It was obvious that
everybody considered necessary to a fair hear-
ing was called before the committee and were
welcome at all times. He gave a fair hearing to
everyone.
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Hon. Tomn Stephens: Guy Fawkes should
have come.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order! This is
the third occasion this afternoon that I have
had occasion to call Hon. Torn Stephens to
order. He knows the procedure I will adopt if I
have to do it again.-

Hon. J. N. CAIDWELL: My responsibility
in that hearing was for the 99 per cent of rural
people and for all of those who used the
saleyards. I had to give of my best for the
people I represent because the Government
had sold something that was very valuable to
them. If those saleyards ever disappear, it will
be the responsibility of the rural people to build
nlew ones.

There were three studies into the proposed
use and possible disposal of those saleyards. In
1984 there was the D.W.G. Treloar report. The
cost of that report was never actually deter-
mined, but it was a very comprehensive report.
It has been suggested that the report would
have cost approximately 125 000. The next re-
port was commissioned by the Industrial Lands
Development Authority and was undertaken
by GHD-Dwyer. The cost of that report was
$55 000. The next report was commissioned by
the Department of Industrial Development and
was known as the Wilson Sayer Core report.
That report was never finalised because it was
cut short by the Government. However, it was
said to have cost $20 000. In total, reports into
the Midland complex cost $ 100 000. Therefore,
the question as to what notice the Government
took of those reports must be asked.

Firstly, I quote from the transcript with re-
spect to evidence given by Mr Treloar. With
respect 1o selling a piece of land, he said-

A Government authority selling a piece
of land such as this should have two prin-
ciples in mind. One is essentially the
unique nature of the piece of land-both
the size and location and more particularly
all the encumbrances and things associated
with it which make it difficult to attach a
value to it. Unless you are selling it in a
particular way it is difficult to know
whether you have actually established a
fair price for it because of its unusual
nature. Therefore, I come to my second
point: In selling anything that is unusual
the most important principle is that every
piece of possible useful information is
available to every possible purchaser.
Otherwise, you cannot be sure you have
really probed what the market will offer. I

have no idea whether they did that, but it
is a principle that should have been fol-
lowed.

Mr Treloar also said that advertising was a
most essential factor in selling a piece of real
estate such as the Midland complex. He said-

Therefore, widespread advertising and
not feeling that one was in a great rush to
get rid of it-in other words, all the sorts
of things that a prudent person would do
when selling a rather unusual piece of real
estate.

I also quote the evidence given by Mr 1. K.
Johnston, who was Chairman of the Meat In-
dustry Working Group. The committee
questioned Mr Johnston as to whether the
working group had ever considered selling the
site by tender. The repont of the Select
Committe gives the question and answer for-
mat as follows-

Q."Referring to the sale of the complex,
did any of your group suggest
auctioning or tendering as a method of
selling the site rather than by private
negotiation?"

A.

Q.
"I guess we did not."

"Surely with that amount of land
involved somebody would have
suggested a different method of nego-
tiation?"

A. ". . .(M)aybe in hindsight we could
have but at that time it was there and
we bad the evidence from those re-
ponts, which had been fairly widely
canvassed and which we regarded as
having been freshly done. There were
two proposals and it was a question of
a bird in the hand being better than
two in the bush. With hindsight that
may not have been the right judge-
ment."

Q. "It (the market) was never tested with
advertisements?"

A.

Q. "We really do not know what the
value was because it was not tested?t '

A. "True, until you test anything in the
market you do not know its value..."

That proved that the value of this land was
never tested; it was never advertised. The evi-
dence Of Mr Jack Malaxos, the livestock man-
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ager at the Midland saleyards, backs that up. In
answer to a question, Mr Malaxos said-

The saleyards were never offered to us.
We would have considered them if they
were offered. However, the final decision
would have been up to the board. I cannot
say that we would have bought at any
price. All I am saying is that we certainly
would have been interested in the purchase
if we had known that they were available.

The Treloar report had recommended that the
sale of the complex be advertised extensively
and that it be put to tender. The Government
took absolutely no notice whatsoever of that
report.

Mr MacKenzie was a consulting engineer
with GHD-Dwyer. He said there were two pro-
posals considered. One was the proposal for
Prestige Bricks and the other was for the
Taylforth recycling process.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Hon. John
Williams): Order! The member's time has ex-
pired.

Hon. G. E. MASTERS: The remarks and the
comments by the two members of the Select
Committee who took the trouble to attend
meetings of that Select Committee demonstrate
clearly that the Select Committee report tabled
in the Legislative Council unveils one of the
greatest scandals seen in this State for a long
time. it is unfortunate that the third member of
the Select Committee did not bother to attend.
I suggest that he saw fit not to attend for one
very good reason, that he was told not to at-
tend by the Premier and the Minister. Every-
one here knows that that is the very reason.
Everyone knows very well that this great scan-
dal is about robbing the public of something
like $3 million. The third member of the Select
Committee knows very well that he did not
want to be party to a committee that
discovered this tremendous scandal.

No-one in the Chamber or in the other place,
nor any member of the public, could fail to
recognise that the price of $450 000 was a give-
away price. No one would argue about that,
except perhaps members on the other side.

Hon. T. 0. Butler: What a lot of rot!
Hon. G. E. MASTERS: It is not a lot of rot.

We are speaking of 29 hectares, 26 hectares if
we take away the public open space. We are
talking of valuable commercial and industrial
land. Land immediately around this 29 hec-
tares is being sold for about $150 000 per hec-
tare. However, the Government sold this land
for about $ 16 000 per hectare. Surely no-one in

the Chamber could argue about that sort of
proposition. No-one could argue that land
zoned commercial one side of the road could
be sold for S$150 000 per hectare and the land
on the other side could be sold for only $16 000
per hectare.

I give another comparison to illustrate the
stupidity of this price. Grape growing land in
the Swan Valley-rural land-sells for some-
thing like $ 16 000 per hectare, yet the Govern-
ment sold industrial-commercial land for the
same price. I refer members to last weekend's
edition of the Sunday Times.

Hon. T. G. Butler: What a good reference!
Hon. G. E. MASTERS: A block of 10 acres of

rural land near Roleystone was sold for some-
thing like $26 000 or $30 000 per hectare. I am
making a comparison between the price of ru-
ral land and the price at which the Government
sold industrial and commercial land in the
Midland area. We are talking about a really
shonky deal. If the Minister had been in private
enterprise, running a public or private
company, he would have been brought before
the courts for misusing shareholders' funds.

Several members interjected.
Hon. G. E. MASTERS: This Select Com-

mittee report has disclosed all those things, and
many others. It has also disclosed the very basis
upon which this valuable property was sold. It
was as a result of a submission from Prestige
Bricks, a so-called registered company which
was not a registered company, and directors
who were not directors. That submission was
false, and the WADC was neglectful in its duty
to check that submission. As a result it was
taken for granted that the person and the
company involved would be able to raise suf-
ficient funds for the development.

There again it is a very serious matter. There
is something very shonky in the whole deal.
Something is wrong with it and the whole com-
munity knows it.

Several members interjected.
Hon. G. E. MASTERS: Another matter is the

Fremantle Gas and Coke Co Ltd. All sorts of
things have happened, to the great embarrass-
ment of this Government. To put it in a nut-
shell, land worth a minimum of $3 million-

Hon. Kay Hallahan: That is rubbish.
Hon. G. E. MASTERS: There was a public

offer to that effecj. Offers have been made pub-
licly and advertised by people saying, "We will
offer $2 million or $3 million for that prop-
erly." According to the Select Committee's re-
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port, mentioned by one of the members of the
Select Committee who has just spoken, the
property was never advertised, it was never put
to auction, people were not asked to tender for
it.

Several members interjected.

Hon. G. E. MASTERS: All the Government
did was to say, "Let us do a quiet deal.'" We
have to ask ourselves: What is the reason be-
hind this?

Several members interjected.

Hon. G. E. MASTERS: There is a stench in
this thing, and I am not surprised members
opposite are embarrassed. It will be the down-
fall of this Government.

Let us look at the agreement. It is illegal. I do
not suppose any Government members have
bothered to look at the agreement tabled in this
House with a plan. That first agreement in-
cluded land which was not the Government's
to deal with; it belonged to Elders.

Several members interjected.

Hon. G. E. MASTERS: I guess that does not
mean much to Hon. Tom Butler, but it means a
great deal in law. That agreement has nio val-
idity at all. Indeed it is not worth the paper it is
written on. I guess the Government will pursue
it and do all it can to put things right.

Let us look at another aspect of this agree-
ment. Any arrangements bad to go through the
Executive and be signed by the Governor. That
was not done. Again the Minister acted il-
legally. I do not know whether he had bad ad-
vice or not.

Several members interjected.

Hon. G. E. MASTERS: Government inem-
bers seem to think that is funny-the Minister
doing a deal and signing away a very valuable
property to a private buyer at well below mar-
ket price. They should be apologising. They
should be greatly embarrassed by this. The
Government is negligent, and, indeed, far
wonte, dishonest.

As I said before, the price was ridiculous.
The WADC, in not investigating the sub-
missions, was in dereliction of its duties, and
the Minister, following the bad advice he
had-he may have made that decision on his
own-acted illegally, and that agreement is not
worth the paper it is written on.

Several members interjected.

Hon. G. E. MASTERS: I guess when land is
sold for probably one-tenth of its market
price-

Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Hon. John

Williams): Order! I think I have been very
tolerant. I remind members again that this is a
parliamentary debate; it is not a meeting of
some local council. This is the Legislative
Council, and it is Parliament. Members will
come to order.

Hon. G. E. MASTERS: A property of one
hectare was sold a short time before this prop-
erty for considerably more per hectare than the
abattoir land. Kiopper Transport purchased
some land for $ 150 000 per hectare shortly be-
fore this sale. No-one can tell me-and I am
sure no-one can tell the public-that a property
on one side of the road is worth $150 000 per
hectare and a property on the other side is
worth much less.

An offer was publicly made by a fellow called
Brajkovich.

Hon. S. M. Piantadosi: That would be right!

Several members interjected.

Hon. G. E. MASTERS: I do not give a damn
who he is. If he is one of Mr Tonm Butler's
Communist friends, and he makes an offer that
is far better, then it must be considered. The
fact is that an offer was publicly made and the
Government refused even to consider it. Other
offers were made by other companies. They are
all documented and they were put before the
Select Committee. The Government turned its
back on them.

The public have lost a considerable amount
of money as a result of this sale. If that prop-
erty were put on the market today or
tomorrow-auctioned or put to tender-at
least $3 million would be made by the public.
This was done by a Government which has
gone about raising taxes by 17.75 per cent this
year. The Government has boasted it has not
increased taxes, but it has. This is a Govern-
ment which cries poverty; a Government which
says it is cutting back and doing all sorts of
things to save money. This is a Government
which gives away a minimum of $3 million on
the disposal of this land. There is a very nasty
smell behind the scenes. Something is worrying
the public; whether the Government likes it or
not, there is a smell in the Government
kitchen.

Several members interjected.
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Hon. G. E. MASTERS: People are saying
this is quite possibly the most corrupt Govern-
ment in Australia today. This is a perfect
example of the Government's shonky deals be-
ing done behind the scenes, giving away public
assets at a very loW Cost.

Hon. D. K. DANS: First of all let me say that
the Government is not dishonest and it is not
corrupt. The sale is quite in order. I hope mem-
bers get that into their heads now.

Hon. G. E. Masters: It is not true.

Hon. D. K. DANS: It is not true? The Leader
of the Opposition will find, in the fullness of
time, that this Government is not corrupt, it is
not shonky, nothing has been done dishonestly,
and this sale will stand up.

It is a sad position that this Chamber finds
itself in throughs the mishandling of this issue.
Not one member of the Legislative Council can
feel good about the activities of the House and
the subsequent bad Press publicity we had be-
cause of the behaviour of members. The man-
ner in which this issue has been handled cer-
tainly brings no credit on the Opposition at all.
It brings no credit on the member who was
saddled with the responsibility of carrying this
issue, and I am referring to Hon. Neil Oliver.

I am sad to say Hon. Neil Oliver gave the
impression that he was engaged in this pitiful
exercise as a frighitened and oppressed man. I
have observed him in this House over a long
period. I know he was under a great deal of
undue pressure from outside.

What has happened during this whole sad
exercise? We have seen attacks on and alle-gations about people, attacks which were with-
out any substantiation and which did not allow
people any chance of defending themselves.
What is the real issue? The real issue is not a
shonky deal or the cost involved. The real
issue is this; the Government proposed to sell
the land for a specific purpose, the setting up of
another brickworks that was to break the mon-
opoly in this State. That is what it is all about;
nothing more, nothing less.

The Liberal Party has been supporting one
monopoly in this State for years, and the Pro-
prietor of that monopoly has been paying it
hack by financing its election campaigns. This
happened until just recently, when it was al-
leged that unless the Liberal Party toed the line
he would not give it the $250 000 that he had
promised.

Hon. P. G. Pendal: Are you going to pay out
Bondie?

Hon. D. K. DANS: We are not talking about
Mr. Bond.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon. John
Williams): Order! This is the last time I will tell
honourable members.

Hon. D. K. DANS: This Government is not
corrupt or dishonest and when the chips are
down the sale will be found to be valid, in
order, and quite legal.

Let us have a look at the committee system.
Sure, we support committees. Hon. Neil
Oliver, during the course of this debate, used
the term "representative committee". I made
pleas to the House to at least have equal rep-
resentation based on numbers. I said we would
go along with that committee if it contained
two Labor members. The Liberal Party cannot
get it into its head that it is no longer ruling the
State. It refuses to do that. That would have
been a fair way to go, but it quite deliberately
chose not to do that. No self-respecting politi-
cal party that happens to be in Government
will allow itself to be pilloried by a minority in
the upper House.

Secondly, when I was not successful in asking
the Liberal Party to be fair-minded, I then put
the proposition that we set up a joint Select
Committee. Again, the Opposition was afraid
to come to the party. It ran away from the
issue. What would have been the fair thing to
do? The Opposition was so interested to get the
truth of this matter; it was so interested and
concerned that there should be a public outcry.
I certainly have heard no public outcry. The
Opposition should have readily agreed to two
Labor members based on the numbers. What
would have been a sensible way to go? It would
have been for a joint Select Committee.

We have the farcical situation of another
Select Committee inquiring into the same mat-
ter to report some time in the future. Where
will we be if that committee comes down with a
completely different finding from this com-
mittee? What will the public say, based on the
comedy acts that have taken place in this
House? They wI not be saying, "Thank God
for the Legislative Council." People outside
think the Legislative Council is worse than
Monty Python's flying circus.

We then had the disgusting example when a
man was dragged before the Bar of the House.
What did we do? We censured him.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon. John
Williams): I remind the Leader of the House of
the report he is dealing with. The question of
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the person brought before the House was the
subject of a special report and not this report.

Hon. D. K. DANS: With due respect, Sir,
you said this was a wide-ranging report. It is a
very important part of this whole sad exercise.
What did we do as a result of that loaded Select
Committee? We censured the man.What does
censure mean? What has happened to him? In
dealing with the activities of the committee,
Hon. Joe Berinson proved beyond a shadow of
doubt, not only to this Committee, but to any
legal observer and the public at large, that the
questions asked of that person were not rel-
evant. This Chamber took no notice whatso-
ever, which brings me back to the formation of
the committee in the first place.

At no stage did the Opposition want a Labor
member on that committee. It used every de-
vice in the book to prevent our putting two
Labor members-as we were entitled to do-
on that committee. Furthermore, it did not
want any justice or a fair dinkum committee
because it refused to join the Select Committee
in the other House, a move which would have
been sensible. How stupid do we look in the
eyes of the public when no-one has been
brought before the Bar for many years?

Point of Order
Hon. MARGARET McALEER: Surely the

Leader of the House is making a reflection on a
decision of this House.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: I do not think
so in these circumstances.

Committee Resumed
Hon. D. K. DANS: This whole matter has

been a joke. No-one has taken the Select Com-
mittee of this House seriously. I doubt whether
anyone will take any notice of any future com-
mittee, even a committee that is properly con-
stituted. Members have read the reports in the
Press. I am telling members what the general
public think.

Sitting suspended from 6.00 to 7.30 p.m.

Hon. D. K. DANS: As I said earlier, the
Government was neither dishonest nor shonky
in its dealings on the sale of the Midland
saleyards. That sale will be validated despite all
the red herrings that have been towed acmoss
the track. A brickworks will be built on the site.

Hon. A. A. Lewis: Can you guarantee that?
Hon. D. K. DANS: Yes. This whole issue has

been about the established brick cartel in this
State being challenged by a new operator, and

this Government is dedicated to breaking that
monopoly. That is the reason for the furore.

Before going on to other matters, I wish to
say that the Government will always take part
in committee proceedings if those committees
are equally balanced. No Opposition could ex-
pect a Government to take part in a committee
when the number of Government members is
so unequal when compared with our numbers
in Parliament. When this committee was set
up, I said the Government would take part if
two Labor members were appointed to it. That
offer was refused.

I do not wish to go over old ground, but even
the most biased person would have to say that,
given that another Select Committee has to re-
port, this whole exercise has been ridiculous.
We hiave lost sight of the reasons for setting up
the committee. I have traced the history of how
this matter has become a political football and,
without judging members on either side of this
Chamber, many people's reputations have been
dragged through the dirt because of allegations
and unsubstantiated claims about which they
were given no opportunity to defend them-
selves. We then had the charade of calling a
member of the public before the Bar and cen-
suring him, We should ask ourselves where we
are going.

Members opposite have not come out of this
exercise at all well. If they think they have, they
are deluding themselves. They have got no
nearer to solving some perceived problem to do
with the proposed Midland brickworks than
when the matter began.

It was suggested that the site was sold too
cheaply. The other day, Hon. Phil Pendal
suggested that because we sold it for more than
the value that the Auditor General had put on
it, there was something wrong with the sale. Let
me refresh members' memories. I think, at the
end of the day, we will receive about $30
million for the casino site. I think about $22
million or $25 million has been paid already.
The Valuer General's valuation of that land as
it stood as an old rubbish tip and vacant block
was about $6 million, give or take a few dollars.
The value appreciated only when a casino and
hotel were built on it.

I recall that one of the values placed on the
Midland saleyards site was in the vicinity of
$700 000. It is very easy to place a value on
something after it is determined how the land
will be developed.
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During the debate on the establishment of
the Select Committee, I recall giving this
Chamber certain assurances on parts of the
Midland complex being retained, and at a
peppercorn rental; and I stand by those assur-
ances. However, after reading the committee's
report, I would be most kind in saying that I
believe it is not a good report. In fact, if it were
a hight school exercise, the committee would
not get five out of 10 for it. There has been a
certain amount of leading of evidence because
most witnesses who attend those committees
do not know what they are about. I have been
on a number of Select Committees with other
members, and I know what they are all about.
Sometimes one can ask a question and receive
a silly answer. One of the most memorable
committees of which I was a member was the
committee which inquired into workers' com-
pensation. Hon. Graham MacKinnon and
Hon. Les Logan were also members of that
committee. Our report was unanimous.

Hon. G. E. Masters: How many were on the
Select Committee, Mr Dans?

Hon. D. K. DANS: There were three of us on
that committee, because the numbers were
quite a bit different. Hon. Gordon Masters was
not a member at that time.

Hon. G. E. Masters: You dropped yourself in
there.

Hon. D. K. DANS: The numbers were quite
different. The Country Party had not made the
fatal error of joining with the National Alliance
and scuttling its electoral chances. It had a large
membership in this place at that time.

Hon. G. E. Masters: So you had the same
membership as the Liberal Party?

Hon. D. K. DANS: No, we did not.
in my opinion, the report is biased. Some of

the reporting is based on predetermined
opinions, and not on a proper analysis of the
evidence presented.

At paragraph 1.5 of the report, Hon. Neil
Oliver asserts that the committee was set up
because of grave public disquiet concerning the
sale. In my opinion, the only disquiet came
from the people who did not want another
brickworks.

Point of Order
Hon. A. A. LEWIS: Am I to assume that,

under the Standing Orders, the leaders of the
debate have unlimited time on each point?

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Hon. John
Williams): Yes.

Committee Resumed
Hon. D. K. DANS: I do not intend to go

through the ifs and buts. Many statements were
made and are still being made. Since 1 have
been in this Parliament, in Opposition and in
Government, I can honestly say that to the best
of my knowledge I have never used any infor-
mation leaked to me. I have always worked on
the assumption that the people doing those
kinds of things are not to be trusted. I have
received a number of telephone calls and un-
signed letters about certain people taking part
in this inquiry. Under no circumstances would
I use that information here.

That was not the ease with both Select Com-
mittees. I have quoted only paragraph 1.5.
Paragraph 1.7 seems to be an attempt to assert
that the Government ignored evidence that the
saleyards would be essential to rural industries
indefinitely. I had to some extent covered that
suggestion during the debate on whether we
should have a committee.

Members have to admit that the Govern-
ment had access to the very comprehensive
Treloar report, which has been quoted by Mr
Oliver and the other member of the committee.
That report exhaustively and with intellectual
integrity examined the likely future needs of
the industry. Mr Oliver is shaking his head, but
that report was available to us.

Hon. Neil Oliver: Mr Treloar gave evidence.
Hon. D. K. DANS: I am talking about his

report, not about his evidence. Hon. Neil
Oliver is privy to most of the evidence he gave
and he quoted some of it tonight.

Hon. A. A. Lewis: Surely Mr Dans is on the
wrong track again. He has to be because he is
talking about the Treloar report and not the
Select Committee.

Hon. D. K. DANS: I remind the Chamber
that Hon. Neil Oliver and the other speaker
tonight from the Opposition quoted from the
Treloar report. I did not challenge them be-
cause they are entitled to do so.

Hon. Neil Oliver: They have not quoted
from it.

Hon. D. K. DANS: Someone spoke about it.
The committee's report suggests to me that the
committee had chosen to ignore the intent of
this report and the testimony of the witness
associated with it. It took sections of the
Treloar report and put them together every
which way to suit its purposes. It gives a false
impression but the committee may have
thought it was doing the right thing. Mr Oliver
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presented a 99-page report that is so biased and
premeditated, I cannot take it seriously

I could go on and talk about the visit to the
brickworks and Mr Whiteman; about how he
was pulled up by the people at the gate; that he
was in there for 40 minutes; and I could refer to
the story that he got $I 500 for doing some-
thing and a further $ 1400 from the committee
for doing the same thing. I do not believe those
things have a great deal to do with the final
analysis.

We have made fools of ourselves in this
Chamber by the manner in which we went
about this committee from day one. How much
better and more authentic it would have been
had the committee been evenly balanced. How
much more authentic it would have been had
we taken notice of the Attorney General's com-
ments on what was relevant.

With all this nonsense, it does not appear
that anything will change. There is no great
public disquiet and if the price paid was
$450 000, that was the price we were prepared
to accept on the understanding that another
modern brickworks would be established so
that in the final analysis people would have
some freedom of choice in this State and, per-
haps, the price of bricks would go down. There
was nothing under the table, nothing dishonest.
There was also nothing dishonest about my act-
ing on behalf of the people of Western
Australia and selling the casino site, which the
Valuer General had valued at some $6 million
for $30 million. It is the end result we are
looking for.

Let no-one be under any illusion: This
Government is not dishonest or corrupt. It is
the most progressive Government this State
has ever had and the record speaks for itself. As
far as I am concerned, when this brickworks
goes ahead it will be for the benefit of everyone
in the State of Western Australia. The argu-
ment is not about the price, it is about the
temerity of the Government to even suggest
that the monopoly on the supply of bricks in
this State should be broken.

Hon. FRED McKENZIE: In commenting on
the report I wish first of all to refer to my role
on the committee, since the matter has been
raised in this Chamber again. I explained why I
did not serve on that committee but I make it
perfectly clear to members that I was under no
pressure to resign from it, none whatsoever.

It has been made perfectly clear that Govern-
ment members will not serve on committees
unless they are represented in proportion to the

number of seats they hold in this Chamber.
That is no secret. I had a moral obligation not
to serve on the committee in those circum-
stances. I sought permisssion to resign because
I had no desire to serve on the committee. I
fully support my colleagues, who had discussed
this matter, in the belief that we should not
serve on such committees, particularly those of
a political nature. This committee was certainly
political right from the start. Had it
transformed itself into a joint parliamentary
committee, it would have been a different mat-
ter.

The second reason, which is nonetheless just
as important, is that we had two committees
running alongside each other with expectations
that people would give evidence to both. That
is a ridiculous and ludicrous situation. Since
the Assembly committee was under way before
we set up our committee-

Hon. A. A. Lewis: Only because the Govern-
ment delayed it up here.

Hon. FRED McKENZIE: Never mind about
that. If we are too smart for the members op-
posite, they must accept it. The Opposition was
outsmarted.

Of course, it is a biased report. The chairman
admitted to contributing to an advertisement
in the Midland Press long before the committee
was set up; he put no less than $500 towards
that advertisement.

Also, I have had the opportunity of
examining the evidence given to the com-
mittee.

Had I been on the committee, there would
certainly have been a minority report tabled.
Sure, I may have agreed with some of the
recommendations the committee brought
down. They are not all bad but, by God, there
are a helluva lot of bad ones, and certainly the
important ones are very bad recommendations.

Let us look at the evidence. Much faith has
been put in the evidence given to the com-
mittee, but what does one do in the case of a
committee dealing with crook evidence? Some
of the evidence given to the committee, it is
alleged, was inaccurate, or false, or misleading.
One individual has written a letter to me, and
he happens to be Mr Oliver's constituent who
has a business in Midland and who has had the
opportunity of reading the evidence.
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I wish to have this recorded in H-ansard, be-
cause this is what Mr David Liuck, who has a
printing business in Midland-

Hon. Neil Oliver: That is the chamber of
commerce that the Labor Panty advisers set up.
They didn't even acknowledge the letter.

Several members interjected.
Hon. FRED McKENZIE: I would challenge

Mr Oliver to repeat that remark outside this
Parliament.

Hon. Neil Oliver: I will give you a copy of
the evidence.

Hon. FRED McKENZIE: I might say that I
did not know Mr Linck until quite recently-

Hon. Neil Oliver: I do not know him at all,
but it is in the transcript.

Hon. FRED McKENZIE: -but I have been
around the Midland area for a long time. Let
me tell the Chamber quite categorically that Mr
Linek is not a member of the Labor Party. He
may well be a member of the Liberal Party; I
do not know. I have never questioned the man
in relation to where he stands politically, but I
amn quite sure that what I am saying about him
not being a member of the Labor Party would
have the support of the Leader of the Oppo-
sition, Mr Masters, because Mr Linek served
alongside Mr Masters as his deputy on the
Kalamunda Shire Council, as I understand it,
and is well known by Mr Masters. I understand
he acted in Mr Masters' absence overseas. I
have learnt this recently, and it is a pity Hon.
Neil Oliver did not know it.

I will read the letter from Mr David Linck so
that it may be incorporated in Hansard. Mr
Linek gives his home address as 8 Andrew
Street, Kalarnunda, and lists his business and
home phone numbers at the bottom of the let-
ter. The letter reads-

On October 13th I became aware that I
had been named some months previously
on several pages of evidence presented to
the select committee inquiring into the sale
of the Midland Sale Yards.

The next day I went to parliament and
asked to see the pages where I was named
and at the same time asked to see Mr
Gordon Masters or Mr Ian Thompson but
was told they were not available as they
were at a party meeting. The Clerk said he
would send me a copy of the pages if my
name was on them.

I later received three pages of a
transcript but as it seemed to be only pant
of a full transcript 1 rang the Clerk and he

gave instructions that I should he sent the
full transcript.

When I received the full transcript I
noticed that there were a number of false
and misleading references to myself and an
organisation of which I am secretary.

As Mr Oliver has already said, Mr Linck is the
Secretary of the Swan Independent Chamber of
Commerce, and prior to that he was Secretary
of the Midland Chamber of Commerce. He has
therefore been the secretary of both organis-
ations. The letter continues-

If these are recorded for future gener-
ations to see I would appreciate it if you
could make arrangements for me to speak
at the 'Bar' so that these errors can be
rectified Or a notation made that they are
not true.

Mr Linch is quite prepared to come here and
speak before the Bar. I will not summon him
before the Bar, and I will not put a proposition
to this Chamber that it do so, but he is quite
happy to come here. He is very upset about this
matter because it is believed that one of the
witnesses gave false and misleading evidence.

Hon. Neil Oliver: If he received a letter, why
didn't he give evidence?

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Hon. John
Williams): Order! Order! I would remind all
members that in this Committee debate they all
have a chance to speak for 10 minutes, as long
as they want to, on any part of the report. I
have ordered the Clerks to stop the clocks when
there are interjections because it is not fair to
the speaker that he should lose time answering
interjections, and that is not the purpose of a
debate in Committee.

I want members to know that, and I want to
make a remark to Hon. Neil Oliver. If he
wishes to refute anything the member says, he
has the right, as does any other member, to get
to his feet and use 10 minutes to refute any-
thing that is said. It is not fair to speakers who
are limited to 10 minutes to be continually
interjected upon so that they lose their lime.
The Clerks will stop their clocks on each such
occasion.

lion. FRED McKENZIE: Thank you, Mr
Deputy Chairman. I want to answer the last
interjection make by Hon. Neil Oliver because
it has some significance.

During my discussion with Mr Liuck, he
claimed that he was telephoned late one morn-
ing or early in the afternoon and advised that
he could give evidence if he wished, and was to
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appear the next morning at I11 o'clock. There
was no mention of his receiving any letter, but
if Mr Oliver can give me evidence to the con-
trary, of course I will speak to Mr Linck about
it.

That is what he told me. His answer to it,
incidentally, was that he was not in a position
to give evidence at I I o'clock the next morning
because he had to consult with his chamber and
receive its recommendations.

Hon. Neil Oliver: I will table it tomorrow.
Hon. FRED McKENZIE: I think Mr Linck

behaved perfectly properly in relation to that
matter. He wants it recorded here that, having
read the evidence, he noted that misleading
information had been provided to the com-
mittee and false statements had been made. I
have had that recorded because he is concerned
about the effect this might have on future gen-
erations. He was very upset about that issue.

I make the point that reports can be based on
evidence; but if the evidence is not correct,
then the report cannot be correct.

Hon. H. W. GAYFER: We have listened now
to a few speeches on the motion moved by Mr
Oliver that the report be noted. It is indeed an
interesting report to read-one that should be
read in its entirety by all members in the
Chamber, and no doubt they have done so.

Members of the National Party are particu-
larly interested in the report because the rami-
fications of the sale are one thing, but the im-
plication of the sale is the point about which
the National Party has been most concerned.
The fact that the Midland abattoir was to be
sold was a matter of concern to a terrific num-
ber of people in the area of Midland and sur-
rounding Midland, where the main clientele
and the stock came from to service the Mid-
land saleyards.

In our opinion there was no reason at all, no
justification, and certainly no direction given
by any outside force, for the Midland abattoir
to close, nor the saleyards, nor any part of
them. The closure of the saleyards did not meet
with the approval, by and large, of the country
people, and certainly the closure of the
saieyards was never approved by anybody in
the country areas.

Naturally, when the country people heard
about the salcyards and all that land being sold,
they were seething, especially because of the
way the sale had been conducted. This is well
known to anyone who lives out in the country.
Country people certainly believed that an in-
quiry should be held to ascertain the reasons

why the sale should have been made, and why
it should have been at such a ridiculously low
figure-a figure challenged from the time it
was first published. Country people wanted an
inquiry to ascertain the future of selling live-
stock in and around the metropolitan area, and
indeed throughout WA, if the salcyards were to
disappear. Just based on the service the
saleyards provided, good reason could be found
to establish a committee of inquiry to ascertain
the reasons for the disappearance of the
saleyards.

While in the metropolitan area the sale of the
Midland saleyards may not appear to be of
great moment, I can assure all members that it
certainly is for all people in the country dis-
tricts. It still is; it has not stopped being so.
Why the sale should have been allowed is still a
question asked at PIA and PGA meetings. That
is the question the industry is asking.

The industry Weeded to be involved in con-
sultation other than what occurred before the
sale was effected at the ridiculously low figure
of $450 000-and not to the highest bidder,
but to the lowest bidder, and only after the
price had been upped by that lowest bidder.
His first offer was not accepted by the Govern-
ment and eventually it was put up to $450 000
without, as I understand it, the original highest
bidder being given a chance to increase his
offer. That is iow the saleyards were disposed
of.

That does not mean the sale was correct in
being handled in that way. That does not mean
to say that all the papers that were tabled in the
Council were sufficient to satisfy the people out
there that the sale was legal.

The establishment of the committee of in-
quiry was welcomed by country people who
rely on Midland. It is part of the way of life for
many farmers who, sometime or other during
the year, visit Midland. The saleyards are most
important to country people, but that is not
realised by the multitudes who live in the city.
So, when the inquiry was mooted, the idea
received great acclaim in the country, No-one
in the country knocked it. I have not heard of
anyone out there who has knocked the inquiry.
They have had great faith that something
would happen.

The only thing that did cause the people
some concern was when it seemed the inquiry
would fail to get off the round. People would
ask us, "How long is it to be before the inquiry
is held, so that if there is something wrong the
sale can be annulled?" They would say, "Don't
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wait too long or it will be all over. We can't
afford to lose the saleyards." These questions
were paramount in the mind of every person
who approached us, from the Avon Valley to
Katanning, right up to the north, and even out
to the stations-all the people were interested
in what was happening to the saleyards.

The sale of Midland saleyards is not some-
thing that can be brushed under the table. We
cannot be deviated front our efforts, by way of
spurious asides, to ascertain whether the sale
was correct and justified.

One question people were always asking was,
"Can the sae be annulled?" The people in the
country are desperate to keep the saleyards
there. Consequently, the questions asked by the
committee to ascertain the validity of the sale
were of paramount interest and importance to
country people, because a lot of people wanted
to know whether the sale could be declared null
and void. I can assure the Government that
right up to this moment that very question is
being asked all the time. People are still asking
whether the sale is going through, whether it
has to go through, and whether we can stop it.
They ask these questions because they believe
the sale is so-and-so crazy. The whole thing is
ridiculous.

No-one from the stock selling side of the in-
dustry was even consulted despite the fact that
the livelihoods of all the people in the industry
are at stake. They keep asking, "Where are we
going to sell all our stock if the salcyards. close?
What is our future? What is being done?"
Nothing is being done for their future.

The salcyards and the accompanying ground,
even the lairage, are a great thing. The
saleyards were receiving an income of some
$230 000 a year. Income from lai rage was
another $73 000. So, the overall income of the
saleyards each year amounted to over
$300 000. Even so, the Government was pre-
pared to sell the saleyards for $450 000-this
when the saleyards received an income of
$300 000.

How ridiculous it is to sell the saleyards for
$450 000! That is a 75 per cent per annumn
return. The land is 29 hectares, near enough to
75 acres at $6 000 an acre, and just I8 miles
from the GPO. This represents four building
blocks at $1 500 a block. Where can one buy a
building block anywhere these days for $1 500?
The whole thing is wrong; it smells.

People must be stopped from being
sidetracked by all the side issues. The people
out there want the whole truth of the matter

put in front of them. All this sidetracking,
standing on digs, and reading out reports wnit-
ten by various people is irrelevant.

The issue is this: Western Australia needs the
saleyards exactly where they are. The State can-
not afford to construct another set of' saleyards
of these dimensions and quality-no way. It
cannot afford the same drainage pens and the
other amenities. No way can a similar set of
saleyards be built now.

Let us face it; even if they could, why is it
necessary? Even if another $13 million were
available to build another facility at Baldivis or
somewhere-and nobody knows where-it
may not be possible to locate another site. It
would cost a lot more than the $13 million
which is already invested in the facility which
is now being sold for $450 000. Anyone looking
at this situation could smell a rat in it.

Believe me, Mr Deputy Chairman (Hon.
John Williams), the people out in the bush are
indeed querulous about this matter and they
are challenging it. Even now they would chal-
lenge what happened in respect of this com-
mittee and what the next committee will bring.
I found the report extremely interesting. Under
the circumstances, I think the committee did a
very good job. I am sorry that Hon. Fred
McKenzie saw fit not to be a part of it, even
though the Standing Orders indicate that a
committee shall comprise three members un-
less otherwise decided-that is in the rules and
that is what most committees of this Chamber
comprise. Even the committee that Hon. Des
Dans sat on was like that, so there is nothing
new about a three-man committee.

Bon. Kay H-allahan: What about the make-
up of it?

Hon. H. W. GAYFER: There was one mem-
ber from each party on that committee. If
members of the Government want to challenge
the independence of a particular party on it, we
will come to a few other issues later on. I
suggest that Government members should not
take things for granted in too many respects.

When members look at the report, I believe
the National Party is really interested in three
recommendations in it. They happen to be the
first three in the book, and I will read them
out-

Recommendation I

That the sale be annulled.

Recommendation 2
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That the Midland Saleyards con-
tinue and the operators, the Western
Australian Meat Commission and the
WA Livestock Salesmen's Association
monitor annually and seasonally the
yardings at Midland. (Pana 2.59)

Recommendation 3
That the Government consults with

rural producer organisations, the Mid-
land and Districts Chamber of Com-
merce, and operators associated with
the Saleyards, prior to any variation to
its present or future operations. (Pana
2.59)

Of all the recommendations in the report,
those are the most valuable. They are the most
immediate and should be acted on as far as the
country people of this State are concerned be-
cause, if acted upon, those three recom-
mendations would control the incegrity and the
future of those saleyards.

We were told by the committee that the sale
was not legal. We were told that the property in
question was a public reserve and therefore did
not have a title-an absolute legal requirement
for the sale of any property. However, the sale
was made without a title even being created.
Hon. Des Dans says that the sale was legal. I
am saying that the committee said it was not. if
the sale was not legal, and if the committee
from the other place came out with some doubt
as to its legality, then surely the sale will have
to be annulled or, if it is not to be annulled, let
us say that it could be annulled. If it can be
annulled, surely the Government-in light of
the objections that have been raised about the
whole sorry business, objections which are be-
ing voiced by country people who want this
saleyard as part of their livelihood-should
listen to those pleas and annul the sale without
waiting for some legal person or some legal
injunction to annul the sale.

This is the sad and sorry point about it all. It
is not the only point which has been raised by
other speakers, but all the fire and vim that has
been evidenced in this Chamber by members
saying that they do not want to be on the com-
mittee because of this or that, or some witness
who did not answer a question and who was
called before the Bar of this place, means
nothing against the real question at which we
should be looking.

Withdrawal of Remark
Hon. A. A. LEWIS: Sir, I would like Hon. S.

J. Halden to withdraw a comment that he made

about the system being a tort. I do not believe
that that is the sort of comment which should
be made in this Chamber.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Hon. John
Williams): I did not hear the remark. I ask the
honourable member: Was that remark made in
the context of this debate or in some other
context, if he did indeed make the remark?

Hon. JOHN HALDEN: I made the comment
and if you wish me to withdraw it, Sir, I will do
SO.

Committee Resumed

Hon. H. W. GAYFER: The point is that the
sale of the saleyards should never have gone
through. There is no reason at all for this huge
saleyard, which has been so effective for so
many years and which would have been so ef-
fective in the years ahead, if only because of all
the improvements which have been done to it,
should be the subject of a sale-certainly not at
$450 000, which is just ridiculous.

I say to all honourable members: For
heaven's sake, let us get back to the basic mnat-
ter at which we are looking in respect of this
report. The report contains the recom-
mendation that the sale should be annulled.
That is what we should be looking at now to see
whether, in the interests of all the people who
want those salcyards. retained-and members
in this place sometimes recognise that out there
in the farming community are many poor and
struggling people, but when it comes to
listening to their woes, nobody is particularly
interested-the sale should be annulled. People
in the bush want the saleyards to remain; the
people up and down Clayton Road, which ser-
vices the country industry, want the saleyards
to remain, and people in the Midland district
who once wanted the salcyards to go now want
them to remain because they know how many
jobs the saleyards created. There is no reason
for the sale of the saleyards and certainly there
is no reason for their sale without the industry
being consulted as to its future as far as
saleyards in this State are concerned.

Hon. A. A. LEWIS: It is fascinating to follow
this debate. Two honourable gentlemen have
let the cat out of the bag tonight-the Leader of
the Government (Hon. Des Dans), and Hon.
Fred McKenzie.

It is fascinating and although I took a mar-
ginal sort of role in this matter-I voted with
the Government at one stage of the game be-
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cause I thought that it was right in setting up been any fairness in the other place he would
this committee- have been pulled to order straight away.

Hon. D. K. Dans: You were an Independent
then.

Hon. A. A. LEWIS: Yes, and I treated the
matter as an Independent should. It would be
very interesting for Hon. Des Dans to look
back at some of the comments he made tonight
because he said that he wanted equal numbers
on the committees. In 1979 1 did not see Hon.
D. K Dans complaining when a committee of
five members of this Chamber was set up. At
that stage the Australian Labor Party had only
nine members in this Chamber, while the Lib-
eral Party had 18 and the National and
National Country parties together had four, the
same as now. I did not see hinm complaining
that the Labor Party had two members out of
the five, twice as many as it should have had.
Non. Des Dans did not complain because he
knew it was going to be a fair committee.

1 knew when i voted for that committee in
this Chamber that with Hon. Fred McKenzie
as a member of it, it would be a fair committee
because I knew of his record on committees.

Non. T. G. Butler: What about me?

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Hon. John
Williams): Order! Hon. Tom Butler will come
to order. This is a Committee meeting of the
Parliament, and I remind the honourable mem-
ber of that, and that his interjections are most
unruly.

Hon. A. A. LEWIS: Thank you, Mr Deputy
Chairman. I know that the interjections worry
you, but they do not worry me because it shows
again how sensitive the Labor Party is when it
comes to matters dealing with democracy and
fairness. Labor Party members are not pre-
pared to come within a bull's roar of democ-
racy and fairness. As Hon. Gordon Masters
said, this is one of this Government's shonkiest
deals, as is the Fremantle Gas and Coke Co Ltd
issue. There are others, but I do not have time
to go into them.

Hon. Fred McKenzie, in his usual truthful
way, said that it was the Government's smart-
ness that resulted in it outsmarting itself. Hon.
Fred McKenzie is a very fond friend of mine
and he is a gentleman, but he was shockingly
advised by the Attorney General-the At-
torney General, and the Premier in another
place, talked the utmost tripe right throughout
the debates on this issue.The Premier insulted
members of this Chamber. The hide of the man
to start insulting each individual. If there had

Hon. J. M. Berinson: You are reflecting on
that Chamber, aren't you?

Hon. A. A. LEWIS. In just the same way as it
reflected on this Chamber. If the Attorney Gen-
eral cannot take the heat of the kitchen, he
should go on his way. He will have the watch
turned off for him, so I suggest that he be care-
ful. This Government does not have the guts to
do what it should.

On this debate the Leader of the House has
made what is probably his worst contribution
during the time I have been in this Chamber.

Hon. D. K. Dans: Who was that?
Hon. A. A. LEWIS: I am talking about the

Leader of the House.
If members want to talk about privilege, they

should read what happened in the House of
Commons in 1976. Interestingly enough, they
should take note of what is happening in the
House of Representatives and the Senate at the
present moment. In the Federal Parliament we
have an ALP Speaker and an ALP President,
and the Labor Government has introduced a
privilege Bill which, if it applied to this State,
would have meant that Mr Ellett would not
have just been censured-

Hon. D. K. Dans: He would have been shot.
Hon. A. A. LEWIS: Right. From my reading

of the Commonwealth legislation, the mnini-
mum fine is $15 000.

Hon. D. K. Darts: It is getting worse.
Hon. A. A. LEWIS: The Federal Govern-

ment is of the same ilk as this Government
which is screaming in this place today-I
suggest to the Leader of the House that he gives
us none of his nonsense.

I agree with Hon. Fred McKenzie that some
of the procedures which have been followed
have been unfortunate. I agree also with his
statement that there was a misunderstanding at
one stage of the game between each side of the
Chamber. As both leadens know, I tried to
rectify the situation, but both of them have
rocks in their heads because they would not
listen to any fairness.

Hon. D. K, Dans: That is Mr Masters, not
me.

Hon. 0. E. Masters: You were doing all right.
Hon. A. A. LEWIS: They will not trust each

other.
Hon. D. K. Dans: Come off it.
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Hon. A. A. LEWIS: Well, they do not. We
have seen the rug pulled out from under Mr
Dans on several occasions when Mr Burke has
said to him, "You cannot do that." Therefore,
he has been unable to live up to his word.

I advise Hon. Joe Berinson that the WA De-
velopment Corporation legislation has not
come back to this place. He gave a commit-
ment about that to Hon. Graham MacKinnon
and me. I know it was late at night, but I have
reminded him of it.

If there had been a little honesty and if mem-
bers trusted other members in this place, a
good job could have been done. I believe that it
is because of the Government's handling of the
motion when it was first put on the Notice
Paper--debate on it was delayed-that all this
trouble has come about.

The problem sits with the front bench of the
Government because, as Hon. Fred McKenzie
said, Government members were too smart
and they outsmarted themselves. That is the
whole trouble with this committee: The so-
called front bench, which is meant to be leading
the rabble of this Government, outsmarted it-
self.

Hon. D. K. Dans: I would interject but I
turned the clock off.

Hon. A. A. LEWIS: l am running out of time,
but in reality one person is responsible and that
is the Leader of the House. If the Leader of the
House were to conduct the business of this
place properly, we would not have got into this
mess.

In the next four or five weeks the Leader of
the House and the Attorney General will be
screaming to get legislation through this place,
yet, in the past weeks, all sorts of things have
happened, including some days when we did
not sit. Quite frankly, I do not mind when the
Government wants to stop sitting this year be-
cause when we get to debate some of the Bills
that will be coming forward, I will have a nice
time because of the ruling I was given today;
that is, as the lead speaker I can speak for as
long as I like.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: Earlier tonight the
Leader of the Government gave a very spirited
denial to the suggestion that there was anything
improper, untoward, or even corrupt about the
Government's handling of this matter.

Mr Deputy Chairman (Hon. John Williams),
ifit is true that the Government had nothing to
bide in the matter of the sale of the Midland
saleyards, one could pose the question to the
Leader of the Government: Why was it that he,

or theMinister handling the matter in the other
place, did not see fit to bring the matter of the
Midland saleyards and its disposal to the Par-
liament by way of a Bill?

It would be of considerable interest to mem-
bers of the Government to remember that that
is precisely what the Government did when it
was handling the disposal of another important
public asset in order for it to be developed by a
private developer. I am talking about the de-
cision of the Government I8 months ago to sell
part of Burswood Island, which was then in the
hands of the Crown, to a private developer so
that he could build something on that land. Is it
not interesting that not only did the Govern-
ment bring that matter to the Parliament in the
form of the Casino (Burswood Island) Agree-
ment Bill, which was subsequently approved by
the Parliament, but it also laid out in the most
intimate business detail factors that were
involved in that transaction in order to demon-
strate that there was nothing untoward, im-
proper, or corrupt about it.

Many assertions were made over that deal.
Many criticisms were directed to the Leader of
the House, in particular, in his capacity as Min-
ister for Racing and Gaming. I was one of those
who made most of those criticisms. However, I
think the Minister would accept that never was
it suggested that there was anything in that deal
that was improper or corrupt. We made many
other allegations, such as that it was a bad piece
of public policy-making and that the site
should not have been used for that purpose.
However, whatever allegations were made at
the time, there was no allegation of impropriety
in that transaction.

I suggest that part of the reason that the
Government was able to maintain the integrity
of the deal in which it disposed of part of
Burswood Island was because it brought to the
Parliament that sale by way of an Act of Parlia-
ment, the Casino (Burswood Island) Agreement
Act. Interestingly, it did more than that. I asked
why the Government did not see fit to follow
its own precedent of I8 months ago and dis-
pose of the Midland saleyards in the same way.
I suggest that had they been disposed of in that
way, there would have been no need for Hon.
Neil Oliver or anyone else on this side of the
Chamber to have moved a motion for a Select
Committee of inquiry.

I refer members, in particular, to page I8 of
the Casino (Burswood Island) Agreement Act
1985, as it is relevant to what we are talking
about. At page 18, so detailed was the Govern-
ment's explanation about that site, the amount
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for which the Burswood Island site was being
sold was spelt out. It went further and said that
the site was being sold for $9.4 million "being
the valuation thereof by the Valuer General of
the State". I suggest that that is very much an
element in the criticisms of Hon. Neil Oliver
and others on this side of the Chamber because
that sort of detail was lacking in the deal that
the Government entered into with respect to
the Midland saleyards.

One must ask why IS months ago the
Government brought that agreement Act to the
Parliament, thus obtaining the endorsement of
the Parliament for the land to be sold at that
price. Earlier tonight the Leader of the House
tried to suggest that we had claimed that he had
done something wrong by getting more money
out of the casino developers than the Valuer
General valued the site for. The Leader of the
House is using that as an argument against the
adoption of this report, but he has the argu-
ment around the wrong way. The casino land
was valued at -X" dollars by the Valuer Gen-
eral and the Government was able to get an
amount of -X" plus "Y" dollars from Mr
Dempster. In other words, the Leader of the
House told us that the Government was able to
get a better price from the private developer
than the price that was put on the Rand by the
Valuer General.

Hon. D. K. Dans: Only because it became a
casino site.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: Yes, I realise that, but
the reverse happened in the case of the Mid-land saleyards. We are not complaining that
the Government got more for the Midland
saleyards than it is alleged to be worth. All the
criticism is that the Government got less for
the site.

I make a final reference to the Casino
(Burswood Island) Agreement Act that we
passed IS months ago because it shows that in
the saleyards case the Government did every-
thing in its power to bring disrepute on itself.
On page 21 of the Casino (Burswood Island)
Agreement Act the obligations of the casino
developer are spelt out. He could not simply
buy pant of Burswood Island and then decide
he was not going to build a casino and sell it to
someone who wanted to build residential
properties, for example. In that instance Mr
Dans, Government advisers and the Crown
Law people were bright enough to write in sec-
tion 9(1) which deals with the construction of
the resort and the operation of the resort
complex. Written into that provision are the
obligations of the casino developer. The same

Act of Parliament by which a block of land was
sold to the intended casino developer also in-
cluded certain obligations on the developer. As
I understand it, no such obligation exists with
respect to the sale of the Midland site. That is
part of the criticism that the Liberal Party and
the National Party have made about the sale of
the Midland saleyard site; that is, the Govern-
ment entered into a contract to sell part of the
land-which turned out not to be its own any-
way-to a private developer without any con-
tractual obligation on the pant of the developer
to do what the Government wanted done; that
is, to build a new brickworks.

I do not lay down those guidelines or those
strict procedures. Ironically, the Leader of the
House was the author of the document I have
in my hand, the Casino (Burswood Island)
Agreement Act. The Leader of the House has
made the suggestion that the only reason mem-
bers on this side of the Chamber are angry is
because someone wants to set up a brickworks
in competition with Mr Ric New. I deny that
totally. I have no intention of stopping some-
one setting up in competition with Mr New.
That is not the issue. The issue is the way in
which the land was disposed of. If the Govern-
ment had followed its own guidelines and
embodied those in an Act of Parliament, as it
did in relation to Burswood Island, it would
never have got into the mess it is in. Because it
did not do that there is a stench surrounding
this particular deal.

I support the motion.
Hon. W. N. STRETCH: I do not know where

the Leader of the House was to be unaware of
the outcry all over Western Australia over the
outcome of the Midland saleyards issue. As Mr
Gayfer said, everyone in the hinterland of
Western Australia was concerned about the
sale. The outcry came from pastoralists in the
north who had nowhere to send their red-
tagged quarantined cattle. It came from the
extreme south of the State where stock were
being sent from, and it came from a long way
out east.

Hon. D. K. Dans: I gave you assurances on
the saleyards.

Hon. W. N. STRETCH: I do not know where
the Leader of the House was not to have heard
the outcry. Perhaps he has had a slip of mem-
ory.

Hon. D. K Dans: I had no complaints in my
electorate.

Hon. W. N. STRETCH: That is quite
understandable!
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it was widely known that the sale would
cause major dislocation to livestock selling op-
erations in Western Australia. I do not believe
that the Leader of the House can honestly say
that he was not aware of that. Politics is poli-
tics, but I do not believe anyone could be un-
aware of that.

Hon. D. K. Dans: Why was it going to cause
dislocation?

Hon. W. N. STRETCH: The Leader of the
House might know a lot about shipping and
going to sea, but I know a lot about carting
stock to Midland. I delivered stock there for
years and years.

Hon. D. K. Dans: You never listened to the
assurances I gave you about the saleyards.

Hon. W. N. STRETCH: I will tell the Leader
of the House about his assurances a little later.

The question of the saleyards being disposed
of for other purposes was another manifes-
tation of the tactics we have become used to
from the Government if it can get away with it.
First of all it makes a deal to sell something. if
no great reaction results, it bullies the few
people protesting, making it as hard as possible
in the hope that they will withdraw.

If an issue like this builds up a big head of
steam, the Government will make all sorts of
compromise deals to persuade people to its way
of thinking. That is where the point of view of
the Leader of the Government comes in. He
gave an assurance, not initially, but when he
saw the Government was cornered. There was
nowhere else which would suit the livestock
industry of Western Australia except Midland
Junction.

The original suggestion was that there would
be three years to use the saleyards and that was
it. After that, at some time in the next couple of
years, an arrangement could be made for relo-
cation and other things. Finally, when it came
to these other alternatives, we found ourselves
at stage three, where an assurance was given.

The Government was caught. It had made a
commitment and it had to make the best of it.
It is all very well to say that was the Govern-
ment's first position. That is not backed up by
the facts. The facts are that the Government
tried to put it over the people of Western
Australia by selling their asset. It did not get
away with it. It tried to put one over the stock
owners of Western Australia. it could not get
away with that because it had no alternative,
and it was not prepared to make any arrange-
menus for an alternative.

The people of Western Australia are sick and
tired of this tactic. They want to be dealt with
fairly. The livestock industry of Western
Australia needs to be dealt with fairly. It has
enough problems now.

Hon. David Wordsworth and I attended a
meeting of farmers at Raven sthorpe this morn-
ing. A large number of them say they have four
weeks left in the industry. The last thing they
want to see is this sort of nonsense going on,
with their livestock industry being dealt with in
such a cavalier fashion. It might be smart poli-
tics, but as Hon. A. A. Lewis said, it is not fair
politics, and I do not believe the people of
Western Australia will stand for this sort of
thing.

This place was an asset of the people. The
deal was arranged, but the people most con-
cerned were not consulted. Far from being
ashamed of our record, the Legislative Council
should be proud of standing up for the people's
rights.

Hon. P. G. Pendal: Hear, hear!

Hon. W. N. STRETCH: The people had an
asset under attack; they turned to the Legislat-
ive Council as the last place to defend their
rights. If there has been any shame in the whole
of this episode, it has been on the part of the
Government for making light of the treatment
of this very serious subject. The Deputy Chair-
man has said we will not refer to it, and I will
not carry that any further, but I believe that
shame was brought on the Government as a
result of denying the justice which has been
written into our Constitution to have legitimate
inquiries carried out.

I was very sorry to see IHon. Fred McKenzie
did not take his place on that committee. He
has a record of performance on Select Com-
mittees and Royal Commissions of which any
member of this place would be proud. It is my
opinion that his duty was to sit on that com-
mittee to represent the Government's point of
view and to put in the minority report, as he
said he would have done had he sat. I am sorry,
for the sake of this House and for the sake of
the institution of Parliament, that Hon. Fred
McKenzie did not see his way clear to partake
in the committee in that way. It appears true
that there is only one place where one is better
off on the outside than the inside, and that is
prison. lion. Fred McKenzie would have been
far better off in that committee putting forward
the Government's point of view. If he thought
a witness had been unfairly treated, he could
have said so. He is a forceful and able debater,
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and he would have made his points very
clearly.

The Government has denigrated an insti-
tution in this place, and this was very sad oc-
casion. The people of Western Australia were
the losers. The sale should be cancelled and we
should return to square one. It has been proved
that even the tenure of the land we are talking
about is in question. That is something that
should be sorted out. That business will not go
away. The livestock producers of Western
Australia need that facility; they will fight to
the last ditch or make the last stand to make
sure that the facility continues for them.

Look at the other alternatives mooted.
Nothing suits Western Australia better at this
stage, looking 10, 15, or 20 years down the
track. The infrastructure built up around Mid-
land Junction for servicing the trucks carrying
stock into the area and the road network are
second to none. When I was caning from the
south, we dodged around little back tracks,
went through housing estates, and did all sorts
of things to get stock from Albany to Midland
saleyards. The road system is superb, and any
measure to relocate the saleyards will be not a
waste of this road system; but having set up
that whole area to be a service to the saleyards
complex, it is absurd to contemplate ever get-
ting rid of it.

The TLeader of the House has now moved to
the position where he has given an assurance
the saleyards will stay there. He points up in
the air; hopefully that means for ever. I believe
in the foreseeable future that will happen. A lot
of shame has come out of this. Very little if any
rests with this side of the Chamber, but a lot
rests on the shoulders of the Government for
making a mockery of the institutions of this
place.

Hon. FRED McKENZIE: Regrettably 10
minutes is not sufficient to cover all aspects of
the report, and I ask the forebearance of the
Committee to understand that more time than
that is necessary to comment on it. I appreciate
the opportunity to rise as many times as necess-
ary, but [ do not intend to resort to that.

In respec of the comments of the last
speaker, notwithstanding the recommendations
of the Treloar report, I want to make a brief
comment. It is perfectly clear that the concern
of the people in the country in relation to the
saleyards has been an enlightenment to me.
Quite apart from that, [ have no desire to see
Midland saleyards moved away from Midland.
One must bear in mind initially, looking at the

Treloar report, that it was a recommendation
we should not be involved in salcyards, and
there was sufficient capacity around the State.

We had the other guarantee that the
saleyards would continue for another six years
at least, perhaps long beyond that, and cer-
tainly if it is required. But in six years many
things can happen. New selling methods are
being introduced. We do not know whether
they are successful.

I-on. D. K. Dans: We may all become veg-
etarians.

Hon. FRED McKENZIE: There is a chang-
ing scene. The reason I maintain the bias of the
report is that if one has 1 200 pages of evidence
one can selectively examine what is in that evi-
dence and present to the Chamber the point of
view one wants to express. I am not suggesting
that this has taken place to any great degree,
but there is evidence of it.

Surely one of the most important witnesses
one would have had would have been those
from the Shire of Swan, yet that evidence
which gave a clear indication that since the
abattoir closed in 1981 there has been no
interest in the site was completely ignored, de-
spite the fact that the local authority had done
its damnedest to have the site occupied; it had
spent huge sums of money obtaining consult-
ants' reports. The local authority could not find
any takers. It had been on the market since
1981.

IHon. 0. E. Masters: Was it advertised?

Hon. FRED McKENZIE: I do not know, but
it must have been common knowledge in many
quarters that the site was up for utilisation, but
there was a lack of interest. 1 will read from the
evidence given by the President of the Swan
Shire, Charlie Gregorini. Many of us know
him; he is a very fair man, I think Mr Masters
would agree.

Hon. G. E. Masters: Yes, I know Charlie very
well.

Hon. FRED McKE-NZIE: Let us look at what
he had to say to give the Chamber some indi-
cation of the difficulty associated with that
site. I am aware of it because I have been
involved with it. The evidence goes on as fol-
lows-

HON. J. N. CAILDWELL: In develop-
ments of this nature it is normal that the
shire is approached beforehand to get the
shire's opinion before they are actually
sold-
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MR GREGORINI: From the Govern-
ment do you mean?

HON. J. N. CALDWELL: Yes.
MR GREGORINI: No; I would not say

that. I have been waiting for news that the
abattoir site has been sold. To give you an
example: I have probably taken about 14
deputations to that site myself because we
were getting fed up with it lying idle. I
would have been happy in Dick Old's time
if he had said, "Right, the property is
sold"; we as a local authority would have
been very pleased with it because it is silly
lying idle as it is today. I guess the thing in
question is the price it was sold at. I do not
believe Prestige Bricks really know what it
is going to cost them to demolish the old
building.

This is a very important point. He goes on as
follows-

I honestly believe it is going to cost a lot
more than the $ 1.5 million to demolish it;
and that was a rough estimate that was
sought and received by the Government;
that it is going to cost $1.5 million to de-
molish. They really do not know how it has
been put together. I do not believe it will
be able to be blasted from that site; I be-
lieve it will have to be cut out or sawn
out-the concrete- because of its proxim-
ity to the subregional centre, houses and
industrial buildings that are around there.
I really do not believe you are going to be
able to blow it up; that is just a personal
opinion of course.

That is a man who took 14 deputations over
the site, and the shire has had reports com-
missioned to get some industry on the site, and
it has asked local members. I do not know if the
shire asked my colleagues Hon. Gordon Mas-
ters and Hon. Neil Oliver, but as soon as I
moved into the area in 1983 when this Govern-
ment came to power, it was on to me straight-
away, and has been ever since. I did not know
there were 14 deputations, although I have
been involved in some.

Let us look at the question of the valuation.
If the committee was not biased why did it not
show that it was not biased by obtaining a valu-
ation from someone other than Mr Chris
Whiteman? That puzzles me. We had Baillieu
Justin Seward's opinion and the reports in the
paper that G. R. Noble had obtained a valu-
ation and that Whiteman was the person
involved. The committee chose to get the very
man who put up the figure of $3 million. Why

not get someone independent, other than Chris
Whiteman? I have looked through the minutes
of the Select Committee, and I cannot find any
reference to Mr Whiteman being authorised to
obtain that valuation. I can find a payment of
$1 444 to Mr Whiteman, and an authorisation
to pay him, but nowhere did I find any indi-
cation in the committee's minutes that he had
been authorised to get the valuation. I do not
know how the committee came to that arrange-
ment.

What did he do? According to a question in
another place, the Minister said this in part-

On 27 August, Mr Whiteman, having
been given a letter of authority from Mr
Oliver's committee, visited the Midland
abattoir site at 10.20 a.m. and left at I I
a. m.

Point of Order

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: It is not my com-
mittee; it is a committee of the Legislative
Council.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Hon. John
Williams): There is no point of order. It was a
colloquialism.

Committee Resumed

Hon. FRED McKENZIE: The answer goes
on to say that in other words, the visit took a
total of 40 minutes. There were two people
with Mr Whiteman who were employees of the
Midland Brick Company. I ask members: If Mr
Whiteman went to obtain a valuation, why take
two employees of the Midland Brick
Company? Let us look at the valuation. Per-
haps Mr Oliver might answer this point. In his
letter to the committee Mr Whiteman said-

I refer to my letter dated 19th of May
1986,-

1 do not know what letter he is talking about,
but he refers to a letter written before the com-
mittee was set up. It goes on as follows-

-in which I addressed the question of
valuation principles and the flow-on effect
of these principles in the potential sale of a
specialised property, such as the Midland
Abattoir site.

Perhaps Mr Oliver can enlighten me as to what
he means by 19 May. Obviously there was
some previous letter. He says the cost of demo-
lition is $400 000. The Government's engineers
had a look, which Mr Whiteman did not do,
and he said in the report that he had not had
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the opportunity. On page 91 in the appendix of
the report he said-

Once again, 1 would emphasise that my
investigations are limited, since any prop-
erty evaluation should make use of the ser-
vices of consulting engineers and other
specialised consultants when viewing the
improvements in the light of their
potential use.

Hon. T. G. BUTLER: Like Hon. Sandy
Lewis I have so far found this debate quite
enthralling. I wonder who is sitting where in
this Chamber. Right from the start I have been
surprised at the attitude of the Opposition inas-
much as it is so hell bent on preventing the
establishment of a new private enterprise on
the Midland abattoir site. I get the feeling that
the other side of the Chamber is adopting a
socialist approach to this matter and wants to
retain a public asset-

Hon. E. J. Charlton: It takes one to know
one.

Hon. T. G. BUTLER: I have no problem
admitting that I am a socialist, Eric, and it
would probably stir the blood of Hon. Gordon
Masters.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I remind Hon.
Tom Butler that while he may be friendly with
members the correct title is "Hon. Eric
Charlton", particularly when he can refer to
Hon. Gordon Masters in the same breath.

Hon. T. G. BUTLER: I take the point, Mr
Deputy Chairman. It is just that I feel we are all
sitting in the wrong spot at the moment.

Like other speakers on this side of the
Chamber, I find it difflicult to take the report
seriously. I find it difficult to take Hon. Neil
Oliver's intentions seriously because I believe
right from day one of the proceedings, when
Mr Oliver moved in this place for the establish-
ment of a Select Committee, he showed his
prejudice. That is recorded in Hansard. On 19
June he said, "I demand that the State Govern-
ment come clean with the public over the sale
of the Midland saleyards and abattoir." Come
clean! Nothing has been proven or established.
All we have is an assertion which implies dis-
honesty right from the beginning.

It says that unless it does so immediately this
event will stand as one of the most dubious
deals ever done by the Government in Western
Australia. It appears that people on the other
side of the Chamber are quite skilled at it. They
do not have to back it up with any evidence.
They can stand up and say it, but they do not
have to prove it. Remember what Hon. Neil

Oliver said, "We need to know why the people
were diddled out of money, and who picked up
the difference? If it is not made public there
will be questions about deals taking place, who
got the hidden handout, what money changed
bands behind closed dooms and whose hands
were greased."

How could one possibly take a report
seriously when the chairman of the committee
made those statements prior to a decision by
the House to establish a Select Committee.
Quite clearly in the mind of Hon. Neil Oliver
was the fact that he had to respond on the part
of his peers, make it sound as if there was some
shady deal, and try to establish it by way of a
Select Committee, which incidentally was not
established on democratic grounds. Hon. Neil
Oliver's language pales into insignificance
when one listens to the language of Hon.
Gordon Masters.

I listened with some interest to Hon. Gordon
Masters' address this evening. He used words
such as "scandal" and "dishonest". Those
words are comparable with the language he
uses when he speaks about unions and union-
ists. He refers to them as hoods and thugs. If
one dares to disagree with him one is labelled a
Communist or a fellow traveller. How can we
take seriously a person like that who responds
in that fashion to any criticism made of him or
his party? I do not know whether he expects mue
to jump up and ask him to withdraw those
comments. I can assure him that he can say
what he likes; never will he get me to ask him to
withdraw, because I would not give him or his
colleagues the satisfaction of having me ask
him to withdraw. Such comments do not mean
anything, and all they do is highlight his in-
ability to debate or argue sensibly.

Hon. Bill Stretch said that everyone in this
State-

Hon. W. N. Stretch: I said the people in the
hinterland.

Hon. T. G. BUTLER: He also said thro ugh-
out the State people complained and were con-
cerned about the sale of the Midland abattoir.

Hon. W. N. Stretch: I did not say they all
complained. I said they were concerned.

Hon. T. G. BUTLER: Hon. Mick Gayfer
said that in the rural areas of the south and
north everyone was concerned and disturbed
about the sale. That surprises me because I
asked Hon. Jim Brown how many complaints
he received and he said none. The concern is so
great that the only person to introduce a pet-
ition into the House complaining about it was
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Hon. Neil Oliver! I do not recall anyone else
submitting a petition of grave concern. If some-
one else did, I will apologise. If the concern was
so great, why have we not had demonstrations
on the steps of Parliament House and the pub-
lic gallery filled with people disturbed about
this matter?

Hon. P. G. Pendal: Would you have
responded if there had been a demonstration?

Hon. T. G. BUTLER: I would be very careful
if I were Hon. P. G. Pendal.

Hon. P. G. Pendal: Tell me about that before
you warn me.

Hon. T. G. BUTLER: I think it is about time
that the honourable member copped what I
copped in tenms of interjections.

Hon. P. G. Pendal: So you are now the
Chairman?

Hon. T. 0. BUTLER: I am not. With due
respect to the Deputy Chairman, I am express-
ing an opinion. We have not had demon-
strations, and nor are we likely to because the
only people concerned about the sale of the
Midland abattoir are the people who have
geared lion. Neil Oliver up and said, "Go for it
boy, here's your big chance to make a hero of
yourself." What has he done? He has produced
a report-

Hon. P. G. Pendal: A jolly good job.
Hon. T. 0. BUTLER: I doubt very much

whether Hon. P. G. Pendal would know what a
jolly good job was. To assert there was grave
concern in the community and the State about
the sale of the abattoir is quite fallacious.

Hon. E. J1. CHARLTON: Over and over
again the previous speaker carried on with the
same line of thought and words that bad been
spoken by previous members-that is, that no-
body has complained, few people are upset and
have a problem. Either he does not know what
is going on or he treats the people involved
with the Midland saleyard complex with total
disrespect.

It amazes me how members can disregard
the cost and work involved in making bricks on
the site. What would Hon. Tom Butler and
other members think if the Metro Markets site
was sold without planning for the future with
respect to an alternative site or what other mar-
ket trends would take its place. What would
happen with other sites around the metropoli-
tan area that are absolutely vital to the day-to-
day ongoing livelihood of people directly
involved?

Members might not believe there is conster-
nation out there because people did not come
and demonstrate in front of Parliament House
like some did last week over TAFE, smoke
their cigarettes, and drop litter everywhere. I
can assure members that farmers have only
come here when there has been a severe prob-
lem. When they did come, there were 8 000 of
them. Nothing has been stated categorically
about how the sale is to take place, when the
saleyards are to be closed, and a whole range of
unanswered questions.

Last Thursday I attended a Country Shire
Councils Association meeting at Nungarin and
the first question I was asked was, "How can
you stop the sale of the saleyards going
through?" One could not call these people irres-
ponsible and one could not say that they were
not being serious about the question they were
asking. If members know anything about the
great eastern ward of the Country Shire Coun-
cils Association they would know how those
people think.

Most members who have spoken tonight
keep referring to the price of the saleyards and
to other unrelated things. I do not care whether
the Government sold the site for $SI0 million; I
am concerned about its plans for a saleyard
complex and in that regard I believe that the
Government has acted improperly. I hope that
the Government assists in setting up hosts of
businesses and I hope also that private
enterpri se does the same, but they must con-
sider the problems associated with such
businesses.

I remind members that the National Party
moved an amendment to a motion in this place
to allow sufficient time to sort out the problem
which has arisen. We had an opportunity to
solve the problem, but we did not take that
opportunity.

The complexity of the sale of the Midland
saleyards has been mentioned and many things
are involved. I ask members whether they have
ascertained what takes place at the saleyards.
Are they aware that the cattle which are
brought from the north of this State cannot be
taken further south because of the change in
atmospheric conditions? Have they taken into
consideration the effluent problems and what
would occur if the saleyards were transferred to
another site? We would be faced with an en-
vironmental problem which would probably
take six years to sort out.
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I am not being critical of the Government for
selling these salcyards; but I am critical of it
because of the manner in which it has been
done. I would like to see all livestock sold by a
grading system, but that is a long way down the
track. It will be a long time before stock will go
through a trading centre, and it may never hap-
pen.

I remind members who have already spoken
and those who will speak in this debate that
everyone in the country who reads Hansard
will certainly take an interest in what they have
said or will say.

I now mention the Press because I believe
that it requires a serve. During the time of this
issue the Press has mentioned the price of the
salcyards and the debate between this side of
the Chamber and the Other side of the
Chamber. It is guilty of not going to the root Of
the problem. It has not considered those people
who rely on the saleyards, and I refer to the
farmers, the livestock transporters, and all
those people associated with them. The Press
has not done the right thing. It has not
published the facts. It is no wonder that the
public is being misinformed. People have been
faced with problems because they have not
been told the hard core facts. The whole issue
has been blown out of all proportion.

All members who have spoken to date keep
comparing one side with the other and one sale
with another sale-I do not include Hon. Mick
Gayfer, Hon. John Caldwell, or Hon. Bill
Stretch because they have mentioned the
people who have been affected because of the
Government's action.

I remind members that I offered to pay for
the hire of a bus to take them to the country to
see at first hand the problemns facing the
farmers. When lime permits I will invite mem-
bers again and I will give them more notice. It
has been said that 60 per cent of the farmers
will not be able to carry on;

The Government should have been business-
like and discussed the sale of the Midland
saleyards with all the people involved. I heard
only last week that machinery will be installed
next to the quarantine yard, but that suggestion
will have to be re-examined. Nothing has been
sorted out.

The National Party, particularly Hon. John
Caidwell1, has been criticised over what has
taken place and it destroys my faith in the op-
eration of Parliament when I hear such criti-
cism. We have been criticised for the part we
have played in the compilation of the Select

Committee report just because the Govern-
ment does not agree with it.

I know I am repeating myself, but the
Government has not taken into account those
people whose livelihood has been affected be-
cause of the sale. I hope future speakers will
address themselves to this point. If the people
whom some members represent had their
livelihood taken away from them because of a
Government decision, obviously they would be
as critical as I am.

If the Government is committed to setting
up a brickworks it should site it somewhere else
and give consideration to those people who are
involved in, and whose livelihood depends on,
the Midland saleyards.

Hon. MARGARET McALEER: I find it very
difficult when listening to speakers on the
Government side, and in particular the Leader
of the House and Hon. Torn Butler, to believe
that we are discussing the same report. The
extravagance of the language they used is cer-
tainly not reflected in that report. For instance,
I refer to the comments made by Hon. Tom
Butler about Hon. Neil Oliver.

Hon. G. E. Masters: And me.
Hon. MARGARET McALEER: The attack

the member made on Hon. Neil Oliver is some-
what more serious that that which he made on
Hon. Gordon Masters.

I draw attention to the fact that whatever
Hon. Tom Butler may have quoted from Hon.
Neil Oliver's speech, there is nothing in the
report which reflects that sort of bias.

The report is, in fact, a very moderate one
and the way Government members are speak-
ing one would think it said that the Govern-
ment was corrupt and that the sale was illegal,
allegations which the Leader of the House said
he was defending himself against.

The report does not say that.
Hon. D. K. Dans: 1 did not say that; the

report says that.
Hon. MARGARET McALEER: The report

which we are discussing says that the Govern-
ment may have made an illegal sale.

Hon. D. K, Dans: I was reacting to the
Leader of the Opposition.

Hon. MARGARET McALEER: The report
states that the Government may very well have
been incompetent, and it suggests that the
Government's agencies were panticularly at
fault in being incompetent. It also suggests that
it is within the Government's power to remedy
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the situation. It gives the Government the op-
portunity to do so.

The report also states that the Government
erred in not considering the rural interest. Mr
Dans said that the Government was dedicated
to having a high tech brickworks on that site.
He spoke for the Government when he said
that he did not think of any other interests in
the matter.

Hon. D. K. Dans: I did give assurances on
the saleyards.

Hon. MARGARET McALEER: What are
the assurances worth? We know that an agree-
ment is to be signed for a lease for three years,
with an option for a further three years.

Hon. D. K. Dans: And then a further exten-
sion for six years.

Hon. MARGARET McALEER: We have
some reason to believe that the principals in
Prestige Bricks, or whatever its real name i s,
have told the Government that the existence of
the saleyards may not be compatible with the
brickworks. That calls into question all the as-
surances given by the Leader of the House. We
also know-I have no reason to doubt it-that
there is no lease that cannot be abrogated one
way or another. One must feel that the assur-
ances given by the Leader of the House are not
really reliable.

Hon. D. K. Dans: I do not know of any abro-
gating of leases. Of course, agreements between
countries are abrogated day after day. I happen
to believe the people who gave those assurances
and that they would be honoured. I am sure the
brickworks will go ahead, and there is no doubt
that those assurances will be put into oper-
ation.

Hion. MARGARET McALEER: What if it is
not possible for those assurances to be
honoured-if it is shown that the brickworks
are not compatible with the saleyards? Hon.
Eric Charlton has already referred to aspects of
the lease.

I represent the Upper West Province, an area
which extends from the district of
Northampton in the north, to Wanneroo, and
Toodyay. Therefore I represent a sizeable num-
ber of people who use the Midland saleyards. I
add my assurance to members of the Govern-
ment that all my rural constituents with reason
to use the stockyards and who benefit from
them are extremely concerned. If they have not
marched on Parliament House, firstly it is be-
cause they thought that the sale had gone
through. The general feeling is that nothing
could be done. Secondly, the situation is so bad

in the country that farmers do not march on
single issues or even put forward petitions.
What brings them forth and causes them to
spend money on travelling and writing to the
Government is the whole parlous rural situ-
ation which is made up of many factors. These
have been canvassed over and over again in
this Chamber, and we could go on if the
Government debated the motion on the Notice
Paper.

The sale of' the Midland yards is one more
blow at the difficulties besetting our rural
interests. The Government says that it feels for
the rural industry and is doing its best for it;
but it has shown a blindness as to its effect on
people. It is to be greatly condemned for the
way in which it has carried on.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: I will reply briefly to
the comments made to date-Firstly, to those
made by the Leader of the House, who said
that finally the sale will prove to be valid. Yes,
the sale will prove to be valid because the cur-
rent contract which was tabled in the other
place by the Minister for Agriculture has been
torn up. That is the sale on which this com-
mittee based its report; but that sale is null and
void. That statement is based on three legal
opinions and on evidence-I will read
transcripts if members wish-from the admin-
istrator and a senior surveyor of the Depart-
ment of Land Administration.

Hon. D. K. Dans: I believe you; you do not
have to read the transcript.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: I can turn to the
transcript and show members that the sale is
invalid because the land is a reserve. In ad-
dition to the three legal opinions, we have a
further opinion from the senior legal adviser in
this State, the Crown Solicitor, Mr Panegyres. I
can read his submission to the inquiry if mem-
bers would like.

With regard to section 29.1 of the report, this
reserve is covered under the Land Act and it is
not possible for Hon. Julian Grill, Minister for
Agriculture, to have signed an offer and accept-
ance on 18 April. It is totally illegal. Three
officers of the Department of Land
Administration say, "No"; three solicitors say,
"No"; and the Crown Solicitor says, "No".

I agree with Mr Dans that finally the sale will
prove to be valid because the existing contract
made available to this committee has been torn
up. A new contract is being prepared and the
Government has wiped aside any other people
who might be interested. Taylforths, who were
applicants for the land, are not considered. I
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make that point clear; and the evidence is
available.

Hon. H. W. Gayfer: Do I understand you
correctly, that the original contract has been
torn up?

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: It will be.
Hon. H. W, Gaffer: Will be or has been?

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: It probably has been
or, if not, it will be.

Hon. John Halden: The Opposition Liberal
Party and Ric New allege that it will be.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: The Real Estate Insti-
tute of Western Australia contract was signed
by Mr Ellett and the Minister, but the Minister
had no legal capacity under the Land Act to
sign that document. In addition, it involves
land of which the Government is not the ven-
dor.

That contract either has been or will be
ripped up. It will not be the final contract
stamped and presented at the stamp office if
this reserve is devested into freehold land.

I challenge every member of the Labor Party
to tell me that the contract tabled by the Minis-
ter for Agriculture is the contract that will be
stamped, from which the transfer of land will
be prepared, and which will go to settlement.
That original contract is null and void.

In regard to donations to advertisements, I
will always defend my right to act for the
people in my electorate, and I will pay what-
ever is necessary to any campaign against any
Government. I have done so against the Liberal
Government also. I challenge members op-
posite to stand and deny that.

I understand that among those who gave
money to that campaign are three prominent
Labor members. I do not know their names and
I do not intend to find them out but, by golly,
they will have the finger put on them.

Hon. D. K. Dans: Those three members did
not subsequently become the chairman of the
committee inquiring into this business.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: Another point I would
like to make to Mr McKenzie is that, with him
present, it was decided to whom the committee
would send letters; and at the time he was
member, a letter was sent to Mr Liuck, or to the
organisation with which he was connected.
That letter was sent in July, and to this day we
have not received an acknowledgment.

Hon. Fred McKenzie: I have checked that
with Mr Linck, and he denies it.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: Would Mr McKenzie
go across and examine the correspondence out-
wards and ascertain it for himself?

Hon. Fred McKenzie: Well, he never
received the letter.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: I will not bring it back
to the Chamber to be tabled-Mr McKenzie
should examine it for himself.

Hon. Fred McKenzie: I have since checked
with him, and he denies it.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: The Treloar report
into the Western Australian Meat Commission
made two very significant determinations. The
first was that the Robb Jetty Abattoir should be
sold to private enterprise, and the second was
that the abattoir site at Midland should be
excised from the reserve and sold. Neither of
those two events has occurred.

The Treloar report went on to say that
ultimately, after having sold the Robb Jetty
and Midland abattoirs, adequate warning
should be given to the rural community that it
was intended to close the saleyards, and then
upgrade the regional yards. That recom-
mendation was made in a period in which there
appeared to be a breakthrough in computerised
livestock marketing, which has not eventuated,
and Dr Treloar admits that.

However, I want to know why the Govern-
ment has not gone ahead with the Treloar re-
port. If it is going to support the Treloar report,
then it should implement what the report says.
In fact, I have a letter here from Mr Dave
Evans to Mr Gordon Hill along the same lines.

A further point 1 wish to make concerns a
brickworks. Obviously Mr Tom Butler has not
even opened the cover of the report. I do not
think he has read any of it-I do not believe he
wants to read it. If he reads the report he will
see that it contains a suggestion that land ad-
joining the saleyards could possibly be used for
an extension for stage two of the brickworks,
and Hon. Julian Grill has already written to the
Department of Administrative Services be-
cause that land will become available in three
years. Incidentally, the committee commended
the Minister for that action. It just shows the
member that he has not read the report. He
should do his homework.

The final point I wish to make is that the
committee did not take the comments of the
shire president, Mr Gregorini, out of context.
He believes the saleyards wiUl be on the present
site for at least 25 to 30 years, because the
Minister has told him so. And do members
know another thing he believes? He believes
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the shire has not approved stage two, which
involves the saleyards, and the Shire of Swan
will not grant that approval. Unfortunately,
under the State Planning Commission regu-
lations it does not have the authority to refuse
that approval. In evidence, Mr Ellett said it did
not, and that he would not accept the Shire of
Swan's actions in that regard. Members should
read what the shire president, Charles
Gregorini, said. They should read it in full and
not quote him out of context as they have done.
He believes that the Government will retain
the saleyards there indefinitely, and he also
says that the Minister has given him an assur-
ance to that effect.

Hon. MARK NEVILL: I want to make a
couple of points about this matter. One is that
Mr Ellett approached the Government, not
vice versa; and the second is that it is clear
from the evidence that the Government was
not out to do Mr Ellett a favour. In fact, it
charged him an extra $1t50 000 over what was
first offered, and also negotiated a six-year
lease of the property.

A few minutes ago Mr Oliver asked why the
Government does not implement the Treloar
report. Does he know what is in the report?
Included in the conclusions of that report on
the Midland saleyard are-

There is no need for Government own-
ership or operation of a saleyard complex-

So there is no problem with selling it. Another
conclusion of the report is-

There is no need for the capacity Mid-
land saleyards supplies. The sales which
currently take place at Midland could be
handled by additional sale days at existing
regional saleyards, though the present dis-
tribution of yards does not favour pro-
ducers in the Northern and Pastoral areas.

The Treloar report went on to recommend that
the saleyards and the effluent ponds be excised
from the abattoir, and that the abattoir be sold
off. If Hon. Neil Oliver reads a little further, he
will see that the report discusses various ways
of separating the abattoir and the salcyards,
disposing of the abattoir and keeping the
saleyards. At the end, the report says-

-the site may be more readily
disposed of or redeveloped as a complete
package, including the Saleyard land.

So at that stage Treloar was not contemplating
its sale because he recommended that the yards
remain open for another five years; that is, the
Government could sell the abattoir and keep
the saleyards for five years.

The same thing is being achieved by the
Government in this situation. It is selling the
abattoir and the saleyards now, and there is a
six-year lease arrangement in place for a
peppercorn rental for the saleyards. If Mr
Oliver is talking about implementing the
Treloar repott, he should read it. His analysis
of that report is very selective, as is his own
report.

The report addresses three areas: The sale,
the closure, and the future resiting of the Mid-
land saleyards. I will deal with all of these ques-
dions in the Committee stage, and I may have
to speak a second time, as did Hon. Fred
McKenzie. During my speech I will demon-
strate that the report is unsatisfactory and very
biased.

One of the most dramatic elements of the
speeches of Opposition members tonight has
been the simple fact that the value of that prop-
erty depends on one crucial factor, that is, the
demolition cost of the abattoir. Not one Oppo-
sition member mentioned that. The debate
tonight has been singularly superficial.

The first question I wish to address in terms
of the sale is whether it should have been made
by private treaty or by tender. As a general rule,
Governments use public auction or the tender
system, mainly to ensure that sales are seen to
be made aboveboard. The abattoir and
saleyard at Midland is a difficult site; that is
acknowledged by everyone. Because it is a diffi-
cult site it is quite proper in my opinion, and in
the Government's opinion, to sell such a site by
public contract or by private treaty.

The second question about the sale [ address
is whether the sale was legal. I would quite
categorically say that there is nothing illegal
about the sale. It is proceeding in an orderly
way, as it was planned, and the Government
will use part III of the Land Act, subsections
29(2) and 29(3). Mr Oliver concentrated on
subsection 29(1) which deals with Crown re-
serves. Subsections 29(2) and 29(3) allow the
Government to set that land aside and dispose
of the reserve to a State instrumentality.

In this case the Crown grant will go to the
Meat Commission, which will then sell the land
to Prestige Bricks with the approval of the Min-
ister. The offer and acceptance form was some-
thing which Mr Ellett probably needed to get
his finance in place. It is a minor point. There
is no illegality. If there is, the sale will not go
ahead;, it will go ahead because there is none.
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In regard to the title, it is my understanding
that the titles are being organised at the mo-
ment, and all the different pieces will be put
together in one package. The actual sale of
Crown land generates the title. That is the first
point. The second reason that there is no title is
that the boundaries have not been surveyed. It
is an area on a map which has been agreed to.

Hon. Neil Oliver That is right. You are a
surveyor.

Hon. MARK NEVILL: Yes. I have done
plenty of that.

The Government is also reluctant to make
sales by private treaty. One only has to bear in
mind the frivolous handling of the Wundowie
sae by the Court Government in which 4 000
hectares of prime land were flogged for
$56 000, and years later were subdivided and
part was sold for $ 1.3 million. If members want
an inquiry into a scandal they should have a
look at that. Some people in this Chamber were
involved with that.

This sale is above board and clean. The Op-.
position is throwing mud at the Government in
the hope that some will stick. There is no scan-
dal here. The Midland abattoir has been idle
since 1979, and was kept on an expensive care
and maintenance basis until 198 1, when it was
closed by Cabinet decision. It has lain idle ever
since. During that time a number of proposals
were put forward. One was to relocate the zoo
there, and another was to relocate the Metro-
politan Markets. None of those has eventuated.
I agree with Mr Saraceni when he said in evi-
dence to the committee on page 598-

People should be jumping up and down
and yelling "Fantastic, someone has f inally
found a use for this hunk of rubbish" .. .

Hon. E. J. Charlton: What about the
saleyards?

Hon. MARK NEVILL: I will get to them. I
am dealing with the sale at the moment- I want
to make a few other points about sale by ten-
der. Tenders do not always achieve the best
price. In fact, sale by tender could have realised
a lower price. This is confirmed by Hon. John
Caldwell in the evidence. He even goes against
his own recommendation. On page 625, refer-
ring to private sae, Hon. John Caldwell asked
Mr Eilett a question. Mr Ellett had a very bad
cold that day, and he stated that early in the
proceedings. I have had that corroborated by
other people; yet he was subject to 52 pages of
evidence.

Hon. P. G_ Pendal: Is that really relevant?

Hon. MARK NEVILL: That man was under
extra stress that day, and he was dragged before
the Bar in that melodrama-

Hon. P. 0. Pendal: He was not dragged be-
fore the Bar; he was called before the Bar.

Hon. MARK NEV ILL: The transcript goes
on as follows-

HON. J. N. CALDWELL: In hindsight,
would you have preferred the site to have
been put up for tender or auction?

MR ELLETT: I don't know. There has
been other land up there sold by treaty
privately to other people. I don't see any-
thing different. The people across the road
bought land from the Meat Commission
by private treaty.

The land across the road in the Military Road
area has been sold. The transcript goes on-

HON. 3. N. CALDWELL: I realise that,
but this was a very unusual piece of land
and a difficult piece of land to establish for-
anything so I thought perhaps you could
have got it even cheaper if it had been put
up to tender.

Hon. C. J. BELL: In this whole argument
about the disposal of the central selling facility
at Midland there has been no mention of any
consultation the Minister might have had with
the producer organisations in the State. The
reason is that there was no consultation. I have
confirmed that with the Primary Industry As-
sociation which represents 9 000 livestock pro-
ducers. This is not in the report, but it is rel-
evant. The PIA represents 9 000 livestock pro-
ducers who have a firm and unequivocal policy
of retention of a central selling facility. The
association informed me there was no consul-
tation whatever on this matter and that the first
it knew of it was when the Minister walked into
a meeting at 6.00 p.m. and said he had sold the
site for $450 000.

It would be the understatement of the year to
say they were stunned; to say they were amazed
would be a further understatement; as would
saying that they were apprehensive. They are
very concerned about the retention of the
saleyard. They strongly support direct selling
by computer and video sales, but acknowledge
the fact that the saleyards must remain for the
foreseeable future.

They also acknowledge that they must be in
a central location at or near the current Mid-
land Junction site. They are concerned that
there has been no endeavour to relocate or to
cost the rebuilding of these yards. Victoria has
just gone through the same trauma. There was
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a central city selling site in Melbourne, and it
was decided that it should be moved. They
said, "Right, we will go to regional centres", as
the Treloar report indicated.

The CHAIRMAN: Order! There is far too
much audible conversation around the
Chamber, and I am having difficulty listeniug
to the speaker.

Hon. C. J. BELL: When they did that they
found it was not acceptable to the State as a
whole. That was ultimately acknowledged and
it was decided they would build another site
near the city. The cost of the yards alone with-
out the land is between $11 million and $13
million. The site will be about the same size as
that which we are talking about here.

With the current terrible situation in the
grain industry, there is a growing livestock
flock in this State, both sheep and cattle, and
there will be record turn-offs in the next three
years. The yards will be essential during that
time and into the 1 990s.

The confirmation that the sale is going ahead
is one thing;, the pious hope of the Leader of the
House that the yards will go on forever is
another. I cannot accept that, and nor can
people in the bush. It is estimated that com-
puter sales are not likely to exceed 20 per cent
within three years. That is in the report. Mem-
bers cannot say producers are not concerned.
At every show I go to in the country, and at
every social function I attend, producers ap-
proach me and say, "What are you doing about
annulling the sale of the saleyards'!" I say we
are still considering the report.

The Minister has said two things: Firstly, the
sale is legal, or it will be, and from the last
exchange between Hon. Neil Oliver and the
Leader of the House, it appears it is a case of
the sate will be legal and that the current sale is
flawed. The other point which Hon. Mark
Nevill raised was an important one. He said
there was no smell of unfair dealings in the
report. I assume all members of the Govern-
ment have read the report and have looked at
the point Hon. Mark Nevill made.

The site has been sold for $915 000, but the
Government has given a $465 000 rental rebate
for the purpose of tax evasion. If that is not
dishonest I would like to know what is.

Hon. Mark Nevili: That is normal business
practice.

Hon. C. 3. BELL: I am talking about the
Government's decision to sell a property and
allow a rebate for the purpose of tax evasion.
The Government has made a deliberate de-

cision to assist a person to avoid tax. It is not
acceptable to me and nor should it be accept-
able to the Government. There has been no
guarantee from the person who has supposedly
bought the property to use the site for a specific
purpose. It is not in the original contract and I
presume the new contract will not be different.
It states that no employment gains should be
made. These are serious points and they have
not been addressed by members from the
Government side of the Chamber during this
debate.

Last weekend I had occasion to visit
Geraldton and I met with a number of live-
stock producers from Hon. Tom Stephens and
Hon. Philip Lockyer's electorate. Without ex-
ception everyone in attendance approached me
and said, "What are you doing about the sale of
the Midland saleyards?' Yet Government
members say there is no public concern. My
answer was that we are still considering the
report and that the current position, according
to the report, is that the sale is illegal and that
has been confirmed today.

I hope that somewhere down the line when
considering the saleyard complex we can give
an assurance to the livestock producers in this
State that their interests will be considered. It
appears to date that they have been totally
ignored.

I have indicated already that the major live-
stock producer orgainisations have had no in-
put whatsoever into the Government's decision
to sell the site. They are not at all happy about
it and I hope that the Government will give
consideration to the real needs of the livestock
producers instead of an airy-fairy and hopeful
employment gain which is camouflaging a tax
evasion for a developer.

Hon. FRED McKENZIE: I did not intend to
speak again tonight, but during Hon. Neil
Oliver's reply he made certain statemnents
indicating that I quoted the President of the
Shire of Swan, Mr Charlie Gregorini, out of
context. I want members to understand that the
shire president's evidence comprised 18 pages
of the transcript and that he was a principal
witness.

I did not want to quote the entire 18 pages
to the Chamber because it would have taken far
too long. Therefore, I quoted the relevant parts
quite objectively.

Mr Oliver spoke about what Mr Gregorini
said regarding the saleyards. I feel that I must
advise the Chamber what he did say. If Hon.
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Neil Oliver has evidence to refute what was
said, let him produce it.

Having heard this debate tonight one won-
ders why, in 198 1, when the abattoirs was
closed an inquiry was not conducted.

Over 1 500 people were employed at the
abattoirs and at that time the Labor Party was
in Opposition in both Houses and did not have
an opportunity to move for an inquiry into the
sale of the abattoirs. If members opposite are
so concerned about the sale of the saleyards,
where were they in 1981 when the abattoirs
were closed?

In making a point to the Chamber I will read
from page 93 of the transcript-

THE CHAIRMAN: Mr Gregorini, do
you believe the best interests of the Mid-
land sub-regional centre are served by the
closure of the saleyards?

MR GREGORINI: We have been as-
sured by the Government that there is go-
ing to be no closure of the saleyards at this
stage-

I emphasise the words, "at this stage". It con-
tinues--

-but going back in history the closure
of the saleyards was quite imminent over
the last seven years.

I ask members to listen carefully to the follow-
in--

We have documentation on file from
discussions with Dick Old-

I interpolate here to ask members to bear in
mind that Hon. Dick Old was the Minister for
Agriculture in the Liberal Government. The
evidence continues-

-at the time, and he told us at that
stage-when they put the whole site up for
sale, and that was back in the Liberal
Government-that it was all for sale and
that the saleyards had a life span of six to
10 years. Then there was a change of
Government and this Government says
the saleyards are there for six years if
required and then further negotiations can
be held with the brick company if they are
required after that time, so as a local auth-
ority we have been well aware for many
years that the site was going to be sold; it is
not recently. On the reports that we have
done back in Charlie Court's time we were
well aware the site was available.

THE CHAIRMAN: What is the shire's
attitude if it had the opportunity of having
at least the saleyard retained?

MR GREGORUI:L We as a local auth-
ority would like the saleyards to be
retained; and I have letters on file to say
that it will be, and remain in the Midland
area. We said that previously to the pre-
vious Government and we have said it to
this Government; that we would like the
saleyards to remain. I believe there is
potential for it to remain there, and I am
entering into negotiations with the
Government over the next couple of
weeks, because the Army is going to shift
to Guild ford and therefore there could be
another look at the situation; maybe the
brick company, instead of taking over the
area in the saleyards, could take over an
area of the land which is now held by the
Army. I believe we could have a viable
brickworks and still retain the Army in
Guildford and, at the same time, still re-
tain the saleyards, so we will be approach-
ing it in that way.

For the benefit of members I will explain
that the army has an area of land which is
known as the "'ordinance depot" and which is
situated alongside the saleyards. That is the
area of land Mr Gregorini is referring to in the
proposed swap he is trying to engineer.

Mr Oliver referred to the approval granted in
relation to the second stage which involved the
salcyards. On page 94 of the transcript the
chairman asked Mr Lumsden, the Shire of
Swan Town Planner, the following question-

Is it a condition of your approval that
the saleyard or some alternative salcyard
he available in the Midland area?

MR LUMSDEN: No, not this time be-
cause the application for development
does not include the saleyards. The plan-
ning approval only relates to the abattoir
site proper and the plan really showed, be-
cause of the land being adjacent to the
abattair site, that it could be developed as
stage two in the longer term.

THE CHAIRMAN: Just to take that a
little bit further, have they put in a pro-
posal regarding stage two?

MR LUMSDEN: No. It is only referred
to in an indicative form, in terms of the
application for the re-use of the abattoir
buildings and extension of same of the
buildings. Certainly council's approval
does not relate in any way to stage two.

However he did not say that, and I will not go
beyond that. Members can read it if they wish.
He did not say anywhere that they would block
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it. It does not say that in the transcript, or at
least I cannot find it. Perhaps Hon. Neil Oliver
can.

I just wanted to correct those things. I
thought it was important to bring them to the
notice of the Chamber. Of course one cannot
quote 18 pages of transcript. I have dug out the
relevant pants and I wanted to put on the
record exactly what was said. If there are other
sections which contradict that, let us see them.

Hon. 3. N. CALDWELL 1 would just like to
comment on remarks made by Hon. Mark
Nevili when he asked about my questioning of
Mr Ellett.

The particular question which I asked Mr
Ellett was whether he thought that he possibly
could have got the site a little cheaper if it had
been put out to tender. This proves that the
committee had a very unbiased set of questions
to put to these people, because we could have
conceivably asked all sorts of questions of the
witnesses. Members on the Government side of
the Chamber are trying to defend the sale of the
yards, and I can quite understand that. How-
ever, members on this side are trying to defend
the saleyards themselves. I think this proves
that the Government is on the run at the mo-
ment.

I would like to contribute to putting a little
more egg on the Government's face, as it were,
and I refer to the Dwyer report. Members will
recall that this particular inquiry had two func-
tions-one was to investigate the proposed
brickcworks and the other was to deal with the
Taylforth recycling process. Mr McKenzie of
GHD-Dwyer, who is a consulting engineer, had
this to say-

There is one thing I have not highlighted
in here. [ feel that in our report we took it
as far as we could and we drew up a com-
parison of the two.

That is the two proposals. It continues-
I think it should be emphasised that in

the summary of our report we made the
comment that the building of a brickworks
would not necessarily create new employ-
ment.

[ remind members that this report cost $ 5 5000
and it had a recommendation that the brick-
works would not necessarily create new em-
ployment. Mr McKenzie's evidence con-
tinues-

As [ see it, there is virtually a saturation
of brick manufacturers in the Western
Australian scene. Unless you find new

markets overseas-there is little oppor-
tunity to export bricks interstate. So you
have to either stay within the State or go
overseas. If you built a new brickworks, all
you would be doing is virtually shifting
employment from one centre to another-
perhaps north of Midland to south of Mid-
land. However, the other opportunity to
build a waste recycling depot is a very
interesting exercise. It is touched on in the
report.

That brings out a very important point. Mem-
bers will recall that this report cost $55 000.
The report expressed grave doubts about build-
ing another brickworks, but thought that the
recycling question was one that could be looked
into. We have it here from Mr Taylforth that,
in that particular month, he was contacted by
Mr Beech by phone to try to find out what was
going on. That was the only contact he had, and
yet, according to the Dwyer report, a brick-
works was not recommended. I ask members
not to forget that 1 100 000 of taxpayers' money
was involved in the studies and the Govern-
ment acted against every one of those pro-
posals. This is a demonstration that private
treaty is not the best practice-, it could defi-
nitely be open to corruption.

I do not suggest that our Government would
be corrupt, but everyone outside the Chamber
is asking the same question: Was there corrup-
tion? In regard to the saleyards site, today the
livestock saleyard liaison committee met at
Midland and Mr Ellett attended. The quaran-
tine yard was discussed, and this is exactly
where Mr Ellett is going to put his heap of clay.
Of course those quarantine yards will have to
be shifted and the committee discussed their
future siting. A price of $ 100 000 to $ 150 000
was suggested as the cost of shifting the quaran-
tine yards some 100 or 200 metres so that Mr
Ellett could put his dust bowl in that particular
place. Mark my words, there wvill be a dust
bowl. I do not know whether members on the
other side of the Chamber have ever visited a
brickworks. I suppose they have, and anyone
who has done so knows that there will be dust.
If dust is present during a sale, there is no way
that a sale could be conducted.

Not only did the committee come to the con-
clusion that it was not feasible to shift these
particular yards for that sum of money, but Mr
Ellett himself agreed that it was highly imprac-
tical. He was so convinced that he said he was
going to try to find another site.

H~on. J. M. Brown: That does not sound like
a cnime.
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Hon. i. N. CALDWELL: No, it does not, but
I think Mr Ellett is becoming convinced that
there are many impossibilities in that particu-
lar area.

The problems that these proposed brick-
works will put on the saleyards are immense,
and I would urge members to consider the re-
port with the utmost urgency.

With that, I support the adoption of the re-
port.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: I would like to refer to
the comments of Hon. Mark Nevill. In particu-
lar I refer him to page 270 paragraph 6.1.8. of
the Treloar report because Hon. Mark Nevill
made various statements about the closure of
the saleyards.

Or Treloar was questioned on this and he
agreed that there was a requirement to con-
tinue with the saleyard. The report reads as
follows-

Having established that there is no
strong case for State Government owner-
ship of saleyards, the fact remains that the
Midland yards are State-owned. If the
yards are to stay operational, there are no
compelling reasons for the State to relin-
quish ownership. Indeed, in view of the
environmental considerations that would
likely feature in their future if retained,
State ownership may be preferable.

Those remarks are further to -the statement
made by Dr Treloar to the effect that the
saleyards should not be sold at all costs because
the Government should not be involved. If
Hon. Mark Nevill likes to examine this
transcript further he will see where the logic is
because he made an incorrect sweeping
statement when quoting from the transcript. I
suggest to Hon. Mark Nevill that he study the
Treloar transcript.

The other point to which I would refer Hon.
Mark Nevill, and which I will not quote, is a
statement made by Mr Barry Carbon, the
Chairman of the Environmental Protection
Authority.

He said that it would be very difficult, in
fact, nigh impossible, to establish another
saleyards anywhere adjacent to the Midland
abattoir complex due to the environmental fac-
tors associated with saleyards. In addition, he
said that the current effluent disposal system
that is available fits comfortably into the site
and that there had been no criticism of it.

I thank Eon. Fred McKenzie for reading out
the Gregorini evidence. I had it marked to read
and I am glad that he read it. I intended to read
it in full. The other point Mr Gregorini went on
to make was that he regretted the public com-
plaints which were lodged and which brought
about the closure of the Midland abattoir. He
felt that it would have been better if the abat-
toir bad remained. We all know that the mem-
ber for Swan at that time was the leader of the
charge that led to the convictions of the WA
Meat Commission, and that various public
meetings led to the closure of the Midland
abattoir. Mr Gregorini believed that the abat-
toir site should not be closed and regretted that
it was.

Hon. MARK NEVILL: I would like Hon.
Neil Oliver to explain to me what that part of
the Treloar report that he read means. I refer to
the following words-

Indeed, in view of the environmental
considerations that would likely feature in
their future if retained, State ownership
may be preferable.

I do not know that State-owned saleyards could
control the smell any better than could a pri-
vately-owned yard. When the abattoir was
State-owned, it still attracted criticism, so I do
not see what difference it makes.

I turn now to funding. Mr Ellett's bona ides
seem to me to be quite excellent. He has exten-
sive experience in the brick industry. He seems
to be a man of reasonable financial position
and he is also a respected businessman. There
is absolutely no suggestion that Mr Ellett could
not raise the finance and there is absolutely no
reason to doubt that his finance was already in
place.

Hon' Neil Oliver: How did you get that infor-
mation?

Hon. MARK NEVILL: I read the transcript
of the evidence.

Mr Saraceni, in his evidence, said that
Ellett's funding had been approved and that it
was in place. He also stated, "I have seen evi-
dence of it", and that the financial institution
involved was a substantial one. Ellett later con-
firmed in his evidence that it was a merchant
bank, but he was not prepared to disclose the
name, probably for fear that his source of
finance would be turned off.

Hon. H. W. Gayfer: Why would it be turned
off
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Hon. MARK NEVILL: Despite all the dis-
cussion that has gone on about this repont, the
lowest common denominator is that the
existing brickworks did not want a competitor
in the -market. The technology at Midland
Brick is about 25 years old; that at Whitemans
is about five years old. A new brickworks
would substantially affect their business and
their profitability. That is what this argument
is about. That is why Mr New has been paying
a lot of bills.

Hon, H. W. Gayfer: Are you saying that the
old brickworks would cut off his finance?

Hon. MARK NEVILL: I am saying that his
competitors would attempt to cut off his source
of Finance.

Hon. H. W. Gayfer. And the bank would
react to that, would it?

Hon. MARK NEVILL: I do not know.
A member Then why say it?
Hon. MARK NEVILL: I heard that his com-

petitors made attempts to black ban the people
who were going to sell him the equipment for
his kilns.

The second point I want to address in re-
lation to the sale is the price. The question to
be asked is whether the price paid is fair and
reasonable. The price has not been disputed in
the record other than by Mr Whiteman's
opinion; I would not call it a valuation. Never-
theless, the Opposition's argument swings on
that Whiteman valuation which has been
discredited.

The terms under which the sale was made
and future benefits are the two areas that need
to be examined when considering the price.
Under the terms of sale, the land was pur-
chased for $450 000 cash and there is an ar-
rangement to lease back that saleyard for six
years at a peppercorn rental. The capitalised
value of that lease is $400 000 or possibly
more, and it gives a total value of $890 000 ot
so for the sale. Those are fairly round figures.
We must consider also that the Government
has taken back from that site 2.9 hectares of
river frontage land on the Helena River. That
land has been reserved for the public.

Certain opinions have been put forward, in-
cluding a university study funded by. a
competing brickworks and the like. There are
many benefits to WA in this brickworks. Our
economy will grow. There is a good future for
this State and there is plenty of room for all the
brick manufacturers as long as we have a good
Labor Government. One benefit to Western

Australia of this particular deal is that it will
resulIt in productive use of a difficult site. There
will be 85 extra jobs. There is the possibility of
the export of bricks to South Australia and the
possibility of cheaper bricks for Western
Australian home builders. There are also the
benefits described in the committee evidence.
Anything fairly favourable to the Government
has been excluded from the committee's report.
If a witness attempted, when giving evidence,
to make a point that might be favourable to the
Government, he was quite often cut off by Mr
Oliver with another question. I will. give a few
examples of the bias of the chairman later,

Another benefit to Western Australia is the
increased consumption of surplus natural gas.
Western Australians are paying interest on the
unused contracted quantities under the SEC
"take or pay" scheme. Another attractive fea-
ture about the site is that it is away from the
vineyards. Therefore, the fluoride emissions
are well away from the grape growing areas.

Hon. E. J. Chariton: The sheep and cows
won't mind!

Hon. MARK NEVILL: The Bristile plant in
West Swan Road is right in the middle of the
vineyards. I do not know how it received ap-
proval to be put there. No notice of intent was
required from the Department of Conservation
and Environment to build the Bristile brick-
works, yet one is required for this site. A ques-
lion of interest is the reason why the Bristile
plant was allowed to be built among the
vineyards.

The next question that must be asked is
whether the deal represents reasonable value.
After examining the facts, I am convinced that
it does. To determine whether the deal rep-
resents reasonable value, we have to consider
the valuations in some detail. That has not
been done by the Opposition. The value of the
site depends on what use can be made of the
existing buildings and the demolition costs.
The valuation of $915 000 by Baillieu Justin
Seward Pty Ltd was not challenged in the re-
port. It was completely ignored. Hon. Neil
Oliver and Hon. John Caldwell have preferred
to base their views on the totally discredited
opinion of Mr Christopher Whiteman. That
opinion cannot be accepted as a sworn valu-
ation in any way whatsoever. It is grossly inac-
curate when considered in detail, as I will dem-
onstrate. It is also downright shonky. I think
the Institute of Valuers should have a good
hard look at Mr Whitenman and take the appro-
priate action.
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We have discovered recently that Mr
Whiteman did not visit the site before
producing his valuation. He was not aware of
the dimensions of the land. He thought the
abattoir was on 29 hectares. He did not know
that 2.9 hectares had been taken from the site
for river frontage.

Hon. P. G. Pendal: He did not sell the wrong
bit, like you blokes.

Hon. MARK NEVILL: It has been revealed
as the basis for his valuation that he relied on
secondhand information that the site was
worth $3.2 million. The Opposition's argu-
ments hang on that valuation. The Opposition
ignores the Baillieu Justin Seward valuation of
$915 000. In respect of that fantasy valuation
of Mr Whiteman's, we have since discovered
that $1 500 was paid by an interested party,
Midland Brick Company, and that is owned by
Ric New. Hon. Neil Oliver has already been
saved from bankruptcy by Mr New.

Withdrawal of Remark
Hon. NEIL OLIVER: I ask that that remark

be withdrawn. It is a reflection on me, it is
incorrect, and I ask the member to repeat it
outside.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Hon. John
Williams): Order! I ask the member to with-
draw that remark.

Hon. MARK NEVILL: I withdraw that
remark. I was under the understanding that Mr
Oliver was indebted to Mr New.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order! If you
withdraw the remark you do so by merely
withdrawing it. No explanation is necessary.

Hon. MARK NEVILL: 1 withdraw the
remark.

Committee Resumed
Hon. MARK NEVILL: These two groups are

trying to subvert the Government's decision to
sell-die owner of the brickworks and those
who support them-

Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I stated earlier

this evening, some three hours ago, the
Chamber would come to order and there would
be no interiections. Members seem to have for-
gotten. I remind Hon. Kay Hallahan and Hon.
Philip Pendal they are sailing close to the
wind.

Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: I want to get back to
the recommendations. I am probably the only
person qualified to speak on the Midland

saleyards as I was employed there for some 2 /
years. I know the place like the back of my
hand.

Hon. D. K. Dans: Hon. Kay Hallahan was
employed there for 10 years.

Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: She was not hunting
sheep like I was. She had a soft job.

I was impressed by Mick Gayfer's contri-
bution, because I thought he got back to the job
he is supposed to do supporting his constitu-
ents. I want to do so too, because the first three
recommendations in this report support the
pastoralists and agriculturalists, those people
who, almost to a person, want those saleyards
retained where they are.

Hon. H. W. Gayfer interjected.

Hon. P. H-. LOCKYER: There will always be
somebody in every organisation who will not
want it, but by and large, the member is right
when he says one can go to any meeting in the
bush and find this matter is of great concern. it
is of concern in my constituency, because the
pastoralists are very concerned about what will
happen when the six years of peppercorn rental
is over. There is no absolute guarantee that
those saleyards will still operate.

Hon. D. K. Dans: We may all have gone
vegetarian by then,

Hon. P. H. LOCKY ER: That is not right at
all. While it is another subject we may debate
at some other time, the Leader of the House
and I will keep the abattoirs in operation for a
number of years.

People arc very concerned about the future
of the saleyard, yet not one speaker has put
forward an alternative place for a major
saleyard. Frankly, the reaction we have had re-
cently concerning the prison at Casuarina will
pale into insignificance when compared with
the reaction to a new saleyard.

Hon. Neil Oliver: With the effluent disposal!

Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: Even those people
who have never been to the junction saleyard
will appreciate it is nothing compared to when
the abattoir was operating, because it had a
stench all of its own. Perhaps it was a bad
decision to close it, as the President of the
Shire of Swan says, but I felt for the people
downwind of it when it was operating.

However, the saleyards are a different thing
altogether.

Hon. Kay Hallahan interjected.
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Hon. P. H. LQCKYER: The Minister for
Community Services interjected that it is not
just the saleyards. If she worked there for 10
years' she would know it is all concrete; there is
no dust.

Hon. Kay Hallahan: That is not true.
Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: Where does the dust

come from?
Hon. Kay Hallahan: The round.
Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: The ground? It is

concrete they walk on; concrete all the time.
The stock never come off concrete. There is
grave suspicion about the Minister's 10 Years
spent around the area. She could not have been
taking too much notice of what was going on.

If members were to say that the Government
has put land aside in some area close to a numn-
ber of amenities-rail, all sons of things-the
situation would be different.

A member: Roads.
Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: Another thing to be

taken into consideration is the number of
businesses which the Midland saleyards affect.
A whole section of Midland depends on the
saleyards and the railway workshops. A large
proportion of the whole operation of Midland
will be put in jeopardy.

The most important factor is this: Because of
their small numbers, the farmers and pastoral-
ists are put aside in this great argument on the
rights and wrongs of another brickworks. I do
not care whether another brickworks is estab-
lished or not- All I know is that it is being put
in the wrong spot. There seems to have been a
total lack of planning of any alternatives when
the six years is up. All hell will break loose. I
cannot think of one place anywhere near the
metropolitan area-any suburb or area-which
will accept a saleyard.

Some people say a saleyard should be estab-
lished at Northam. Northam has problems with
drainage into the river and many other things.

Hon. D. K. Dans: Put them down at Robb
Jetty.

Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: I hope we do not
send them down to the Minister's electors. Im-
agine what would happen to the people around
the Fremantle area! The Minister's colleague
paled and slumped in his seat when he heard
that remark, because it would be his responsi-
bility as well as the Minister's to explain it to
his people. The Minister's colleague has a fu-
ture in the Parliament while the Minister's ca-
reer is in its twilight.

Robb Jetty is not the answer because of
traffic congestion and that sort of thing. Hon.
Graham Edwards would know that we had a
Select Committee which had difficulty in mak-
ins a decision. Even to this day people are
against shifting to what will be a better site.
The reaction will be nothing compared to when
the question is put as to where the saleyard is to
go. Mr Dans well knows the problem at
Fremantle with the loading of sheep.

The other day somebody brought up the
possibility of shipping from Bunbury. It would
take at least 24 hours extra. We would hear the
screams from Bunbury, and that is exactly what
will happen.

The first three recommendations are good
and correct. The sale should not go through. I
am sure the Government could find somewhere
else for the brickworks, and I do feel sorry for
the man involved. Nevertheless I am worried
about the pastoralists and farmers, who are go-
ing through one of their worst ever periods.
Many of them are going to the wall every day.
At some time or other the Government will
have to pay for new salcyards, and the
$450 000 it has received will not go far. The
saleyards we have now are first-rate. Everyone
who has been around Australia knows that the
saleyards we have are very good and have been
operating very well for a number of years.

I conclude by asking the Government to have
some thought for the pastoralists and farmers.
Some thought will have to be given to their
needs somewhere down the line. It could be
just six years down the track when a decision
has to be made; but the planning must be put in
motion well before then. People will be scream-
ing at the time if no planning has been done,
and it will be the pastoralists and farmers who
foot the bill.

Hon. MAX EVANS: The economics
involved in this sale really worry me. We are
talking about taxpayers' money, this $16
million to replace something when we are to get
only $450 000 for the sale of the property. Not
only that, it is the roads that we have
constructed, such as the Tonkin Highway
through to Midland Junction to avoid the old
Midland Road. All this has been centred on
Midland Junction because it was decided it
would be the place to develop.

Throughout the whole debate I have not
heard one thing that has really denigrated the
Midland saleyards. I accept reports that they
might have been sold many years back. How-
ever, at present no-one is saying the effluent
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disposal is no good or anything else is no good
or is falling apart. The saleyards are very satis-
factory. Therefore, economically, how can we
sell a property for $450 000 when it will cost
$16 million to replace and we do not even
know where we will build a replacement? One
thing is for sure, though, it will have to come
from the taxpayers' money. If we have to bar-
row it, we will have to pay interest on it.

I see that the saleyards involve
approximately 20 hectares and the abattoir
about nine hectares. A large area is involved.

We must maintain the saleyards as an
alternative method to computer selling. I look
after a big property down at Esperance, and
only a few weeks ago we got some top prices
through computer selling. It is very effective for
the very best cattle. But if a person has just
ordinary cattle he will not sell them through
computer selling; he will put them in at the
markets where the auctioneer will try to get the
best price. If the price is not adequate, the
farmer can take them away again.

The economy of Midland will be seriously
affected if we take away the saleyards. Sales of
fuel, food, and drink will be affected. At
present we have many people coming into Mid-
land to do their shopping. Farmers bringing
their cattle down to be sold will do their shop-
ping at Midland. The town cannot afford to
lose that money. This would be a loss to the
local shire.

Perhaps it is a preat pity that Jay Pendarvis,
who married a Western Australian girl, was not
over here in 1979; he might have made the
abattoir run smoothly. Instead of being
overstaffed and unprofitable he might have had
the abattoir up and running. It was about that
time that a young Maori was sacked out there
for carrying two carcases at a time, which was
against the rules. We should have encouraged
more of that, and Jay Pendarvis might have
worked out a better deal.

We have heard a lot of talk about a new
brickworks and how this would affect Ric New.
I do not think Ric New would be worried about
this at all. I would be surprised if a merchant
banker who really did his sums properly on this
would put the money up. Why? Because a new
brickworks will. not be able to get clay any
cheaper. It comes out of the ground; it is not a
commodity one buys. Royalties are paid to
someone. It is a fairly cheap and basic com-
modity, and it has to be canted roughly the
same distance from the area that Ric New carts

it. So the new person will have no mileage ad-
vantage in bringing clay to the brickyards.

Let us consider mileage to customers. Metro
Brick carts from Armadale, so it has a big mile-
age advantage as it goes south. It would not try
to sell to Wanneroo to compete against Ric
New. It comes back to areas and where one is
going to compete in a certain market.

Transport costs are a big factor. I am sure
this person, being a friend of the
Government's, would abide by all the TWU's
award rates and pay maximum rates and not
employ subcontractor drivers, which Ric New
has done and which have inade his business
very efficient, effective, and profitable. I doubt
whether anyone else could cant bricks anywhere
else in the State any cheaper than Ric New can
with his owner-drivers.

We are told the new brickworks will be a
great consumer of gas. It takes a certain
amount of heat to take a certain amount of
water out of bricks. I do not care what the
technology is; how much more gas can the
Government sell if the same number of bricks
are supplied to the State? A bigger market is
needed, and someone has mentioned South
Australia. I doubt that that is a proposition. I
brought bricks from New Zealand years ago up
to Pannawonica where I was building houses at
the time. We could only do it because the cart-
age was so much cheaper on the ships. The only
saving by going to the Eastern States is on the
cartage, not on the price of bricks. Where is the
gas consumption to come from if we still have
the same market here?

We know we have a big surplus capacity in
the brick industry in this State. All the oper-
ators have continuous kilns and all can speed
up their kilns to make a lot more bricks at very
low overheads. A man coming into the market
and spending $30 million would have to wait
12 months or so to set it up; he would have to
face a capital cost and interest costs before he
even got going.

If a merchant banker looks at his
proposition, he will obviously ask which mar-
ket is this man to get into. We have Jennings
here, or Homeswest there; they have a certain
coloured brick they use and they will stick to a
pattern. He would have to wait for another
time to change the pattern and change the
colour to get a new market. It would take quite
some time before he could break into a new
market anywhere in the metropolitan area.
Interest rates are very high today as well. Un-
less he is going to get a special price advantage
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for the gas from the Government, I can see his
having no specific advantages in this area.

To enter such a market against a financially
strong and efficient operator would be suicide.
It has been mentioned that the price of bricks
in New South Wales is cheaper, so I made a few
inquiries on this point. I found competition
between two firms, where a manager left one
and went to the other and thought he could
bring down the prices. They are just killing
each other and the market is getting a benefit,
but only in one small pocket of Sydney. The
price of bricks in Melbourne and other places is
more expensive. The Housing Industry Associ-
ation says houses are much cheaper to build in
this State, and one of the big reasons is that our
bricks are much cheaper than anywhere else in
Australia. There is only that one small area in
New South Wales where prices are cheaper.

If someone were to start a new brickworks in
this State, where we have Metro Brick, Cardup,
and Midland Brick, all very strong and with
plenty of capacity, it would not be a very good
move and I would not recommend it. If the
Government were to accept the recom-
mendations of the Hancock report and act
aganst subcontractors in the building trades,
particularly the brick trade, the cost of housing
would go up and a lot of alternatives would be
set up in competition to bricks. We would have
brick veneer becoming more competitive. That
would also influence the number of bricks sold
in this State.

A final warning to the Government: For
goodness sake do not guarantee any loans given
to Mr Ellett on the brickyards. He will be
battling to make a profit.

Hon. D. J. WORDSWORTH: I echo pre-
vious speakers who have commented on the
amazement that farmers have felt over the sale
of the Midland saleyards. Today I was in
Ravensthorpe and heard the Minister for
Agriculture address 600 new-land farmers. He
was explaining how Australia was losing its
markets and indeed the EEC has something
like 500 000 tonnes of beef surplus-a beef
mountain. He was saying that this has made
farmers completely unviable; they cannot com-
pete against these things and are losing markets
overseas. The Minister was sympathising with
the farmers and telling them that they were the
salt of the earth and that all the people in Perth
were parasites. Is the Leader of the House
aware that he is a parasite in the eyes of the
Minister for Agriculture? Be that as it may, the
Minister's Government still sold the saleyards

and seems to have very little regard for the
future of farmers.

We have been told that it was an after-
thought, something added onto a $1 selling
form available at newsagents, that there were to
be any saleyards left after the sale anyway. For-
tunately, somewhere along the line the Minister
got the message and added it to the rather inept
contract made between the Government and
Mr Ellett.

No wonder farmers are completely bewil-
dered at what is going on. No-one seems to be
concerned about their problems and what is
happening to their industry. They would be
more bewildered if they heard Hon. Mark
Nevill's speech in this Chamber. He is sup-
posed to represent them, yet he used the
Treloar report to reinforce his argument.
Goodness knows how stock will be sold in the
future. Farmers are not enthralled with the
Treloar report anyway. They want a saleyard at
Midland from which they can sell their stock.

Hon. H. W. Gayfer: What sont of argument
would he use in Esperance?

Hon. D. J. WORDSWORTH: Goodness
knows. He would probably give the same argu-
ment to the local newspaper. I hope he does.

Many farms will be declared unviable in the
near future. That is how serious this matter is.
It is no wonder that farmers have not come to
Perth and filled these galleries to listen to this
debate; they think we are a lot of nuts. At least
Hon. Jim Brown had enough commonsense to
shut up and not enter this debate, unlike his
colleagues.

This matter has been quite ridiculous. I be-
lieve that the committee's recommendations
are very sound. I wonder why we did not come
to these conclusions earlier. The House even
procrastinated over whether it should set up a
Select Committee at all. Farmers were bewil-
dered when the National Party and an ex-Lib-
eral delayed the setting up of the committee.

The committee has recommended that the
land not be sold. It stated that we are still a
long way from computer selling and that we
need Midland as a benchmark and as the place
for major sales of stock.

Hon. D. K. Dans: We are not going to sud-
denly wipe it out.

Hon. D. J. WORDSWORTH: It has been
explained to us that, when Mr Ellett first signed
the agreement to purchase, he thought he was
purchasing the lot until the Minister persuaded
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him that the saleyards were not to be
immediately available.

Hon. Fred McKenzie raised the matter of the
high cost of pulling dawn the abattoir bui 'ld-
ings. I have seen plenty of sales forms in news-
agents which can be bought for 1.0c. They do
not include anything about removing old build-
ings. I do not know whether there is anything in
the contract of sale about removing the abiat-
toirs. Is there anything?

Hon. Neil Oliver: No.
Hon. D. J1. WORDSWORTH: It is a very

large site and I think Mr Ellett, when he de-
cided to purchase it, decided to leave the large
freezers where they were and work around
them. Somehow or other, though, we have got
into a long involved argument about whether
he would pull down the cement blocks, blast
them, or whether he would chop them to bits.

Hon. D. K. Dans: I don't recollect saying
anything about that.

Hon. D. J. WORDSWORTH: Hon. Fred
McKenzie spoke about cutting them to bits.

Hon. Fred McKenzie: It was the witness' evi-
dence.

Hon, D. J. WORDSWORTH: I do not care.
We are talking about the future of one of the
biggest export income earners of this State. Our
whole future is being affected by this sale, yet
we suddenly got involved in a contrived argu-
ment about how one can move concrete blocks
and whether a university lecturer is right when
he speaks about computer sales and regional
yards.

I recommend that this Committee accept the
major recommendations of the Select Com-
mittee.

Hon. S. M. PIANTADOSI: I am not sur-
prised by the actions of the members of the
Select Committee and the Leader of the Oppo-
sition in attacking Hon. Fred McKenzie and
his decision to withdraw from the Select Com-
mittee. I remind the Chamber that the Govern-
ment suggested, when the committee was first
set up, that it include two Government mem-
bers and two members of the Opposition. That
was rejected so that, right from the beginning,
it was evident that the committee would be
stacked and that its report would be biased. It
is no wonder that Hon. Fred McKenzie de-
cided that he would have no part of it.

Hon. A. A. Lewis, a member of the Oppo-
sition-I do not know whether he is a member
of the Liberal Party or an ex-Liberal-hit the
nail on the head when he said that Hon. Fred

McKenzie made the right decision. He said
that the report was biased.

Other members said that farmers had not
been approached by anyone to obtain their
views. At the time of the setting up of the Select
Committee I do not recall much debate from
Opposition members voicing the concerns and
worries of the farmers. Members can check
through Mansard but they will find no refer-
ence to that in the previous debate. I remember
one member stating that he was the saviour of
farmers and saying that he went to Geraldton,
where farmers from Geraldton to Carnarvon
approached him attempting to find out what he
would do to help them. Where were other
members of the Opposition who represent
farmers? Why did the farmers not voice their
concerns to those members before?

Hon. E. J. Charlton: They did.

Hon. S. M. PIANTADOSI: IHon. E. .
Chariton extended an invitation to members of
the Government to go to country areas to listen
to the reaction of farmers to the proposal. I said
I would be happy to go to country areas. He
misled the Chamber again.

Hon. E. J. Charlton: That is quite correct; I
admire you for it.

Hon. S. M. PIANTADOSI: The member
should give the Chamber the facts. Mr Lewis
said that the committee would misrepresent the
facts of the case, and that is what happened.
Knowing that, Opposition members have en-
gaged in a vicious attack on Hon. Fred
McKenzie who took the only action that was
appropriate to him without any coercion from
anyone. Because he is honourable, the Oppo-
sition has tried to crucify, him.

Allegations were made that Hon. Fred
McKenzie was coerced into taking those ac-
tions; that is a reflection on the member. The
member apposite has also reflected on his col-
leagues and his party with regard to the bias of
that committee.

Hon. NEIL OLIVER: I refute the proposal
put forward by Hon. Mark Nevill in regard to
the Baillieu Justin Seward report. The Baillieu
Justin Seward report, as contained in the
GHD-Dwyer report, was based purely on a hy-
pothetical series of options. In fact, the valuer
was required to comment on five sets of
options. He said that his exercise was to exam-
ine in a hypothetical sense what a person would
pay for those improvements without regard to
any specific approvals. He said it would be a
different matter if he were asked to value them
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according to a particular development pro-
posal

I also refute the point made by Hon. Mark
Nevill with regard to his statement that the site
was valued at $915 000 and the rental agree-
ment was the reason for the reduction. We also
heard evidence from Paul Regan explaining
how to undertake tax avoidance. This was not
the case with Mr Logan who said that Govern-
ment came along through the WADC and put
that proposal to him. He said that he was con-
fused by the situation with regard to leasing it
back for a peppercorn rental, and he eventually
declined the instruction. In fact, the WADC
continued further and submitted the papers.
He considered the terms and the instructions
and he rejected them.

I point out that the Baillieu Justin Seward
valuation had no relevance whatsoever to the
sale to Pilsicy Investments. It is totally and
utterly false for the Minister or anybody else to
put forward that proposal. The Baillieu Justin
Seward report is a hypothetical valuation based
on various uses of the site. It is not a definitive
analysis of any user of that site. It was stated in
evidence that the valuation was deficient by
$998 000 on a cursory glance, because the pro-
posal of the intending purchaser was not in any
way fitted to the template. To use the Baillieu
Justin Seward report in this manner is to bend
the truth. We can test Whiteman, Logan, and
any valuer in this town, and not one will back
the proposals put forward by the WADC. I
challenge members to find one and send him to
my office tomorrow.

I am disappointed that many members seem
to have failed to read the summary of the re-
port before putting forward their arguments.

Question put and a division called for.
Bells rung and the. Committee divided.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Hon. John

Williams): Before the tellers tell, I give my vote
with the Ayes.

Division resulted as follows-

Hon. C. 1. Bell
Hon. J. N. Caldwell
Hon. E. J. Chariton
Hon. Max Evans
Hon. H. W. Gayfer
Hon. A. A. Lewis
Hon. P. H. Lockyer
Hon. G. E. Masters

Hon. J. M. Brown
Hon. T. G. Butler
Hon. D. IL Dans
Hon. Graham

Edwards
Hon. John Halden
Hon. Kay allahan
Hon. Robert

Hetherington

Ayes
Hon. V.)J. Ferry
Hon- Tom McNeil

Ayes 15
Hon. N. F. Moore
Hon. Neil Oliver
Hon. P.OG. Pendal
Hon. W. N. Stretch
Hon. John Williams
Hon. D. J. Wordsworth
Hon. Margaret Mc~leer

Noes 14
Hon. B. L Jones
Hon. Carry Kelly
Hon. Mark Neville
Hon. S. Md. Piantadosi
Hon. Tomi Stephens
Hon. Doug Wen
Hon. Fred McKenzie

ffelr)

Pairs
Noes

Hon. J. Md. Berinson
Hon. Tom Helm

Question thus passed.

Report
Report of Committee adopted.

ACTS AMENDMENT (ELECTORAL
REFORM) BILL

Receipt and First Reading
Bill received from the Assembly; and, on

motion by Hon. D. K. Dans (Leader of the
House), read a first time.

House adjourned at 11.00 p.m.

(114)
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

TOURISM
Information Centres: Grants

467. Hon. P. G. PENDAL, to the Leader of
the House representing the Minister for
Tourism:
(1) How many information centres are

there in WA receiving the maximum
grant of $2 500 annually?

(2) Have any centres applied for, but been
refused, the grant?

(3) If so, which ones?
Hon. D. K. DANS replied:
(1) Eiglhtin 1985-86.
(2) No.
(3) Not applicable.

TOURISM COMMISSION
Regional Staff

468. Hon. P. 0. PENDAL, to the Leader of
the House representing ihe Minister for
Tourism:
(1) What is the total cost to the com-

mission of maintaining managers,
staff, and officers in the regions of the
State?

(2) Is she aware that some regions, like
the south-west, have three staff,
whereas the midlands regions covering
29 shires-including the great tourist
centre of York-htave no staff?

Hon. D. K. DANS replied:

(1) The budgeted annual cost for 1986-87
is $497 000.

(2) While as yet there is no regional man-
ager positioned within the midlands,
the tourism interests of the region are
covered by Perth-based officers.

TOURISM COMMISSION
Bureau Manager Rockingham

469. Hon. P. G. PENDAL, to the Leader of
the House representing the Minister for
Tourism:
(l)lIs it correct that the commission funds

a tourist bureau manager, as distinct
from a regional officer, at
Rockinghiam?

(2) If so, what is the total cost?

(3) Is this the only local manager of this
kind funded by the commission?

(4) Why has an exception been made in
this case?

Hon. D. K. DANS replied:
(1) No.
(2) to (4) Not applicable.

TOURISM COMMISSION
Telephone Directory

470. Hon. P. G. PENDAL, to the Leader of
the House representing the Minister for
Tourism:
(1) Is the Minister aware of criticisms by

some sections of the industry of the
ostentatious nature of the com-
mission's internal telephone directory
and its widespread use of staff photo-
graphs?

(2) Does she share the view that it is os-
tentatious?

(3) What was the cost of its production?
Hon. D. K. DANS replied:
(1) and (2) No criticism has been made to

the Minister on this matter by any sec-
tion of the industry. However, the
matter was discussed with the Minis-
ter by the chairman of the com-
mission, and it has been agreed that
when the directory is replaced an
internally produced directory without
photographs will adequately meet the
internal communications needs of the
commission.

(3) Approximately $2 000.

TOURISM COMMISSION ACT
Investments

471. Hon. P. 0. PENDAL, to the Leader of
the House representing the Minister for
Tourism:
(1) Has the WA Tourism Commission yet

exercised any of its powers under sec-
tion 14 of its Act in such a way as to
make investments in tourist facilities?

(2) If so, in what way?
Hon. D. IC DANS replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) The commission has equity partici-

pation in the Captain Freycinet Motel
in Margaret River.
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GAMBLING
Casino Tax: Receipts

488. Hon. G. E. MASTERS, to the Leader of
the House representing the Minister for
Racing and Gaming:

Will the Minister confirm that the
total amount of casino tax received by
the Government from the Burswood
Island casino for the period 30
December 1985 to 30 June 1986 is
$4 647 152?

Hon. D. K. DANS replied:
This question should be addressed to
the Premier in his capacity as
Treasurer. However, the member is
referred to the figure of $4.6 million
included in the Budget papers
presented to Parliament on 16
October 1986.

STATE FINANCE: GENERAL LOAN AND
CAPITAL WORKS FUND
Allocation: Water Authority

495. Hon. TOM STEPHENS, to the Leader
of the House representing the Minister for
Water Resources:

Could the Minister please supply me
with details of the capital works proj-
ects that are listed for the Water Auth-
ority in the following districts in the
1986-87 Budget paper-
(1) Water supply-

(a) Karratha: $524 000;
(b) Kununurra: $ 1207 000; and
(c) Port Hedland: $725 000?

(2) Sewerage-
(a) Karratha: $315000;
(b) Kununuffa: $ 1729 000; and
(c) Port Hedland: $94 000?

(3) Drainage: Kununurra $102 000?
(4) Irrigation: Kununurra $303 000?

Hon. D. K. DANS replied:
(1) (a) SOO0s

West Pilbara water
supply-augmentation
stage 2
Onslow TWS-headworks
improvements
Karratha district-minor
improvements and exten-
sions

Broome TWS-upgzade
Cable Beach main-
additional bores

221

71

222

Fitzroy Crossing TWS-
construct 200m3 elevated
tank
Derby TWS-new bore
and 7O0nm3 elevated tank
Halls Creek TWS-de-
velop, new borefield and
upgrade depot
Kununurra TWS-head-
works improvements
Lake Argyle TWS-instal
aeration unit
Kununurra district-
minor improvements and
extensions

(c)
South Hedland TWS-
upgrading of transfer
pumps
Port Hedland TWS-
Finucane Island extension
Port Hedland TWS-
Pretty Pool subdivision
Port Hedland district-
minor improvements and
extensions

(2) (a)
Karratha No. 2 treatment
works upgrade
Karratha district-minor
improvements and exten-
sions

(b)
Fitzroy Crossing-new
scheme
Brocine-infill sewerage
Derby-extension to
treatment works
Kununurra-enlarge
treatment works
Wyndham-relocate dis-
posal
Kununurra district-
minor improvements and
extensions

(c)
Port Hedland-Pretty
Pool subdivision
-minor improvements
and extensions

(3)

(4)

21
51

Kununurra-reconstruct
outlet into MlI drain

Ord Inigation-drainage
improvements to D2 and
D7
pumping equipment
upgrading
-minor improvement

143

147

191

174

20

460

131

386

30

178

227

88

843
368

21

281

73

143

'9

75

102

168

33
102
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STATE FINANCE: BUDGET
Allocation: Catholic Education Commission

496. Hon. TOM STEPHENS, to the Minister
for Community Services representing the
Minister for Education:
(1) For what purpose has the 1986-87

State Budget allocated $1 000 000, as
a loan, for the Catholic Education
Commission?

(2) Has the State Government ever pre-
viously made available such loan
funds to the commission?

Hon. KAY H-ALLAHAN replied:
(1) To establish a high school at Karratha

in 1987. The Catholic Education
Commission had planned a high
school in Karratha for 1988 or 1989.
Because students who would wish to
attend the new high school are cur-rently at Karratha Senior High School,
which is overcrowded, the Govern-
ment asked the Catholic Education
Commission to bring forward its es-
tablishment date, and lent the Cath-
olic Education Commission bridging
funds for this purpose.

(2) Not for this purpose.

STATE FINANCE: BUDGET
mufll Sewerage Scheme: Broome

497. Hon. TOM STEPHENS, to the Leader
of the House representing the Minister for
Water Resources:
(1) What allocation has been provided in

the 1986-87 Budget for an infill sewer-
age scheme for the township of
Broome?

(2) What details can the Minister provide
me about this project?

(3) Specifically, what areas of Broonme
will be serviced by the project?'

Hon. D. K. DANS replied:
(1) $368 000.
(2) and (3) Subject to the approval of the

preliminaries to constrnction, it is
intended to sewer the following
areas-

Complete current contract (area
2A).
Construct sewers in area 2C
(bounded by Louis, Herbert,
Saville, and Doa Streets and area

bounded by Gay, Herbert and
Saville Streets and Roebuck Bay).
Commence areas 2E and 3
(Dampier Terrace and
Chinatown).

I will arrange for plans showing these
areas to be forwarded to the member.

STATE FINANCE: BUDGET
Allocation: Health Department

498. Hon. TOM STEPHENS, to the Minister
for Community Services representing the
Minister for Health:

With respect to the following projects
listed below and contained in the
1986-87 Budget-
(a) Kununurra accommodation

units;
(b) Fitzroy Crossing accommodation

units;
(c) Port Hedland staff houses;
(d) Tom Price staff houses;
(e) Fitzroy Crossing staff houses;,
would the Minister provide the follow-
ing details-
(1) The cost of each project?
(2) The proposed construction date?
(3) The anticipated completion date?
(4) The classification of staff that will

occupy this accommodation when
completed?

Hon. KAY HALLAHAN replied:
These accommodation units are
contained in the 1986-87 capital
Budget allocations as works in prog-
ress having commenced in the pre-
vious financial year.
(a) Kununurra-6 x I bedroom

apartments
Project Cost-3582 438
Construction Date-O October
1986
Completion Date-1t6 April 198 7
Staff Category-Health Depart-
ment staff-primarily for com-
munity, child and hospital nurses
and other allied health staff as
required

(b) and (e) Fitzroy Crossing
(b) 2 x 2 bedroom apartments
(e) I x 3 bedroom house
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Tender awarded by Homeswest as a
single contract.
Project Costs-S 326 880
Construction Date-J10 June 1986
Completion Date- 10 December
1986
Staff Category-Health Department
staff-primarily for medical officer,
hospital, and community nurses.
(c) Port Hedland-

I x 3 bedroom house
I x 4 bedroom house

Tender awarded by Homeswest as a
single contract.
Project Cost-S 317 930
Construction Date-l18 June 1986
Completion Date-iS December
1986
Staff Category-Health Department
staff-primarily for senior medical
positions and other departmental staff
(d) Tom Price- I x 3 bedroom house
Project Cost-S 138 558
Construction Date- 16 January 1986
Completion Date-i 9 October 1986
Staff Category-Health Department
staff-primarily for matron.

STATE FINANCE: GENERAL LOAN ANT)
CAPITAL WORKS FUND

Allocations: School Covered A reas
499. Hon. TOM STEPHENS, to the Minister

for Community Services representing the
Minister for Education:
(1) Of the $427 000 allocated in the Edu-

cation Department 1986-87 capital
works programme for "covered areas"
for schools, how much will be
allocated to schools in the Kimberley
and Pilbara?

(2) Which schools within this region will
receive covered areas, at what cost,
and when is it anticipated that each of
these construction projects will com-
mence and finish?

Hon. KAY HALLAHAN replied:
(1) and (2) It is anticipated that about

$80 000 will be spent on roofing an
existing structure and providing
covered walkways at North Tom Price
Primary School.

The work is expected to commence
early next year and be completed by
mid-year.

STATE FINANCE: GENERAL LOAN AND
CAPITAL WORKS FUND
Allocations: School Facilities

500. Hon. TOM STEPHENS, to the Minister
for Community Services representing the
Minister for Education:

From the following allocation under
the Education Department capital
works programme for 1986-87, halls-
gymnasia $38 000; and library re-
source centre $28 000-
(1) How much will be allocated to

Pilbara and Kimberley schools?
(2) What will each of these schools in

these regions receive?
Hon. KAY HALLAHAN replied:
(1) None.
(2) Not applicable.

STATE FINANCE: GENERAL LOAN AND
CAPITAL WORKS FUND

Allocation: Kimberle-y Camp School
501. Hon. TOM STEPHENS, to the Minister

for Community Services representing the
Minister for Education:
(1) For what purpose has $247 000 been

allocated to the Kimberley Camp
School, Broome in the Education De-
partment's 1986-87 capital works pro-
gramnme?

(2) When will this project be completed?
Hon. KAY HALLAHAN replied:
(1) This allocation is money outstanding

to the builder from I July 1986 for
dormitories and ablution facilities
constructed in 1985-86.

(2) The project has been completed.

STATE FINANCE: GENERAL LOAN AND
CAPITAL WORKS FUND

Allocation: Housing
502. Hon. TOM STEPHENS, to the Minister

for Community Services representing the
Minister for Housing:
(1) What percentage of the $24.7 million

capital works programme for GEHA
in 1986-87 will be spent in the Pilbara
and Kimberley regions?
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(2) How much accommodation will be
provided in these regions from this al-
location and at what total cost?

(3) In what locations will these accommo-
dation facilities be constructed and
what type of accommodation will be
provided in each case?

(4) For which Government departments
or agencies will this accommodation
be made available?

(5) How many housing lots will be pur-
chased in the Pilbara and Kimberley
regions in 1986-87?

(6) In which towns will they be purchased
and for what Government department
or agency?

Hon. KAY H-ALLAHAN replied:
(1) Approximately 42 per cent of the

$24.7 million capital works 1986-87
programme for GEHA will be spent in
the Pilbara and Kimberley regions.

(2) to (4) Pilbara
Cane River
W A WA-l x 3Br House
IKarratha
Education-IlI x 3 Br Houses
Educaion-3 x 4 Br Houses
Education-6 x 2 Br Apartments
Karratha College-i x 2 Br
Apartment
Karratha College-I x 3 Br
House
Mines- I x 4 Br House
Employment & Training-i x 3
Dr House
Health- I x 3 Br House
Occupational Health,
Safety and Welfare-I x 3 Br
House
Police- I x 4Br House
Marble Bar
Education- I x 3 Br House
Newman
Hedland College-I x 3 Br House
Education-2 x 2 Br Apartments
Onslow
W A WA-I x 3Br House
Roebourne
Education-i x 3 Br House
Education-S x 2 Br Apartments

Karratha College-I x 3 Br
House
Tom Price
Education-6 x 3 Br Houses
Wickham
Education-2 x 3 Br Houses
Prisons- I x 3 Br House

Total Units--49
Estimated Cost-
$5 092 000

Kimuberley
Broome
Prisons- I x 3 Br House
Prisons- I x 2 Br Apartment
Christmas Creek
Education-2 x 3 Br Houses
Derby
Education- I x 3 Br House
Fitzroy Crossing
Police- I x 3 Br House
Halls Creek
Education- I x 3 Br House
Police- I x 3 Br House
Kalumburu
Education- I x 3 Br House
Kununurra
Agriculture-4 x 2 Br Apartments
Health- I x 3 Br House
La Grange
Education- I x 3 Br House
One Arm Point
Education- I x 3 Br House
South Hedland
Education-2 x 3 Br Houses
Education-2 x 2 Br Apartments
Hedland College- I x 2 Br Apart-
ment
Hedland College-2 x 3 Br
Houses
Health- I x 2 Br Apartments
Homeswest- I x 3 Br House

Total Units--25
Estimated Cost-
$2492000

(5) and (6) Housing lots have previously
been acquired to accommodate the
1986-87 housing programme.
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Action to acquire lots for the 1987-88
building programme will be
undertaken when departments submit
their requirements later in this
financial year. At this point it is not
possible to accurately predict how
many lots will need to be purchased,
where they will be located, or for
which department or agency.

STATE FINANCE: GENERAL LOAN AND
CAPITAL WORKS FUND

Allocation: Karratha High School
503. Hon. TOM STEPHENS, to the Minister

for Community Services representing the
Minister for Education:
(1) For what purpose has $150 000 been

allocated in the Education Depart-
ment's capital works programme
1986-87 for the Karratha High
School?

(2) When will work start on these ad-
ditional stages?

(3) What will the additional stages in-
volve?

(4) When will they be completed?
Hon. KAY HALLAHAN replied:
(1) To pay for the estimated portion of

the planned major additions and im-
provements that will have been
completed by 30 June next.

(2) Preparation of sketch plans has
already commenced.

(3) It is anticipated that the proposed
project will comprise sports hall,
drama workshop, improvements to
manual arts and home economics, and
a media studies facility.

(4) The work is expected to be completed
in good time for the commencement
of the 1988 school year.

STATE FINANCE: BUDGET
Allocation: Remote Commercial Television

Service
505. Hon. N. F. MOORE, to the Minister for

Budget Management:
Would the Minister advise as to how
the sum of SI1 764 000, listed as Item
123 of Miscellaneous Services on page
74 of the Estimates of Revenue and
Expenditure, is to be spent?

Hon. J. M. BERINSON replied:
The allocation meets the Govern-
ment's offer, made prior to the issuing
of the relevant licence, in respect of
the transponder costs which would be
incurred by the successful Western
Australian broadcaster. It will ensure
that commercial television is available
to families in outlying regions of
Western Australia.

WA EXIM CORPORATION
Funding: A uscorp Holdings Ltd

507. Hon. NEIL OLIVER, to the Leader of
the House representing the Premier:
(1) Has the Western Australian Exim Cor-

poration Ltd advanced funds to
Auscorp Holdings Ltd and Eastmarc
International Pty Ltd?

(2) If "Yes", what amounts have been ad-
vanced to each of the companies re-
spectively?

(3) Who are the directors of those
companies?

Hon. D. K. DANS replied:
(1) No.
(2) and (3) Not applicable.

WA EXIM CORPORATION
Funding: Glenfern Holdings Pty Ltd

508. Hon. NEIL OLIVER, to the Leader of
the House representing the Premier:
(1) Have the West Australian Exim Cor-

poration Ltd losses on funds advanced
to Glenfern Holdings Pty Ltd
exceeded $400 000?

(2) If "Yes", by what amount has the
$400 000 been exceeded?

(3) lf "No", what loss has been sustained?
Hon. D. K. DANS replied:
(1) to (3) This matter is the subject of on-

going and commercially confidential
negotiations.

LAND
Reserve No. 8313: Northami

510. Hon. H. W. GAYFER, to the Minister
for Community Services representing the
Minister for Lands:

What is to be the ultimate intended
purpose that Reserve No. 8313 at
Northam will be used for?
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Hon. KAY HALLAHAN replied:

Reserve No. 8313 will be vested in the
Aboriginal Lands Trust for the pur-
pose of use and benefit of Aboriginal
inhabitants.

MINISTER FOR WATER RESOURCES

Office Accommodation

513. Hon. G. E. MASTERS, to the Leader of
the House representing the Minister for
Water Resources:

(I) What provision was made for the
periods 1984-85 and 1985-86 by the
WA Water Authority for maintaining
the office of the Minister?

(2) For the same periods, what expendi-
ture was incurred by the WA Water
Authority for maintaining the office of
the Minister?

Hon. D. K. DANS replied:

(1) and (2) It is unclear what information
the member is seeking to obtain.
Should the member provide me with
specific details as to the information
he requires, I will consider providing a
written response.

MINISTER FOR MINERALS AND ENERGY

Office Accommodation

515. Hon. G. E. MASTERS, to the Attorney
General representing the Minister for
Minerals and Energy:

(1) What provision was made for the
periods 1984-85 and 1985-86 by the
State Energy Commission for
maintaining the office of the Minister?

(2) For the same periods, what expendi-
ture was incurred by the State Energy
Commission for maintaining the
office of the Minister?

Hon. J. M. BERINSON replied:

(1) and (2) The State Energy Commission
does not maintain the office of the
Minister for Minerals and Energy.

STATE FINANCE: BUDGET
Agriculture Research Institute: Kununurra

5 18. Hon. TOM STEPHENS, to the Leader
of the House representing the Minister for
Agriculture:
(1) What funds have been set aside for

land acquisition and improvement for
the Agriculture Department's research
institute at Kununurra out of the
$650 000 allocation for such projects
in the 1986-87 Budget?

(2) For what specific purpose will these
funds be utilised?

Hon. D. K. DANS replied:
(1) and (2) There are no funds for land

acquisition as the site is Crown land.
A sumn of $ 100 000 has been provided
to compensate CSIRO for improve-
ments on the property which was for-
merly the Kimberley Research
Station, and $50 000 has been
provided for upgrading services and
buildings.

STATE FINANCE: GENERAL WOAN AND
CAPITAL WORKS FUND

Allocation; North Province Schools
520. Hon. TOM STEPHENS, to the Minister

for Community Services representing the
Minister for Education:
(1) What facilities will be provided in

each of the schools in the North Prov-
ince listed on pages 10, 11, and 12 of
the Estimates of Expenditure as pant
of the Government's 1986-87 capital
works programme?

(2) When will work commence on these
projects, and when will they be
completed?

Hon. KAY HALLAHAN replied:
(1) (1) Karratha SHS-See answer to

question 503
(2) Hedland Sf15-Major additions

and alterations.
(3) Newman S11S-None.
(4) Broome DHS-Majar additions

and alterations.
(5) Derby DHS-Additions.
(6) Kununurra DHS-Major ad-

ditions and alterations.
(7) Paraburdoo DHS-None.
(8) Tonm Price HS-None.
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(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(1 3)

Fitzroy Crossing PS-None.
Kalumburu PS-None.
La Grange PS-None.
Looma PS-None.
Marble Bar PS-None.

(14) One Ann Point PS-None.
(I5) Onslow PS-None.
(16) Roebourne PS-None.
(17) Kimberley-Broome Camp

School-Dormitory and ablution
facilities.

(1 8) Halls Creek-Major additions.
(19) Jigalong PS-Transportable sec-

ondary facilities.
(20)
(21)

Oombulgurri PS-Alterations.
Kaluniburu PS-Toilet replace-
ment.

(2) (1) See answer to question 503.
(2) December 1986; January 1988.
(3) -

(4) March 1987; November 1987.
(5) March 1987; October 1987.
(6) Work has been completed.
(7) -

(8) -
(9) -

(10) -

(11) -

(12) -

(13) -

(14) -

(15) -

(16) -

(17) Work has been completed.
(18) March 1987; October 1987.
(19) November 1986; June 1987.
(20) March 1987; June 1987.
(21) Work has been completed.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
Restructuring: Consultations

522. Hon. N. F. MOORE, to the Minister for
Community Services representing the
Minister for Education:
(1) With whom did the Minister consult

prior to his decision to restructure the
Education Department?

(2) Why is it intended that the new ar-
rangements will apply from February
1987?

Hon. KAY HALLAHAN replied:

(1) There has been a widespread consulta-
tive process on the restructuring of the
Education Department involving all
interest groups.

(2) In order to gain the benefits of the
restructuring as soon as possible.

TECHNICAL AND FURTHER
EDUCATION

Courses Offered

523. Hon. N. F. MOORE, to the Minister for
Community Services representing the
Minister for Education:

(1) Is it correct that there will be a re-
duction in the number of courses
offered by TAFE institutions?

(2) If so, which courses are to be
terminated and why?

Hon. KAY HALLAHAN replied:

(1) No.

(2) Not applicable.

ABORIGINAL SACRED SITES

Leonora: Kutunatu Group

525. Hon. N. F. MOORE, to the Attorney
General representing the Minister for
Aboriginal Affairs:

(1) Is the Minister
Kutunatu group
sacred site exists
north of Leonora?

aware that the
is claiming that a
at their camp site

(2) If so, is the site a registered sacred site
and what is the significance of the
site?

Hon. J. M. BERINSON replied:

(1) The department of Aboriginal sites is
aware of reports that sites may be in
the area.

(2) The reports are being investigated by
department staff.
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STATE FINANCE: BUDGET
Revenue:- Government Employees Housing

Authority
526. Hon. N. F. MOORE, to the Attorney

General representing the Treasurer:
(1) What will be the additional revenue

raised over a two-year period through
raising GEHA rents to Homeswest
levels, as advised in the Premier's me-
dia release P86/148 of 16 June 1986?

(2) What was the estimate of fringe ben-
efits tax payable on GEHA accommo-
dation over the two-year period before
the rents were raised?

(3) What saving of fringe benefits tax will
be made through the decision to raise
GEHA rents over the two-year period?

(4) What amount of fringe benefits tax
would be payable by the Government
on GEHA accommodation in the
1988-89 financial year-
(a) if GEHA rents had not been

raised to the level of Homeswest
*rents; and

(b) with GEHA rents at the
Homeswest level?

Hon.]J. M. BERINSON replied:
This question has been incorrectly
addressed to the Treasurer. It has been
referred to the Minister for Housing,
and be will answer the question in
writing.

TAXES AND CHARGES
Payroll Tax: Bodies Paying

527, Hon. P. G. PENDAL, to the Attorney
General representing the Treasurer:
(1) Approximately how many companies,

employers, or entities pay payroll tax?
(2) Will he give a breakdown of the num-

ber of entities which pay-
(a) less than $1 000 a year;
(b) between$I100 1 and $5 000;

*(c) between $5 001 and$ $10 000;
(d) between $10001 and $25000;

and
(e) more than $25 000?

(3) Is it correct that the State Taxation
Department forwards multiple return
forms to companies with common
ownerships at the one address?

(4) Have any reviews taken place to bring
about a reduction in the obvious ad-
ministrative and postage duplication
involved?

Hon.)J. M. BERINSON replied:

(1) I am advised that at 30'September
1986 the figure was 6 418.

(2) 1 am advised that the information
sought can be extracted for 19 8 5-86 by
the State Taxation Department once
certain procedures involving the rec-
onciliation of each taxpayer's pay-
ments have been completed.
Completion is expected in early 1987,
and I will arrange for the information
to be provided at that time.

(3) and (4) 1 am advised that where separ-
ate companies share a common ad-
dress, payroll tax return forms con-
taining information relevant to each
company would be sent under separ-
ate cover to each of the companies
concerned. As each company is a sep-
arate legal entity, the State Taxation
Department believes that it would be
inappropriate for it to address them
on other than an individual basis.

I am further advised that in any case,
the number of companies with com-
mon addresses is relatively small and
the difficulty in sorting returns on the
basis of common addresses would not
justify the saving in postage.

ROADS: EASTERN CORRIDOR

Public Meeting: Motions

528. Hon. NEIL OLIVER, to the Minister for
Community Services representing the
Minister for Planning:

(1) Is the Minister aware of the motions
carried at the eastern corridor major
roads study public meeting held at
Swan View on Tuesday 24 June 1986?

(2) If "Yes", does he intend to arrange
for-

(a) replacement of the steering and
technical committees by a new
combined steering committee as
called for;

(b) firm and adequate terms of refer-
ence along the lines requested for
the remainder of the study; and
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(c) public access to all documents
produced by the study team, in-
cluding its working papers?.

(3) Is he aware of figures produced by the
Greenmount Action Group in August
1986 showing that an effective by-pass
route can remove the need to increase
the capacity of the Great Eastern
Highway on Greenmount Hill?

(4) In view of the Greenmount Action
Group's finding, would he ensure that
a moute designed to carry all through
traffic from both the Great Eastern
Highway and the Great Southern
Highway and a substantial portion of
local traffic from Chidlow, Mt Helena,
Stoneville, and Parkerville, together
with an improved gradient down the
escarpment, is included for the re-
mainder of the study?

Hon. KAY HALLAHAN replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) (a) No;

(b) no;
(c) no.

(3)
(4)

Yes.
The routes selected for study in detail
in the remainder of the study will be
evaluated against similar objectives to
those suggested by the member. How-
ever, it is not possible to ensure that
these objectives will be met.

ROAD: GREAT EASTERN HIGHWAY
Widening: Delay

530. Hon. NEIL OLIVER, to the Minister for
Community Services representing the
Minister for Planning:

Is it the intention of the State Plan-
ning Commission not to purchase any
properties fronting the Great Eastern
Highway on Greenmount Hill until at
least completion of the present eastern
corridor major roads study?

Hon. KAY HALLAHAN replied:
The commission will negotiate with
any property owner affected by the
existing road reservation in accord-
ance with the requirements of the
Metropolitan Region Town Planning
Scheme Act. However, it is not the
commission's policy to purchase a
property unless special circumstances,
such as hardship, apply.

AMERICA'S CUP: VESSEL
Spectators:- Government Subsidy

531. Hon. P. G. PENDAL, to the Attorney
General representing the Minister for
Industr and Technology:
(1) Is it correct that a vessel being built at

O'Connor for spectator use during the
America's Cup is being subsidised by
the Government to the extent of
$180 000 or a similar amount?

(2) If so, under what arrangement has the
subsidy been approved?

(3) Is the builder of the boat in financial
difficulty?

Hon. J. M. BERINSON replied:
This question has wrongly been
addressed to the Minister for Industry
and Technology. It has been referred
to the Premier, and he will answer the
question in writing.

STATE FINANCE: BUDGET
Allocation: Tourism Commission

532. Hon. P. G. PENDAL, to the Leader of
the House representing the Minister for
Tourism:
(1) Is it correct that an amount of $3.5

million was included in the 1985-86
estimates for "administration" ex-
penses of the Tourism Commission?

(2) Is it correct that $4.2 million was actu-
ally spent?

(3) What is the reason for the $624 000
overrun?

(4) Will the Minister give precise details?
Hon. D. K. DANS replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) Yes.
(3) and (4) The additional administration

expenses were incurred primarily in
the following areas-

Overseas office expenses-during
1985-86 the commission
terminated secondmnent arrange-
ments with the Australian Tourist
Commission enabling full rep-
resentation in South-East Asia
and New Zealand. New offices
were also established in Tokyo
and New York. These initiatives
resulted in additional costs of
approximately $450 000 for the
year.
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Communication expenses-
increased by approximately
$30 000 for the year as a result of
the assistance extended in the in-
stallation of 008 telephone facili-
ties for direct travel agents book-
ings and additional costs
associated with increased activi-
ties through the Holiday WA
Centres.
Travelling, transfer, and removal
costs-the major proportion of
the balance of the additional
administration expenses is at-
tributable to staff location costs.

ENERGY
Electricity Powerlines: Relocation

533. Hon. P. G. PENDAL, to the Minister for
Budget Management:
(1) Has $3.6 million been spent by the

Government in relocating State En-
ergy Commission pylons for the
Burswood Island Casino?

(2) Is it normal for the Government to
allocate such funds out of the
Consolidated Revenue Fund?

(3) Why is this regarded as a cost to the
Government and not to the casino?

Hon. J. M. BERINSON replied:
(1) No. The 1985-86 vote of $3 913 000

was for land acquisition and
relocating SEC pylons. Details of ex-
penditure in 1985-86 and the estimate
for 1986-87 are as follows-

1985-86 1986-87
$

Land acqui-
sition-amount
payable to the
Perth City Coun-
cil for land
acquired for thec
Buriwood island
Casino site 3 393 000 -

Statutory levy-
paid into the land
titles assurance
trust fund in ac-
cordance with the
provisions of the
Transfer of Land
Act 19550 -

Relocation Of
State Energy
Commission py-
lons -169435 250000

3581 955 250000

(2) Transactions against the Consolidated
Revenue Fund are necessary to give
effect to the agreed arrangements in
accordance with the Casino
(Burswood Island) Agreement Act
1985.

(3) Clause 9 (4) (b,) of the agreement
exempts the developers from the cost
of relocating SEC pylons.

SPORT AND RECREATION: COMMUNITY
CAMP

Noatimba: Income
534. Hon. P. G. PENDAL, to the Minister far

Community Services representing the
Minister for Sport and Recreation:
(1) What income has been produced by

the Noalimba Reception Centre in the
past 12 months?

(2) What has been the total-
(a) wage bill paid for Noalimba em-

ployees; and
(b,) other outgoings to keep the centre

open in the past year?
(3) What arrangements have been made

to relocate staff members?
(4) How many redundancies are

involved?
(5) Will he arrange a meeting with the

staff and appropriate Government re-
deployment officers on the future of
any employee made redundant?

(6) How long is it since the centre catered
for migrant reception?

Hon. KAY HALLAHAN replied:
(1) Income for 1985-86 was $466 370.
(2) (a) $678 134 which includes $87 167

payroll tax;
(b) $388 821.
These figures do not allow for indirect
casts which are not met by the Depart-
ment for Sport and Recreation's
budget.

(3) All permanent staff will be offered
other employment. The Government
does not acknowlege an equal liability
for redeployment of casual staff as it
does for permanent Government em-
ployees. However, if required, the
Office of Redeployment and
Retraining will assist in locating em-
ployment entailing similar hours far
the displaced casual staff involved.
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(4) See (3) above.
(5) A meeting has already taken place be-

tween the Department for Sport and
Recreation, the Office of Redeploy-
ment and Retraining, the Office of In-
dustrial Relations, unions, and
Noalimba staff on 16 October 1986. A-
further meeting is to be held on 29
October 1986.

(6) The centre officially ceased as a ml-.
grant reception centre on 31,
December 1983 and was vested in the
Department for Sport and Recreation
on I January 1984. However, the
centre still accommodates a small
number of migrants for periods.

TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS.
Victoria Pak Fence Damage

535. Hon. P. G. PENDAL, to the Leader of
the House representing the Minister for
Transport:

I refer to my correspondence to him
and his predecessor on the obvious
dangers of vehicles frequently
smashing through the frail fence of
Mrs M. Brookes of '86 McMillan
Street, Victoria Park, and ask-
(1) What did the Minister mean by.

saying in his letter of 9 September
1986, that, "The reported acci-.
dent history of the intersection
warrants further investigation in
an attempt to reduce the level of
hazard"?

(2) Whose responsibility does he con-
sider it to be to further investigate
the reported accident history of
this intersection?

(3) Will he take immediate steps to
accept some responsibility for the
matter in view of the fact that it is
not a problem of Mrs Brookes's
making?

Hon. D. IC DANS replied:
(1) to (3) There is reason for concern be-

cause seven accidents were recorded
at this site in 1985, and this rate has
increased in 1986. The Main Roads
Department has examined the records
to see if any pattern exists which
would indicate the cause of the prob-
lem. No reason was found to change
the signals to correct this trend.

Speed in Berwick Street appears to be
a factor, and this will be drawn to the
attention of the Police Department.
The Main Roads Department, which
has control of the signals, will investi-
gate further in an endeavour to find
the cause and to produce a practical
solution. It will discuss any aspects
that arise with the Perth City Council,
which has responsibility -for the roads.

TRANSPERTH
Cigarette Advertisements

536. Hon. P. G. PENDAL, to the Leader of
the House representing the Minister for
Transport:

(1) In view of the Government's avowed
intention to -limit and eradicate the
advertising of tobacco products, why
does Transperth carry cigarette adver-
tisements?

(2) Has the Minister for Health expressed
a view to him on this matter?.

(3) If so, in what terms?
Hon. D. K. DANS replied:

(1) Advertising on Transperth vehicles is
handled under a contractual. arrange-
ment by Australian Posters. Legal
opinion is that it is not possible for
Transperth to vary or remove its obli-
gation from the contract. However,
when the contract expires in July
1987, Transperth has agreed to
elirnate tobacco advertising from its
vehicles.

(2) and (3) No. However I am aware of an
approach made to my predecessor on
this matter. The Government's policy
is known to Transperth and is, and
will be, adhered to by it.

TRAFFIC LIGHTS
Offences:- Enforcement

537. Hon. P. G. PENDAL, to the Leader of
the House representing the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services:

(1) Is it correct that local government
authorities do not have the power to
enforce traffic infringements near
traffic l ights?

(2) If so, what are the reasons for this situ-
ation?
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(3) Are changes to the Local Government
Act and the Traffic Act currently be-
ins considered to allow dual enforce-
ment, by both police and local council
officers, of parking infringements at
traffic lights?

Hon. D. K_ DANS replied:

(1) Yes.

(2) Local government authorities have the
responsibility of parking control,
either by having their own by-laws or
adopting model by-laws prescribed
under the authority of the Local
Government Act; and acting under
these by-laws, they are permitted to
issue infringement notices except on
main roads controlled by the Main
Roads Department and on other
carriageways at the approach and de-
parture side of traffic control lights
where erected at an intersection or at
bridges and subways.

(3) In relation to the Traffic Act, the
answer is "No". In relation to the Lo-
cal Government Act, certain aspects
are still under consideration.

TOURISM COMMISSION

Income: Commissions

538. Hon. P. G. PENDAL, to the Leader of
the House representing the Minister for
Tourism:

Would the Minister please give the
breakup of the Tourism Commission's
commission income of $1.7 million
expected in 1985-86?

Hon. D. K DANS replied:

$

Commission on sale of travel

Interest

Revenue-other

Lease fees
Interest and principal repay-
ments

Sale of publications

1 600 000

100000

11 000

7000

6 000

5 000

1729000

FORESTS: DEDICATION

Nelson Location 13270: Consultation

539. Hon. W. N. STRETCH, to the Minister
for Community Services representing the
Minister for Conservation and Land
Management:

With regard to tabled paper
No. 393 (a) tabled on 14 October
1986-

(1) Did the Minister or his depart-
ment consult with the Shire of
Boyup Brook about the dedi-
cation of Nelson location 13270
as State forest?

(2) If so,

(a) on what date did such con-
tact last take place; and

(b) in what form?

(3) Will the Minister give an under-
taking that in future, he or his de-
partment will consult with shires
within three months of such a
dedication taking place?

Hon. KAY HALLAHAN replied:

(1) to (3) The decision to dedicate Nelson
Location 13270 as State forest was
taken in Line with a recoin-
rnendation-cl0l.2-of the system 6
report. This report has been a public
document since its release in early
1984. The system 6 green book, the
precursor to the final report, was
widely circulated to local government
authorities and other interested par-
ties in 198 1.

On 16 August 1979, a meeting was
held between officers of the Depart-
ment of Conservation and Environ-
ment and the Shire Clerk, Shire of
Boyup Brook. All green book
recommendations affecting this shire,

-and including this specific
recommendation, were canvassed. No
objections to the proposal were
received, nor have been since.

The Shire of Boyup Brook has there-
fore had ample notice of the Govern-
ment's intention.
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FORESTS: DEDICATION

Nelson Location 13277: Consultation

540. Hon. W. N. STRETCH, to the Minister
for Community Services representing the
Minister for Conservation and Land
Management:

With regard to tabled paper
No. 393 (a) tabled on 14 October
1986-

(1) Did the Minister or his depart-
ment consult with the Shire of
Manjiniup about the dedication
of Nelson location 13277 as State
forest?

(2) If so,

(a) on what date did such con-
tact last take place; and

(b) in what form?

(3) Will the Minister give an under-
taking that in future, be or his de-
partment will consult with shires
within three months of such a
dedication taking place?

Hon. KAY HALLAHAN replied:
(1) to (3) The land in question was an

exchange of private property for part
of a Land Act reserve. Manjimup
Shire Council approved the exchange
on 17 August 1983.

ROAD
Meekatharra- Wubin: Priority

541. Hon. N. F. MOORE, to the Leader of
the House representing the Minister for
Transport:

Further to his answer to my question
481 of I5 October 1986, will the Min-
ister advise which road projects have a
higher priority than the Wubin-
Meekatharra section of the Great
Northern Highway?

Hon. D. K. DANS replied:
In -the national highway system in
Western Australia, sealing of the
Newman-Pant Hedland section,
widening and reconstruction of the
Eyre Highway, and maintenance and
reconstruction of failed sections, were
given higher priority.
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